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Abstract 
 
Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation are the leading causes of faunal population declines. 
Substantial effort has been invested in identifying how these landscape changes are related to 
population parameters. However, to effectively mitigate declines, we must understand the 
underlying mechanisms impacted by landscape change. Woodland-dependent avian insectivores 
seem particularly vulnerable, and decline at rates disproportionately greater than other foraging 
guilds. This pattern suggests that reduced food availability in less-wooded landscapes may be a 
contributing factor. However, the evidence supporting this hypothesis is sparse. 
 
I adopted a multidisciplinary approach to investigate the mechanisms driving population changes of 
an avian insectivore in highly-modified landscapes by integrating physiological indices with 
measures of prey availability and landscape structure. First, I presented a framework for 
conceptualising how the spatiotemporal scale of fragmentation influences the mechanisms 
impacting populations. I then used the eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis) in the Brigalow 
Belt South bioregion of southern Queensland to test the importance of local and landscape factors 
on robin site occupancy, prey density, and robin condition. I also investigated whether an index of 
chronic stress could be used to predict changes to robin occurrence and identify potential threats to 
the population. I concluded this work by conducting a supplementary feeding experiment to 
determine whether food availability was causing the variation in robin condition.  
 
The conceptual framework I developed contrasts the ways in which habitat fragmentation per se 
impacts faunal populations by restricting movement among habitat patches. When movement is 
restricted over small spatiotemporal scales, such as within a home range or on a daily basis, access 
to critical resources may be limited. Restrictions over intermediate scales can inhibit dispersal 
movements which reduces demographic exchange and rescue. Large-scale movement restrictions 
that prevent rare dispersal events may impede gene flow. I demonstrated through a global review of 
the habitat fragmentation literature, that limited resource access was the most understudied of these 
mechanisms, even though it can affect populations rapidly, while impeded gene flow received the 
most attention by far. 
 
A pilot study conducted in the study region four years earlier found that robins were more 
physiologically stressed (had higher heterophil:lymphocyte ratios) in sites with less woodland in the 
surrounding landscape, but site occupancy was unrelated to woodland cover. Re-examining the 
same study system, I established that woodland cover was now the strongest predictor of 
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occupancy. While woodland cover at a local scale (within 500 m) was important for robin 
persistence, woodland cover at a broader scale relevant to dispersal movements (within 5 km) was 
not. While my stress index could not accurately predict the precise locations of future extirpations, 
patterns of stress indices (birds were more stressed where woodland cover was lower) did 
foreshadow a change to the pattern of occurrence. Extirpations from sites with low levels of 
woodland cover were balanced by colonisations of more-wooded sites. 
 
Surprisingly, I found that arthropod prey density was greater at sites that had less surrounding 
woodland. This result was primarily driven by a large number of Formicidae (ants). However, 
Formicidae have low nutritional value and once they were excluded from the results, soil moisture, 
not woodland cover, became the primary determinant of arthropod density. I predicted that robin 
condition would be strongly associated with arthropod density, but this was not the case. Instead, 
robins had elevated stress levels at sites with apparently more-favourable foraging habitat. These 
findings confirm that prey density does not explain this species’ apparent vulnerability in less-
wooded landscapes. However, there are other ways in which food availability could be affected in 
structurally-altered landscapes, such as through a reduced area from which to source prey. 
Providing supplementary food to robins across sites with varying degrees of woodland cover 
showed that condition did not generally improve after feeding, suggesting that the birds were not 
food limited; however, statistical power was low due to challenges in recapturing experimental 
birds. 
 
The findings from my thesis have provided insights into why woodland-dependent avian 
insectivores are more vulnerable to declines in highly-modified agricultural landscapes. I identified 
that prey density was unrelated to the apparent vulnerability of eastern yellow robins in less-wooded 
landscapes. This conclusion runs counter to work in other systems, perhaps because my study 
region is located on more-fertile soil or has a shorter clearing history. Robins were more affected by 
woodland extent over small scales than landscape connectivity over broad scales, so conservation 
efforts focused on promoting brigalow regrowth alongside existing roadside strips of woodland may 
be beneficial even if landscape-scale restoration is impractical. I found some evidence that chronic 
stress indices can be used to predict changes to occurrence before the changes are apparent in 
presence/absence data. This result has important implications for applied conservation management, 
and future studies should examine how the nature, duration, and intensity of a stressor affect the 
predictive capacity of this stress index. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
 
 
 
 
Plate 1. An aerial view of the landscape near Moonie, Queensland. Most remaining woodland 
occurs in narrow strips alongside paddocks, crops, and roads. More-contiguous woodlands are 
crucial for facilitating dispersal and meeting minimum home range requirements. 
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1.1 THEORY AND CONCEPTS UNDERLYING THE THESIS 
 
1.1.1 The impacts of land-use change 
 
Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation are driving biodiversity losses at an alarming rate 
(Cushman 2006; Vié et al. 2009; Hoffmann et al. 2010; Maxwell et al. 2016). Terrestrial vertebrate 
population abundances have fallen by 38% since 1970 and there is no suggestion that the rate of 
loss is slowing (WWF 2016). Forty per cent of all bird species are showing population declines (Vié 
et al. 2009). Habitat loss and degradation are placing stress on 93% of all threatened bird species 
with the bulk of the threat associated with land conversion for agriculture and timber extraction 
(Vié et al. 2009; Maxwell et al. 2016). These threats are likely to persist for the foreseeable future; 
although the rate of global deforestation has decreased since the 1990s, it still remains high (FAO 
2010). Australia is currently ranked eighth in the world for deforestation, with over 5.8 million ha 
of forest lost from 2000-2012 (Hansen et al. 2013). 
 
The effects of habitat destruction on populations can be considered to form a hierarchy (Figure 1.1). 
The removal of habitat can initiate four processes of landscape change: habitat loss; habitat 
fragmentation; habitat degradation; and alteration of the matrix (non-habitat land cover; Ford et al. 
2001; Fischer & Lindenmayer 2007; Driscoll et al. 2013). Each of these processes alters structural 
elements within landscapes which may ultimately lead to population declines (Fahrig 2003; Ewers 
& Didham 2006; Driscoll et al. 2013). However, these processes of landscape change tell us nothing 
about the mechanisms operating directly on individuals. An organism does not die or fail to 
reproduce simply because the habitat patch it is in is too small and the next patch is a long distance 
away. Rather, patch size and isolation are associated with more-proximate factors that affect habitat 
suitability. For example, if the currently occupied patch has inadequate food resources, staying there 
may lead to starvation or an inability to successfully reproduce (Wingfield et al. 1998; Wiens et al. 
2006; Boulton et al. 2008). However, travelling to a neighbouring patch to fulfil these needs may 
threaten survival, such as through an increased predation risk in the matrix (Van Vuren & Armitage 
1994; Rodríguez et al. 2001; Bonte et al. 2012). By improving our understanding of how both the 
landscape elements and the proximate mechanisms contribute to declines, we can develop more 
robust and effective strategies for conserving species or restoring habitat. 
 
A vast body of work has focused on identifying correlative relationships between habitat extent or 
configuration and the distribution or abundance of organisms (Fahrig 2003; Bennett et al. 2006; 
Ewers & Didham 2006; Mortelliti et al. 2010a). This bias towards focusing on patterns of 
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Figure 1.1. A hierarchical conceptual model outlining the processes resulting from habitat removal, how these processes manifest as changes to 
landscape structure, and how changes to landscape structure are related to possible mechanistic causes of population declines. a (Ford et al. 2001); b 
(Watson 2011); c (Langlois et al. 2001); d (Connor & McCoy 1979); e (Richmond et al. 2011); f (Robinson et al. 1995); g (Robinson & Sherry 2012); h 
(Eyre et al. 2009); i (Karr & Freemark 1983); j (Keyghobadi 2007); k (Delaney et al. 2010). 
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distribution or species richness when attempting to understand how fragmentation affects 
populations may have come about because of the relative ease with which surveys of fauna 
presence can be conducted. However, this focus on patterns provides us with a limited view of what 
is happening to individuals, populations, and communities in highly-modified landscapes (Johnson 
2002; Fischer & Lindenmayer 2007). A more-balanced approach that takes into consideration the 
proximate causes of reduced population persistence is needed if we are to understand why declines 
occur (McGarigal & Cushman 2002; Watson 2011). 
 
1.1.2 Australian woodland bird declines 
 
One group of species that is sensitive to habitat loss and fragmentation is woodland- or forest-
dependent birds (Bender et al. 1998; Villard et al. 1999; Mortelliti et al. 2010b; Laurance et al. 
2011). In Australia, reports of woodland bird declines have become increasingly common over the 
past 20 years (Reid 1999; Mac Nally et al. 2009; Ford 2011; Rayner et al. 2014). While some 
studies provide evidence of historical declines (Saunders & Ingram 1995; Woinarski & Catterall 
2004), others demonstrate ongoing losses (Mac Nally et al. 2009; Stevens & Watson 2013; Rayner 
et al. 2014). Taxa generally considered to be common and widespread are not immune to the 
problem, with declines observed for species such as grey shrike thrush (Colluricincla harmonica; 
Stevens & Watson 2013), grey fantail (Rhipidura albiscapa; Stevens & Watson 2013), striated 
thornbill (Acanthiza lineata; Szabo et al. 2011), and eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis; 
Stevens & Watson 2013). The decline of common species is concerning as they could have 
disproportionately large potential flow-on effects to the structure and functioning of ecosystems 
(Gaston & Fuller 2008; Godet et al. 2015). 
 
It has been challenging to identify the underlying drivers of population declines for woodland-
dependent birds, partly because the observed changes have been inconsistent across species, habitat 
types, and regions (Barrett et al. 2003; Maron & Lill 2006; Watson 2011). Species most likely to be 
affected are small, sedentary, ground-foraging insectivores (Reid 1999; Watson 2011). Declines are 
most commonly reported from temperate eucalypt woodlands within agricultural regions of south 
eastern Australia and southern Western Australia (Saunders & Ingram 1995; Olsen et al. 2005; 
Watson 2011). Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation underlie most of the proposed 
mechanisms thought to be causing the population declines (Ford et al. 2001; Watson 2011; Maron 
et al. 2013); however, drought and climate change also seem to be contributing to the problem (Mac 
Nally et al. 2009; Stevens & Watson 2013; Rayner et al. 2014). Despite possible causal pathways 
being clearly articulated (Ford et al. 2001), relatively little progress has been made towards testing 
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the hypothesised mechanisms driving the declines (but see Cooper & Walters 2002; Stevens & 
Watson 2013). 
 
1.1.3 Effects of limited resource availability in highly-modified landscapes 
 
One promising hypothesised cause of avian declines is reduced resource availability in landscapes 
with a higher degree of structural alteration (Ford et al. 2001; Watson 2011). Here, I define a 
resource as any product which improves the growth or fitness of an individual as it becomes more 
abundant in the environment, and which, when used by an individual, becomes unavailable to 
others (Tilman 1982). There are several indications that suggest this mechanism may be important. 
Insectivores have been repeatedly identified as being particularly susceptible to declines in more-
modified landscapes than other foraging guilds (Major et al. 2001; Watson 2011). This pattern is 
not limited to Australian woodlands, but is seen around the world (Gray et al. 2007; Bregman et al. 
2014) including in the Americas (Kattan et al. 1994; Nebel et al. 2010; Laurance et al. 2011), Asia 
(Castelletta et al. 2000; Yong et al. 2011), and Africa (Sinclair et al. 2002). This association 
between population vulnerability and foraging guild suggests that prey access or availability is 
contributing to the problem (Razeng & Watson 2012; Paquette et al. 2014). Additionally, many of 
the woodland avifauna declines observed in Australia occur within agricultural landscapes 
(Saunders & Ingram 1995; Ford et al. 2001; Mac Nally et al. 2009) where the most productive 
woodlands are preferentially cleared to maximise agricultural output (Watson 2011). Thus, the 
remaining woodlands are more likely to be those that were originally on poor quality soils that are 
less productive and support fewer invertebrates (Watson 2011). Finally, altered resource access and 
availability can theoretically be brought about by multiple types of landscape change, including 
habitat loss, fragmentation, degradation, and changes to the matrix (Figure 1.1), so altered resource 
availability has the potential to be quite common. 
 
There are many reasons why invertebrate prey could be less abundant or available to insectivores in 
agricultural landscapes. First, even if prey density was the same within small and large patches, 
random sampling effects would mean that small patches would contain fewer total prey than large 
patches (Connor & McCoy 1979), which could be important when patch size limits the home range 
area. Second, foraging across multiple habitat patches comes at a cost in terms of energetics (i.e. 
from travelling between patches) and any additional prey sourced would need to offset that cost 
(Hinsley 2000). Third, fragmented landscapes contain more edge habitat than contiguous 
landscapes (Forman & Godron 1986). Microclimate conditions differ between edge and interior 
habitat; edges are generally hotter, drier, windier, and lighter than core habitat (Matlack 1993; Chen 
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et al. 1999; Meyer et al. 2001). The desiccating conditions at edges may be unsuitable for some 
invertebrate taxa (Didham et al. 1998; Laurance et al. 2011). Fourth, edges are occupied by both 
woodland-dependent avifauna as well as habitat generalists that could increase the predation 
pressure on invertebrates (Barbaro et al. 2012). Fifth, agricultural practices undertaken in the matrix 
or within the patches themselves, such as pesticide use, increased run off, nutrient input, and 
grazing, can alter soil characteristics and invertebrate abundances (King & Hutchinson 1983; Yates 
et al. 2000; Watson 2011; Hallmann et al. 2014). Finally, invertebrate populations are themselves 
influenced by landscape structure, such as their ability to disperse to distant habitat patches 
(Laurance et al. 2011). 
 
It is hypothesised that small habitat patches contain a lower prey density (i.e. prey abundance or 
weight per unit area) than large patches (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000). However, this idea 
runs counter to many invertebrate studies that find mixed results of landscape structure on 
invertebrate abundance and richness with taxonomic groups showing idiosyncratic responses to 
habitat loss and fragmentation (Helle & Muona 1985; Van Wilgenburg et al. 2001; Laurance et al. 
2011; Moreno et al. 2013). In reality, few studies have directly measured prey availability for avian 
insectivores and results have been mixed with prey showing either negative relationships (Burke & 
Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000; Luck 2003; Morrison et al. 2010) or no relationship (Şekercioğlu et 
al. 2002; Butcher et al. 2010) to measures of habitat loss or fragmentation. To compound the 
problem, some of these studies have limited replication at the level of habitat patch or landscape 
(Zanette et al. 2000; Şekercioğlu et al. 2002; Luck 2003). 
 
Studies that investigate relationships between prey availability and landscape structure often assess 
invertebrate density based on all invertebrate taxonomic groups (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 
2000; Butcher et al. 2010; Morrison et al. 2010). However, drawing inferences from measures of 
total invertebrate density may be misleading if they do not accurately represent prey availability 
(Razeng & Watson 2012). Prey vary in nutritional value (Robel et al. 1995; Arnold et al. 2010; 
Razeng & Watson 2015) and this may influence birds to preferentially target certain taxa (Razeng 
& Watson 2015). Additionally, birds employ specific strategies, such as foraging in a certain strata, 
using particular capture methods, or feeding at a certain time of day (Higgins & Peter 2002; Antos 
& Bennett 2006; Moorman et al. 2007) and invertebrate sampling methods need to take these into 
consideration. Thus, it is unclear whether it is appropriate to treat all prey equally in food 
availability studies and greater understanding of the issue may be derived by taking some of these 
factors into consideration. 
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1.1.4 Using physiological measures to understand mechanisms causing population declines 
 
Conservation physiology is a relatively young field of research that is quickly gaining traction with 
scientists (Lennox & Cooke 2014; Madliger et al. 2016). In essence, work within this field uses 
physiological responses to identify how environmental changes impact individuals, populations, 
and ecosystems (Wikelski & Cooke 2006; Cooke et al. 2013). This emerging discipline provides 
new opportunities for developing our knowledge about the processes driving deleterious effects on 
populations in highly-modified landscapes (Cooke et al. 2013). Although rarely stated, many 
studies of landscape change rely on the distribution or abundance of populations to have already 
declined (Ellis et al. 2012). In many population-level studies, individuals must have been lost from 
suboptimal localities for the researcher to detect the impact of landscape change (Maron et al. 
2012). In contrast, physiological responses can show changes to individual condition before the 
effects are expressed at the population level (Janin et al. 2011; Ellis et al. 2012). By integrating 
physiological measures into studies of food availability and landscape structure, we have the 
opportunity to deepen our understanding of whether prey is limited in more-disturbed landscapes, 
how this variation affects individuals, and what flow-on effects impact the species at the population 
level. 
 
If living in a more-modified landscape makes it harder to find food, is more taxing energetically, or 
involves traversing a dangerous or inhospitable matrix, it might be expected that individuals in 
these landscapes have higher physiological stress levels. Here, I define stress as the level of 
activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis system (Johnstone et al. 2012). The 
vertebrate HPA axis system is in a constant state of flux, but displays increased activation in 
response to a variety of stressors experienced by an individual (Costa & Sinervo 2004; Johnstone et 
al. 2012). Activation of this system results in an increased release of glucocorticoid hormones 
(glucocorticoid concentrations = GCs) and changes to the levels of differential white blood cells 
circulating in the blood (Costa & Sinervo 2004; Davis et al. 2008; Johnstone et al. 2012; Blas 
2015). For example, in birds, higher heterophil:lymphocyte (H:L) ratios indicate higher long-term 
stress levels (Davis et al. 2008; Johnstone et al. 2012). 
 
These types of changes can be used as metrics indicating the level of HPA activation at the time of 
sampling (Johnstone et al. 2012). GCs increase very rapidly in response to a stressor, in some cases 
within just 2-3 min (Romero & Reed 2005), and have a relatively short half-life of as little as 15 
min (Sainio et al. 1988) suggesting they are suited to measures of short-term stressors. In contrast, 
changes to H:L ratios take approximately 30 min to several hours to take effect (Davis 2005; Davis 
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et al. 2008; Cīrule et al. 2012) and persist in the blood stream for longer (Davis et al. 2008). Thus 
H:L ratios may provide a more appropriate indicator of long-term stress than GCs (Goessling et al. 
2015). 
 
Stress measures show good potential for providing additional understanding on the mechanisms 
through which landscape change contributes to population declines (Ellis et al. 2012; Cooke et al. 
2013). The effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on patch occupancy can be markedly different 
from the effects observed on physiological condition (Janin et al. 2011; Maron et al. 2012). For 
example, patch occupancy by common toads (Bufo bufo) in France was best predicted by habitat 
extent, whereas GCs and body condition were strongly associated with both habitat extent and 
fragmentation (Janin et al. 2011). Thus, the incorporation of physiological measures, such as 
chronic stress levels, into landscape ecology studies may deliver a more comprehensive picture of 
the study system and help provide new insights into the underlying mechanisms causing declines. 
 
Food availability has a pronounced effect on stress levels within individuals (Maxwell et al. 1992; 
Clinchy et al. 2004; Hinam & St. Clair 2008; Barrett et al. 2015). Variation in food abundance was 
the best predictor of GCs in the common murre (Uria aalge; Kitaysky et al. 2007). Eurasian 
treecreeper (Certhia familiaris) chicks had higher GCs when raised in territories containing less 
invertebrate prey (Suorsa et al. 2003). H:L ratios were elevated in white leghorn chickens (Gallus 
gallus domesticus) while fasting (Davis et al. 2000). It is common for studies to report that 
individuals in poorer body condition had higher stress levels (Marra & Holberton 1998; Suorsa et 
al. 2004; Lobato et al. 2005); however, this alone does not provide strong support for the link 
between stress and food availability (Johnstone et al. 2012). Individuals that experience more stress 
may have compromised immune systems and be more susceptible to disease or inflammation 
(Johnstone et al. 2012), leading to poor body condition. 
 
Increased stress levels, particularly those that are elevated for prolonged periods, can have indirect 
fitness costs (but see Bonier et al. 2004; Dantzer et al. 2014). For example, chronically increased 
H:L ratios in birds have been linked to a greater susceptibility to infection, slower growth rates, and 
reduced survival (Al-Murrani et al. 2002; Moreno et al. 2002; Kilgas et al. 2006). However, the 
effect of an ongoing, stress-inducing event, such as a chronic reduction in food availability, is likely 
to be apparent at a physiological level before demographic effects are realised (Ellis et al. 2012). 
Thus, patterns of stress levels could provide an early warning sign of a change to the population 
(Wikelski & Cooke 2006; Ellis et al. 2012). 
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1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE AND FORMAT 
 
This thesis is built around five core chapters (Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), each of which addresses 
one of the key research questions listed in the following section, followed by a synthesis chapter 
that draws the work together (Figure 1.2). The core chapters are written as stand-alone manuscripts, 
which are either in review or ready to be submitted to peer-reviewed journals. Thus, there is some 
overlap in the information presented in the introduction and method sections of several of the 
chapters. While the language within the core chapters refers to the manuscript co-authors as a 
collective, I completed the bulk of the work and outline the respective author contributions on the 
title page of each core chapter. 
 
Each chapter has been written in accordance to the style guide relevant for each journal. However, I 
have made some minor modifications to improve the flow and consistency within the thesis. These 
changes include: spelling; capitalisation; punctuation; formatting; numbering of tables, figures, and 
appendices; heading style; and citations to other chapters within this thesis. Appendices and 
references for all chapters have been collated at the end of this thesis. Details of approvals for 
animal ethics and scientific permits have been removed from each chapter and collated below. 
 
All research within this thesis was conducted under Animal Ethics Approval Certificates 
GPEM/540/12, GPEM/011/13, and GPEM/447/13 from the University of Queensland’s Native and 
Exotic Wildlife and Marine Animals Ethics Committee and Scientific Purposes Permits 
WISP12520913, TWB/05/2013, WITK12520813, WISP13082913, TWB/30/2013, 
WITK13082213, WISP13973214, and WITK13973314 from Queensland’s Department of 
Environment and Heritage Protection. 
 
1.3 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Using the eastern yellow robin (hereinafter “robin”) in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion of 
southern Queensland, Australia as a case study species, my primary objective was to improve our 
understanding of the mechanisms placing woodland-dependent avian insectivore populations at risk 
of declines in highly-modified landscapes and, specifically, whether prey density plays a role. A 
secondary objective was to further understanding of how measures of individual condition could 
predict future changes to population dynamics that would not be evident from a single snapshot of 
species occurrence. My final objective was to provide a way of conceptualising the impacts of 
habitat fragmentation that researchers could use to formulate their own research questions and 
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managers could use to improve conservation outcomes. I approached these objectives by focusing 
on the junctions between landscape structure, food abundance, and individual condition (Figure 
1.3). 
 
 
Figure 1.2. An overview of the thesis structure. Grey boxes denote chapters written as manuscripts 
for submission to peer-reviewed journals. 
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Figure 1.3. In this thesis, I integrate information about food availability, landscape structure, and 
individual condition. The junctions addressed by each chapter of the thesis are indicated. 
 
The five key research questions addressed in this thesis are: 
 
1. How do movement restrictions in fragmented landscapes negatively impact faunal 
populations, and are there biases in research effort allocated to each of the key mechanisms? 
 
2. How does the association between site occupancy and landscape structure change over time, 
and how effective are individual condition measures at signalling future changes to 
population dynamics? 
 
3. How is prey density related to woodland extent and how does this differ when nutritional 
value is taken into consideration? 
 
4. How well do measures of prey density explain the variation in the physiological condition of 
robins, and how have patterns of condition changed over time? 
 
5. How does experimentally increasing food availability for an avian insectivore impact 
individual condition in landscapes with varying degrees of woodland cover? 
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1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
 
Chapter 2: Habitat fragmentation and movement: linking scale and mechanism. A wide range of 
mechanisms are potentially impacted by habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation (Ford et al. 
2001). I develop a framework for conceptualising the mechanisms by which populations are 
affected when habitat fragmentation restricts faunal movements and how these relate to the 
spatiotemporal scale of fragmentation. I conduct a global systematic review of the literature to 
determine the relative research effort invested in understanding each mechanism and whether that 
effort varied across biogeographic zones or taxa. The research gaps identified by the review helped 
form the basis of the next four chapters. 
 
Chapter 3: Using individual condition measures to predict the long-term importance of habitat 
extent for population persistence. This chapter is the first of four chapters based on a case study of 
the eastern yellow robin in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion of southern Queensland that has 
undergone heavy deforestation. A pilot study conducted in the region four years earlier found that 
robin chronic stress levels were elevated at sites that were surrounded by less woodland cover, but 
that site occupancy itself was unrelated to woodland cover. In this chapter, I test a prediction arising 
from the pilot study that sites previously containing robins with higher chronic stress levels would 
now show higher rates of extirpations. In addition, I test whether the previously-identified 
relationship between stress levels and woodland extent could predict current patterns of site 
occupancy, i.e. whether occupancy would now be positively related to woodland cover (within 500 
m). I also refine the occupancy model developed in the pilot study to test both the effects of habitat 
extent and habitat connectivity at a broader landscape scale (within 5 km). 
 
Chapter 4: Determinants of apparent food availability for a ground-foraging insectivore differ when 
the nutritional value of prey is considered. Chapter 3 assessed trends at a population level, whereas 
Chapter 4 delves into a mechanism operating at the individual level and starts to explore why robins 
were less likely to now occupy less-wooded landscapes. I identify habitat, landscape, and climatic 
factors related to prey availability and, in particular, whether prey density is lower at sites with less 
surrounding woodland. Instead of basing this investigation on total invertebrate density as is often 
done (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000), I only consider prey taxa known to be consumed by 
robins. Drawing inferences based on total invertebrate density may be misleading given that birds 
show preferences towards certain prey groups (Naef-Daenzer et al. 2000; Hagar et al. 2007; 
Moorman et al. 2007; Razeng & Watson 2012). I also investigate how the factors associated with 
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prey density change when the least nutritious, but numerically dominant, prey group (Formicidae, 
i.e. ants) is excluded. 
 
Chapter 5: Individual condition in an Australian avian insectivore is related to foraging substrate 
characteristics. While Chapter 4 explored the factors affecting the prey availability for robins in 
structurally-altered landscapes, Chapter 5 complements that work by assessing habitat, landscape, 
and climatic factors related to robin body condition. Importantly, I investigate how prey densities 
measured in Chapter 4 are associated with robin condition. I take the nutritional value of prey into 
consideration by including measures of prey density including and excluding Formicidae into my 
model sets. I also consider how the factors related to condition have changed since the previous 
study by Maron et al. (2012) and what these changes might mean for the population. 
 
Chapter 6: Food restriction for an avian insectivore in a fragmented landscape: a supplementary 
feeding experiment. This chapter supplements the work conducted in Chapters 4 and 5 by 
experimentally establishing whether low prey availability is causing poor robin condition in less-
wooded landscapes. I attempt to determine whether robins in landscapes with less woodland 
showed greater improvements in condition than those inhabiting more-wooded landscapes when 
they are given supplementary food. Such large-scale field-based experiments can be challenging, in 
part because they must be replicated at a spatial scale relevant to the experimental unit (Hurlbert 
1984); in this case, landscapes that encompass a robin’s home range. However, such experiments 
are important because they allow stronger inferences about cause and effect to be drawn than simple 
observational studies (Eberhardt & Thomas 1991; Ewers et al. 2011). I discuss improvements that 
could be made to the sampling protocol that would enhance study outcomes in the future. 
 
Chapter 7: Synthesis and conclusion. In the final chapter, I summarise the findings relating to each 
research question and discuss the contributions the thesis makes to ecological and physiological 
scientific knowledge. Finally, I review the limitations of my work and suggest avenues for future 
research. 
 
1.5 STUDY REGION – BRIGALOW BELT SOUTH BIOREGION 
 
1.5.1 Ecology of the Brigalow Belt South 
 
I conducted the study in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion; one of 89 bioregions across Australia 
that has its own distinct climatic conditions, geology, landforms, vegetation communities, and fauna 
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(DSEWPC 2013). This bioregion encompasses approximately 27.2 million ha from just north of 
Rockhampton on the mid-Queensland coast down to Dubbo in central New South Wales (DSEWPC 
2013). The study region covers up to 15,000 km2 of this bioregion in southern Queensland around 
Meandarra (27°19´S, 149°52´E), Moonie (27°43´S, 150°21´E), and Goondiwindi (28°33´S, 
150°18´E; Figure 1.4). 
 
The study region has a subtropical climate and averages about 600 mm of rainfall per year with wet 
summers and dry winters (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). Average annual rainfall increases as one 
moves south with Meandarra receiving 572 mm per annum, Meandarra 594 mm per annum, and 
Goondiwindi 619 mm per annum (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). There was similar rainfall in the 
12 months prior to a pilot study conducted in August 2009 (Maron et al. 2012) that is referred to 
throughout this thesis and the commencement of field work for the current study in March 2013 
(Bureau of Meteorology 2015). 
 
The landscape consists of gently undulating plains formed on fertile cracking clay soils (Sattler & 
Williams 1999). These soils shrink and expand in response to drying and moisture to eventually 
form gilgai, a microrelief pattern of depressions approximately 1 m deep and several metres across 
(colloquially named “melonholes”) that form ephemeral pools after rain (Skerman 1953; McKenzie 
et al. 2004). Historically, the low plains were dominated by open brigalow (Acacia harpophylla) 
woodlands while the less-fertile rises were dominated by Casuarina and Eucalyptus open forests, 
especially belah (Casuarina cristata), poplar box (Eucalyptus populnea), molly box (Eucalyptus 
pilligaensis), ironbarks (Eucalyptus spp.), and cypress pine (Callitris glaucophylla) (Sattler & 
Williams 1999). 
 
1.5.2 Historical land-use changes 
 
European settlement began around the 1840s with low intensity wool production undertaken on the 
grasslands and grassy woodlands of the region as these were thought to have the highest grazing 
potential (Nix 1994). Over the next 40 years, minor clearing occurred in the eucalypt woodlands to 
source timber for housing and infrastructure (Seabrook et al. 2006). By the 1940s, agriculture had 
extended to cattle and cropping and it had become increasingly common to clear open eucalypt 
woodlands to support these endeavours (Seabrook et al. 2006). However, settlers had little success 
in clearing brigalow woodlands, even though they occurred on the most productive soils (Seabrook 
et al. 2006). Damaged brigalow suckers providing the root stock remains intact and, thus, re-sprouts 
to produce stands of dense regrowth (Skerman 1953; Johnson 1964). 
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Figure 1.4. The geographic range of the Brigalow Belt South bioregion which spans Queensland 
and New South Wales, Australia, together with woodland cover remaining in the study region for 
this thesis. Brigalow woodland is denoted with dark grey, while all other woodland is marked in 
light grey. 
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A combination of heavy machinery and government policy ultimately drove the demise of brigalow 
woodlands. In the late 1940s, landholders started using chains strung between heavy machinery to 
uproot brigalow trees (Skerman 1953; Johnson 1964; Fensham & Fairfax 2003). Blade-ploughs 
were introduced and proved to be effective at controlling regrowth by severing the root stock 
(McDonald 1988; Fensham & Fairfax 2003; Seabrook et al. 2006). In 1962, the Queensland 
government introduced The Brigalow and Other Lands Development Act and provided incentives to 
encourage the clearing of brigalow to increase agricultural production (Fensham & Fairfax 2003; 
Seabrook et al. 2006). Although at least 10% of the brigalow woodlands on properties should have 
been retained as shade lines along fences, these were often lost in the intense fires used to burn 
cleared vegetation (McDonald 1988; Seabrook et al. 2006). 
 
By the late 1990s, the intense and protracted clearing practices had taken their toll on the brigalow 
communities. The Queensland section of the Brigalow Belt bioregion was originally covered by 
approximately 6 million ha of brigalow woodland (Seabrook et al. 2006). While approximately 77% 
of the remnant brigalow woodland remained in 1940, this had fallen to about 63% by 1960, around 
27% by 1980, and only 16% by 2000; far below the 30% threshold recommended for maintaining 
biodiversity and healthy ecosystems (McAlpine et al. 2002; Seabrook et al. 2006). As a result, the 
Queensland government introduced legislation aimed at halting broad-scale clearing of remnant 
vegetation and retaining areas of high value regrowth, although these changes have since been 
watered down (Evans 2016). Today, less than 10% of the original brigalow woodlands remain 
(DSEWPC 2012) and brigalow-dominated ecological communities are nationally listed as 
endangered (Commonwealth of Australia 2016). 
 
1.6 STUDY SPECIES – EASTERN YELLOW ROBIN 
 
Eastern yellow robins are small (approximately 20 g in body mass), endemic passerines found along 
the east coast of Australia (Higgins & Peter 2002). They have a patchy distribution north of 
Rockhampton, but are common and widespread south of that point along Queensland, New South 
Wales, ACT, and Victoria (Barrett et al. 2003). These woodland-dependent birds occupy a diverse 
range of forests and woodlands that generally have a tall shrub layer but sparse ground vegetation 
(Higgins & Peter 2002). Although they are often spotted on the edges of woodland, they tend not to 
venture into open habitat. 
 
This sedentary species maintains a year-round home range of 10-12 ha in size in the eucalypt 
woodlands of New South Wales, although ranges compressed to 5-6 ha when neighbouring 
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territories were present (Higgins & Peter 2002; Debus 2006) and have been recorded as small as 
0.8-2.0 ha (Marchant 1987). Initial estimates indicated that robins in the brigalow woodlands in the 
study region occupied home ranges of about 5-6 ha (Anita Cosgrove, unpublished data). Each 
territory is occupied by a pair or small family group and is actively defended against conspecific 
intrusion during the breeding season (Marchant 1987; Higgins & Peter 2002). Breeding usually 
occurs from July to January each year, but tends to taper off around October (Marchant 1984; 
Higgins & Peter 2002). 
 
Eastern yellow robins are ground-foraging insectivores (Higgins & Peter 2002). They primarily eat 
invertebrates, but have also been recorded eating seeds, fungi, skinks, and grit  (Higgins & Peter 
2002). Arthropod prey taxa include Coleoptera, Formicidae, Diptera, Lepidoptera, Hemiptera, other 
Hymenoptera, Araneae, Orthoptera, Chilopoda, Diplopoda, and Phasmatodea (Higgins & Peter 
2002; Razeng & Watson 2012). Robins adopt a sit-and-wait foraging strategy, perching on a tree 
trunk or low branch before pouncing on ground-dwelling prey (Ford et al. 1986; Higgins & Peter 
2002). This species takes approximately 73-77% of food from the ground, 3-5% from foliage, 9-
11% from bark or tree trunks, and 5-7% from the air (Recher et al. 1985; Ford et al. 1986). They 
preferentially feed at sites that contain more leaf litter cover, more fallen logs, more canopy cover, 
and less ground vegetation, presumably because most of these attributes are associated with higher 
invertebrate abundances or detectability (Cousin 2007). 
 
This species of robin has a Red List status of Least Concern (BirdLife International 2012). 
Population trends vary geographically and this variation is most apparent in studies of Atlas data (a 
citizen science program whereby the public can record surveys of avian abundance and occurrence). 
Trends observed between the two Atlas periods (1977-1981 and 1998-2002) generally showed 
increased incidence in southern Queensland and northern New South Wales, and decreases or no 
change in southern New South Wales and Victoria (Barrett et al. 2003). These general trends are 
similarly reflected in other studies (BirdLife Australia 2015a, 2015b), although historical declines 
have been recorded in the Queensland Brigalow Belt (Woinarski & Catterall 2004) and some 
declines have been noted in northern New South Wales (Reid 1999; Debus 2006; Stevens & 
Watson 2013). 
 
Eastern yellow robins are sensitive to both habitat patch area and isolation in agricultural landscapes 
(Barrett et al. 1994; Watson et al. 2001; Watson et al. 2005). This pattern is typically attributed to 
more-modified landscapes having lower food availability or higher nest predation (Zanette 2000; 
Zanette et al. 2000). In northern New South Wales, robins tend to occupy woodland remnants with 
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lower perimeter to area ratios, i.e. patches with less edge habitat (Cousin 2007). In the study region, 
robin site occupancy was unrelated to landscape attributes, such as woodland extent and number of 
patches; however, indicators of chronic stress levels were elevated in less-wooded landscapes 
suggesting that these landscapes were suboptimal in some way (Maron et al. 2012). 
 
1.7 SUITABILITY OF STUDY REGION AND SPECIES 
 
The study region and species were chosen so that preliminary work conducted in the area by Maron 
et al. (2012) could be extended. However, there were several reasons why this region and species 
were well suited to the current study. First, little explanation has been put forth as to why 
population trends worsen towards the south of the species’ range. Watson (2011) highlighted the 
fact that most woodland bird declines seem to occur in temperate eucalypt woodlands, especially 
those with predominantly winter rainfall. He suggested that the avian declines were due to reduced 
invertebrate availability, both as a result of agricultural practices and the fact that these woodlands 
were generally retained on less-productive soils (Watson 2011). However, it is not insignificant that 
southern Queensland has a more-recent clearing history than New South Wales and Victoria due in 
part to the indestructible nature of brigalow during early settlement (ECC 1997; Seabrook et al. 
2006). It is feasible that faunal relaxation is more advanced in the more-southern states and this is 
why reports of population declines become more evident towards the south. Additionally, the study 
region’s landscapes have relatively high structural connectivity due to a complex network of shade 
lines and travelling stock routes (interconnected grazing routes and reserves used by the pastoral 
industry to move stock on foot from one locality to another; Spooner et al. 2010; State of 
Queensland 2016a). Well-connected landscapes are thought to have longer relaxation times than 
those that are severely fragmented (Kuussaari et al. 2009). It is important to note that any effect of 
differential faunal relaxation would be confounded with soil productivity given that brigalow grows 
on a highly fertile clay base (Sattler & Williams 1999). However, focusing the study in Queensland 
provides a good contrast to the southern studies. 
 
Second, the study region has been subject to heavy clearing; less than 15% of the study region is 
covered by remnant woodland, while less than 4% is remnant brigalow woodland (Anita Cosgrove, 
unpublished data). Several studies have found threshold effects, whereby habitat extent exerts a 
disproportionately large influence on the response variable of interest once extent falls below 
approximately 10-30% (Andrén 1994; Radford et al. 2005). Habitat extent within the study region 
falls below this theoretical threshold; thus, landscape effects should be emphasised in this region. 
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Third, Maron et al. (2012) identified that robins had higher chronic stress levels in landscapes with 
less woodland cover, but occupancy patterns showed no relationship to woodland extent. They 
hypothesised that this pattern of condition was an early indicator that extirpations would soon 
become evident in less-wooded landscapes (Maron et al. 2012). Thus, this system provided an 
excellent opportunity to test how effectively condition could predict upcoming changes to 
population dynamics. Additionally, the discrepancy between patterns of condition and occupancy in 
this system provides ideal conditions for using a conservation physiology approach to delve into the 
issue of reduced prey availability. This approach may not be possible in an area where population 
declines had advanced to the stage where the least-optimal sites were unoccupied. 
 
Fourth, eastern yellow robins have many traits that could make them ideal for studying the potential 
effects of land-use change and prey reductions. They are sedentary rather than nomadic or 
migratory (Higgins & Peter 2002), making them highly dependent on local conditions. They are 
woodland-dependent and avoid open habitats (Higgins & Peter 2002). Landscape effects are more 
likely to be detected in a species that perceives the matrix as inhospitable rather than one that 
experiences the matrix along a gradient of suitability (Fischer et al. 2004; Watson et al. 2005; Ewers 
& Didham 2006). Similarly, this species’ strong sensitivity to landscape structure (Watson et al. 
2005) should make it easier to detect landscape effects. Their foraging behaviours strongly target 
ground-dwelling prey (Higgins & Peter 2002) which reduces the need to adopt multiple invertebrate 
sampling techniques. Additionally, ground-dwelling prey are likely to be more strongly influenced 
by agricultural practices like grazing and run off (Barrett et al. 2007; Watson 2011) than, for 
example, canopy prey. Finally, they are still common and widespread, making them relatively easy 
to sample. 
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CHAPTER 2. Habitat fragmentation and movement: 
linking scale and mechanism 
 
 
This chapter has been submitted to Diversity and Distributions (in review). 
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Todd McWhorter – 4% 
Martine Maron – 19% 
 
 
 
 
Plate 2. Farmers sometimes retain small islands of habitat within their properties, but if the gap 
crossing distance to the island is too great, few species will occupy the habitat patch. 
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2.1 ABSTRACT 
 
The persistence of animal populations depends on individuals moving successfully around a 
landscape, but habitat fragmentation can hinder this by reducing functional connectivity. The 
proximate cause of population declines following habitat fragmentation is dependent on the spatial 
and temporal scale of movement restrictions. We present a conceptual framework highlighting the 
relationship between spatial and temporal scales, and three mechanisms through which detrimental 
impacts can occur when movement is disrupted in fragmented landscapes: limited resource access, 
restricted demographic exchange, and impeded gene flow. Each tends to be characterised by 
movement restriction at progressively larger spatial and temporal scales. We then review the 
literature to identify the proportion of studies conducted on each mechanism and whether biases 
existed in how often each was studied among different geographic zones or taxa. A random 
selection of 150 articles was classified by the mechanism, geographic region, and taxon studied in 
each article. We found that the overwhelming majority (74%) of articles investigated impeded gene 
flow, and only 15% and 11% explored restricted demographic exchange and limited resource 
access, respectively. Work on limited resource access was disproportionately low for particular 
taxonomic groups, such as reptiles and amphibians. Distinguishing which mechanisms are disrupted 
in a particular system is crucial because addressing each is likely to require a distinct conservation 
management response. We encourage greater focus on the more poorly-understood mechanisms of 
restricted demographic exchange and limited resource access, particularly in situations where they 
are likely to play an important role. 
 
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
 
The ability to move around landscapes is critical for the persistence of animal populations (Fahrig 
& Merriam 1985; Hanski 1991). Animals move for many reasons: to locate resources (Hinsley 
2000), evade threats (Slagsvold et al. 2014), find mates (Dale 2001), disperse from natal areas 
(Szulkin & Sheldon 2008), avoid competition (Johnson & Gaines 1990), and cope with 
environmental stochasticity (Johnson & Gaines 1990). Movement is also integral to population-
level processes, such as immigration, emigration, and gene flow (Bowne & Bowers 2004; Cushman 
2006). Thus, barriers to movement have the potential to impede or prevent a wide range of 
mechanisms critical for the reproductive success or survival of individuals and the health and 
persistence of populations. 
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Habitat fragmentation reduces the structural connectivity of landscapes which can in turn reduce 
functional connectivity (Brooks 2003; Pe'er et al. 2011). Structural connectivity reflects the degree 
to which the physical structure of landscape elements allows individuals to move, while functional 
connectivity reflects the degree to which movements actually occur based on an interaction between 
landscape structure and the behavioural and biological characteristics of a species, such as 
movement ability, motivation, and decision-making processes (Wiens et al. 1997; Pe'er et al. 2011; 
Betts et al. 2015). Landscapes may provide variable degrees of connectivity for species depending 
on their affinity for habitat edges or their propensity to cross gaps (Pe'er et al. 2011). 
 
Substantial work has been devoted to understanding how landscape fragmentation influences 
individuals and populations (Tischendorf & Fahrig 2000; Prugh et al. 2008; Fahrig 2017). While 
much of this work has focused on correlations between habitat configuration and the richness, 
distribution, or abundance of organisms (McGarigal & Cushman 2002; Prugh et al. 2008; Edge et 
al. 2017), an important subset has focused on the ecological mechanisms through which detrimental 
impacts can occur in fragmented landscapes (Banks et al. 2007). It is important to identify which 
specific mechanisms are impacted and why, so that targeted interventions can be developed. For 
instance, impeded gene flow in eastern collared lizards (Crotaphytus collaris collaris) inhabiting 
isolated rocky outcrops was initially addressed by translocating individuals (Templeton et al. 2001), 
but the underlying demographic issues were only rectified when fire suppression activities were 
modified to facilitate dispersal between outcrops (Brisson et al. 2003; Templeton et al. 2007). 
 
In this paper, we classify the ecological mechanisms affected when habitat fragmentation restricts 
animal movements. First, we present a conceptual framework outlining the relationship between 
three core movement-related mechanisms (limited resource access, restricted demographic 
exchange, and impeded gene flow) and scale, both spatial and temporal. Second, we review the 
landscape ecology literature to explore the relative frequency of studies conducted on each of the 
three mechanisms, and to explore whether biases exist in the frequency that mechanisms were 
studied among geographic location or taxa. Finally, we outline the importance of distinguishing 
among these three types of mechanisms when identifying negative impacts of habitat fragmentation 
on movement, so that conservation management can be tailored appropriately.  
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2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
2.3.1 Mechanism and scale are linked 
 
Animal movements can be restricted at a range of spatial and temporal scales. Some movements are 
undertaken on a daily basis, some once-in-a-lifetime, and some only occur once in several 
generations. For example, unwillingness or inability to routinely cross roads may restrict an 
animal’s home range and influence their daily access to resources (Poessel et al. 2014), but may not 
impede once-in-a-lifetime dispersal events. Both the temporal and spatial scales at which movement 
restrictions operate relate to the mechanism affected, and ignoring this relationship could be costly 
in terms of conservation outcomes. 
 
The consequences of small-scale movement restrictions are likely to occur over short time scales, 
whereas the consequences of large-scale restrictions may only be evident after many generations. 
For example, a gap between parts of a home range could quickly lead to poor condition of 
individuals if they continually expend extra energy navigating around it (Hinsley 2000; Smith et al. 
2013) or death if gap crossings are undertaken in the presence of predators (Eccard et al., 2008). 
Population sizes can respond quickly to the health and survival of individuals (Desy & Batzli 1989). 
In contrast, inbreeding depression is likely to be associated with long-term movement impediments, 
generally requires quite severe levels of habitat isolation, and develops over multiple generations 
(Kenney et al. 2014). 
 
2.3.2 Movement restrictions disrupt three key mechanisms 
 
We consider three mechanisms through which impeded movements can have a direct, detrimental 
effect on animals: 1) limited resource access, 2) restricted demographic exchange, and 3) impeded 
gene flow (Figure 2.1). Habitat fragmentation can spatially segregate resources needed by an 
individual, reducing their ability to access the resources. Demographic exchange is restricted when 
individuals are not able to disperse to new localities or alternative populations to facilitate 
demographic processes and maintain sustainable demographic parameters within the 
metapopulation. This category includes aspects such as finding mates, balancing sex ratios, 
recolonising sites, and rescuing small, unstable populations. Finally, impeded gene flow occurs 
when the movement and integration of genetic material from one spatially discrete population to 
another is restricted. 
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Figure 2.1. A conceptual framework outlining the mechanisms through which detrimental impacts 
can occur when faunal movements are disrupted by habitat fragmentation across a range of 
temporal and spatial scales. The absolute values of the scales of effect will vary amongst taxa 
depending on the dispersal ability, foraging range requirements, and generation time of the species. 
 
For any given species, each of these mechanisms operates over characteristic spatial and temporal 
scales. However, the mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and can overlap in time and space. For 
example, if dispersal between two patches is prevented, an individual may also have trouble 
accessing sufficient resources if the occupied patch is depauperate. All three mechanisms do not 
need to be impeded for a species to go extinct (Harrisson et al. 2013). Individuals may be able to 
disperse successfully from a source population, but if they continually travel to a sink site 
harbouring insufficient resources, extinction may result (Pulliam 1988; Dunning et al. 1992). While 
the absolute spatiotemporal scales most relevant to each mechanism will vary among taxa 
depending on their dispersal abilities, foraging range requirements, and generation times, the 
relative scales applicable to each mechanism remain constant (Wiens 1989; Jackson & Fahrig 2012; 
Thornton & Fletcher Jr. 2014). Below, we consider each mechanism in turn. 
 
2.3.2.1 Fine scale mechanism – limited resource access 
 
Individuals must access a variety of resources on a regular basis. We define a resource as any 
product which improves the growth or fitness of an individual as it becomes more abundant in the 
environment, and which, when used by an individual, becomes unavailable to others (Tilman 1982). 
Food, water, and shelter from predators generally need to be sourced on a daily basis, while 
micronutrients and protected sites for reproduction are needed less frequently. If a single patch 
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cannot adequately meet the needs of an individual, that individual may utilise multiple patches 
(Dunning et al. 1992; Hinsley 2000). However, accessing spatially separated resources can carry a 
higher mortality risk, such as through predation or vehicle collisions, than accessing resources 
within continuous habitat (Lima & Dill 1990; Rodríguez et al. 2001; Cullen Jr. et al. 2016) and 
incurs increased energetic cost (Hinsley 2000), especially when individuals deliberately travel 
longer routes to avoid gaps (Desrochers & Hannon 1997; Smith et al. 2013). 
 
Food restriction can have an almost immediate effect on the physiological condition of individuals 
through reduced body condition or increased stress levels (Kitaysky et al. 2007; MacCracken & 
Stebbings 2012). If insufficient food is sourced, reproductive output may be reduced (Hinam & St. 
Clair 2008) or the breeding process can be interrupted for the duration of the nutritional restriction 
(Wingfield et al. 1998). 
 
2.3.2.2 Intermediate scale mechanism – restricted demographic exchange 
 
Dispersal is a type of movement that tends to occur only once in an individual’s lifetime (e.g. 
dispersal from a natal territory) or regularly but infrequently (e.g. dispersal among breeding sites) 
(Greenwood & Harvey 1982). Habitat fragmentation can disrupt these movements (Cooper & 
Walters 2002; Coulon et al. 2010; Kang et al. 2016). Such disruption is likely to be triggered by 
isolation distances greater than those that restrict efficient daily movements for accessing resources. 
 
While resource access impacts upon individual condition and fitness, dispersal primarily influences 
population dynamics. When individuals are unable to disperse freely this can prevent demographic 
rescue of populations by immigrants (Brown & Kodric-Brown 1977). Small populations are 
particularly susceptible to environmental and demographic stochasticity. Even quite low rates of 
immigration can buffer against these chance events, thereby generating rescue effects (Stacey & 
Taper 1992; Lecomte et al. 2004). Successful dispersal is also necessary to allow unoccupied 
patches to be recolonised (Holland & Bennett 2011), reduce kin competition (Hamilton & May 
1977), maintain viable sex ratios (Dale 2001), and regulate population densities when intraspecific 
competition is high (Bowler & Benton 2005; Strevens & Bonsall 2011). There is a time lag between 
restriction of dispersal and observed demographic impacts. This delay is caused by several factors: 
individuals disperse infrequently, but multiple dispersals are needed before population impacts are 
noticeable; immigrants may not immediately participate in reproduction; or individuals may be 
reluctant to emigrate which may temporarily compensate for the lack of immigration. 
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Dispersal restrictions imposed by insufficient habitat connectivity can have dramatic impacts on 
populations. Experimentally manipulating the connectivity of common lizard (Lacerta vivipara) 
populations demonstrated that variance in population size was greater in treatments with 
unconnected patches; populations either went extinct quickly, or had a population boom followed 
by a sharp decline (Lecomte et al. 2004). Populations in connected treatments were more stable as 
dispersal provided a buffer against stochastic events (Lecomte et al. 2004). Thus, unimpeded 
dispersal movements are vital for long-term population persistence. 
 
2.3.2.3 Broad scale mechanism – impeded gene flow 
 
Effective genetic connectivity among populations may require less than 1% of the population to 
move within a generation (Mills & Allendorf 1996; Drees et al. 2011). The introduction of even a 
small number of genetically distinct individuals can facilitate genetic rescue (Amos & Balmford 
2001; Vilà et al. 2003). For instance, a highly isolated population of adders (Vipera berus) 
contained only a few adult males (Madsen et al. 1999). Within seven years of temporarily 
translocating unrelated males into the population, there were eight times more males, recruitment 
had grown dramatically, and genetic variability had rapidly increased (Madsen et al. 1999). Severe 
reductions in habitat connectivity, however, can prevent even these movements (Delaney et al. 
2010; Marsden et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2013). 
 
Small and isolated populations suffer from genetic drift (Holsinger & Weir 2009), which may lead 
to either a loss of genetic diversity or an increased frequency of harmful alleles (Amos & Balmford 
2001; Frankham 2005). Reduced genetic diversity within populations can have deleterious effects 
such as lower reproductive success, inability to adapt to changing environments, and less resistance 
to disease (O'Brien et al. 1985; Reed & Frankham 2003; Aguilar et al. 2008). When individuals 
within a population are highly related, the risk of inbreeding depression increases (Reed & 
Frankham 2003). Inbreeding carries negative fitness consequences (Amos & Balmford 2001; 
Charlesworth & Willis 2009; Hedrick & Garcia-Dorado 2016), such as decreased survival, 
longevity, immune response, and hatching rates (Jiménez et al. 1994; Saccheri et al. 1998; Reid et 
al. 2003). 
 
Habitat fragmentation impedes gene flow when movements are prevented for multiple generations 
(Amos & Balmford 2001; Storfer et al. 2007). For instance, sealed roads have increasingly 
segmented the distributions of timber rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus) over the past seven to eight 
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generations (Clark et al. 2010), reducing genetic diversity and increasing population differentiation, 
with major roads having a greater impact than minor roads (Clark et al. 2010). 
 
2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW METHODS 
 
Although limited resource access, restricted demographic exchange, and impeded gene flow can all 
lead to local extinctions, the distribution of research effort to understand when and where each 
occurs is apparently not equal. Conservation solutions are developed based on knowledge of 
impairments within systems. A bias in knowledge development could potentially lead to important 
management strategies being overlooked. Biases in research effort already exist amongst taxa and 
geographic regions (Griffiths & Dos Santos 2012). Given that movement strategies are so variable 
across taxa and regions (Chesser 1998; Holyoak et al. 2008), the combination of these biases may 
actually hinder our ability to generalise findings. We undertook a systematic review of the existing 
habitat fragmentation literature to determine which of the three mechanisms were most studied, and 
whether particular mechanisms were more likely to be examined in particular geographic regions or 
for certain taxa. 
 
2.4.1 Literature search strategy and inclusion criteria 
 
We searched the ISI Web of Science platform on 13 March 2015 using terms that are associated 
with movement, resources, demography, or gene flow within fragmented landscapes. The search 
string was designed to deliver a broad and comprehensive list of articles particularly focused on the 
effects of habitat fragmentation on the mechanisms of interest. Specifically, a search of titles, 
abstracts, and keywords was conducted using the following terms: topic = (“habitat fragmentation” 
OR “habitat configuration”) AND ((resource* OR food OR forag* OR feed OR “home range”) OR 
(dispersal OR migration OR immigration OR emigration OR demograph*) OR (“gene flow” OR 
genetic*) OR (movement*)). The search was limited to articles published from 1994 onwards. The 
search was then refined to exclude all document types except “article”. 
 
The titles and abstracts of articles were examined to determine whether each warranted inclusion in 
the literature review. Four criteria were used for inclusion. First, the article must have reported 
findings from an empirical study in a peer reviewed journal. Work of a purely theoretical nature, 
reviews, and meta-analyses were excluded; computer simulations were included provided they 
employed or were tested against an empirical dataset. Second, the focal taxon must have been an 
animal. Studies on plants were excluded because resource access does not apply to plant 
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movements. Third, the article must have investigated some aspect of habitat fragmentation per se, 
such as distance to neighbouring patch. Articles that only assessed the effects of habitat extent or 
patch size were excluded as these are more indicative of habitat loss. Finally, articles were only 
included if they explored a mechanism linking habitat fragmentation to a consequence for the focal 
taxon. Specifically, they must have investigated whether limited resource accessibility, restricted 
demographic exchange, or impeded gene flow (as per our definitions above) led to the observed 
fragmentation effects. Thus, studies that only identified relationships between species abundance or 
distribution and patch or landscape metrics were excluded from the review. Demographic 
consequences considered included effects on sex ratios, age structures, immigration, emigration, or 
colonisation. Whilst all the impeded gene flow studies we reviewed used genetic techniques, our 
focus was on the mechanism being investigated, not the approach adopted. Thus, it was quite 
possible for studies using genetic methods to be categorised under restricted demographic 
exchange. 
 
Due to the large number of results from the initial keyword search (n = 4017), not all articles were 
subject to this filtering process. Rather, articles were assessed in a random order until we had a 
sample of 250 articles that met our inclusion criteria. The proportion of articles that examined each 
of the three mechanism categories did not vary by more than 1.8% between 200 and 250 articles. 
Thus, our results form a representative sample of relevant articles. 
 
2.4.2 Data collection and analysis 
 
The 250 articles selected for inclusion (a list of the data sources is found in Appendix A) were 
reviewed in full to extract the following information: type of mechanism examined (limited 
resource access, restricted demographic exchange, or impeded gene flow); geographic location of 
the study (tropics, subtropics as defined by Corlett (2013), and the temperate zone plus higher 
latitudes); and taxon examined (invertebrate, fish, amphibian, reptile, bird, or mammal) (Table A.1). 
Counts across categories may exceed 250 because some articles fell into multiple groupings. A chi-
squared goodness of fit test was used to assess whether research was evenly distributed across the 
three mechanisms. Fisher’s exact tests were used to determine if the relative proportions of 
observed mechanisms were different than expected across geographic zones and across taxon. 
Analyses were conducted using R version 3.2.0 (R Core Development Team, 2015). 
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2.5 RESULTS 
 
Our initial keyword search generated 4,017 results, 2,152 of which were passed through our 
filtering process in order to obtain 250 articles to analyse. Of the filtered articles, 228 (10.6%) were 
not an empirical study, 632 (29.4%) were not based on animal taxa, 684 (31.8%) did not study the 
effects of habitat fragmentation, and 358 (16.6%) did not investigate the effects of habitat 
fragmentation on one of the mechanisms of interest. 
 
We found significant differences in research effort across the three mechanisms (Chi-square, χ2 = 
201.17, df = 2, p < 0.001); 184 articles (73.6%) investigated impeded gene flow, 33 articles (13.2%) 
focused on restricted demographic exchange, and 24 articles (9.6%) addressed limited resource 
access. Nine articles studied the effects of habitat fragmentation on multiple mechanisms; eight 
considered both restricted demographic exchange and impeded gene flow, while one considered 
limited resource access and restricted demographic exchange. Over the 20-year period, the number 
of articles investigating impeded gene flow increased from zero per year to 27 per year, while 
research on limited resource access and restricted demographic exchange increased from zero to 
five per year (Figure 2.2). 
 
Most work was conducted within the temperate zones or higher latitudes (204 or 75.3%) while 30 
(11.1%) articles were from subtropical regions, and 37 (13.7%) articles were from the tropics 
(Figure 2.3). In all geographic zones, research on impeded gene flow constituted the greatest 
proportion of articles and the difference in relative frequency of articles on each mechanism was not 
statistically significant among regions (two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test p = 0.155; Figure 2.4). 
 
The most frequently represented taxa in our sample were mammals (34.4%) and invertebrates 
(22.0%), with fish (14.8%), birds (12.8%), amphibians (11.2%), and reptiles (8.8%) receiving less 
attention (Figure 2.5). There were significant differences in the frequency with which each 
mechanism was studied within each taxon (two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test p < 0.001). Impeded gene 
flow was the mechanism most studied in all categories. Restricted demographic exchange was most 
studied in mammals (21 or 24.4% of all mammal articles). Work on invertebrates had the greatest 
proportion of articles investigating limited resource access (13 or 23.6% of all invertebrate articles), 
while there was no limited resource access research performed on amphibians, fish, or reptiles 
within our sample. 
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Figure 2.2. Cumulative number of articles published since 1994 from a random selection of articles 
that specifically investigated a mechanism (limited resource access, restricted demographic 
exchange, or impeded gene flow) impacted by habitat fragmentation. 
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Figure 2.3. Geographical distribution of studies included in this review using a Mollweide projection. Dotted lines represent the Tropics of Capricorn 
and Cancer, and the boundary of the subtropical regions. The mechanisms investigated were limited resource access (black triangles), restricted 
demographic exchange (white circles), or impeded gene flow (cross). Articles that focused on both demographic exchange and impeded gene flow are 
denoted with plus signs. 
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Figure 2.4. Proportion of articles from a random selection of articles published since 1994 that 
studied the effect of habitat fragmentation on an ecological mechanism categorised by the 
geographic zone where the study was conducted. “Temperate” includes the temperate zone plus 
higher latitudes. The total number of articles included in each zone is indicated above each bar. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Proportion of articles from a random selection of articles published since 1994 that 
researched the effect of habitat fragmentation on an ecological mechanism divided by the taxa 
studied. The total number of articles examined for each taxon is noted at the top of each bar. 
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2.6 DISCUSSION 
 
Our conceptual framework emphasises how movements restricted by habitat fragmentation have 
implications at varying scales and levels of ecological organisation. The framework highlights that 
limited resource access, restricted demographic exchange, and impeded gene flow take effect over 
progressively larger spatial and temporal scales, and the consequences of each become evident after 
progressively longer time lags. Although all three mechanisms are likely to be important, we 
identified through our literature review that impeded gene flow has received the overwhelming 
majority of research attention. 
 
Our framework can assist researchers to adopt a multi-scale perspective when considering the 
impacts of habitat fragmentation. By considering the link between time and space, researchers can 
more clearly disentangle potential fragmentation effects. For example, occupancy models for 
eastern yellow robins in Queensland, Australia indicate that habitat fragmentation (at a home range 
scale and at a dispersal scale) is not currently having a deleterious effect on occupancy (Chapter 3). 
However, genetic studies on eastern yellow robins in Victoria, Australia reveal that fragmentation is 
having some detrimental impacts on demography and gene flow (Harrison et al. 2012). This 
discrepancy could be attributed to several differences between the regions. Queensland has a more 
recent history of land clearing than Victoria (ECC 1997; Seabrook et al. 2006), plus the Queensland 
landscape appears to have a higher degree of structural connectivity than the Victorian landscape, 
possibly due to the presence of Travelling Stock Routes (Chapter 3; Lentini et al. 2011a; Harrison et 
al. 2012). By considering the impacts of movement restrictions over both time and space, 
researchers can more effectively tease apart the potential causes of change. 
 
2.6.1 Implications and limitations of the conceptual framework 
 
It is crucial to distinguish among the three mechanisms in the conceptual framework. Failing to 
consider multiple scales of movement restrictions potentially weakens conservation 
recommendations because each mechanism may require different conservation responses. This is 
especially true when multiple mechanisms are being affected. For example, limited resource access 
could be addressed by improving habitat quality, thereby increasing the carrying capacity of the 
habitat patch (Bonnot et al. 2013) and reducing the need for multiple patch use. Such a strategy 
would not be sufficient if the mechanism at work was restricted demographic exchange. Instead, 
this could be more effectively facilitated by adding corridors (linear strips of habitat) or stepping 
stones (small patches or isolated trees) to the matrix to help connect isolated patches (Fischer & 
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Lindenmayer 2002; Baum et al. 2004; Saura et al. 2014). These solutions could aid movements by 
making distant habitat patches more reachable and providing visible targets within the animal’s 
perceptual range. 
 
In contrast, gene flow needs successful dispersal plus breeding but these do not always occur 
together (Lowe & Allendorf 2010; Peery et al. 2010). Dispersers often have lower fitness and 
reproductive success in new localities than philopatric individuals (Hansson et al. 2004) and this 
pattern has been attributed to several causes, including energetic costs incurred while dispersing 
(Coulon et al. 2010; Bonte et al. 2012). Increasing the permeability or quality of the matrix may 
help individuals travel more easily and supplement their food along the way (Zollner & Lima 2005; 
Driscoll et al. 2013) thereby increasing their chances of successfully reproducing. Alternatively, 
translocating genetically distinct individuals to inbred populations could provide rapid and 
substantial improvements, especially where it is not practical to increase landscape connectivity 
(Madsen et al. 1999; Pelletier et al. 2017). 
 
Several frameworks have previously been developed for conceptualising the structural composition 
of landscapes (McIntyre & Barrett 1992; Wiens et al. 1993; Forman 1995; Watson 2002; Fischer et 
al. 2004; Manning et al. 2004). However, these frameworks were not extended to classify the 
mechanisms driving isolation effects on animal populations. Some authors have discussed how 
different types of movements are related to space and time (Roshier and Reid 2003). For example, 
Jeltsch et al. (2013) explored how different types of movements occurred over characteristic 
spatiotemporal scales and impacted ecosystems as a whole, such as through interspecific 
interactions and resource transportation. We have not focused on the relationship between 
movement type and scale, but rather take a narrower focus and instead consider how different 
movement restrictions influence mechanisms acting on species. 
 
Driscoll et al. (2013) outlined how the quality of the matrix in fragmented landscapes influences 
proximate processes. Specifically, they discussed how features of the matrix influence species’ 
persistence in the landscape through subsidising resource availability, altering abiotic 
microclimates, and facilitating movements. For instance, woodland-dependent species may more 
readily travel between woodland patches interspersed with a pine plantation matrix than one that is 
more structurally dissimilar to the woodland (Driscoll et al. 2013). Our frame of reference aligns 
with that of Driscoll and colleagues (2013); we consider the role of functional connectivity on 
movement, which is heavily dependent on matrix quality. Thus, both frameworks are 
complementary for conceptualising the impacts of habitat fragmentation. In contrast to Driscoll et 
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al. (2013) we explore one of the three core effects of the matrix: how barriers to movement affect 
species. We also elucidate the relationships between the type of mechanism affected by 
fragmentation and the distance or timescale over which movements are restricted. 
 
Many mechanisms other than those linked directly to physical isolation are important in fragmented 
landscapes, such as edge effects (Ries et al. 2004; Porensky & Young 2013). Although we do not 
specifically include these in our framework, they are nonetheless relevant. One component of edge 
effects is the inability to source sufficient resources, such as sheltered protection from predators 
(Bennett et al. 2013). Habitat gaps between shelter sites and feeding locations could pose substantial 
risks. These mechanisms are incorporated into our framework when they are driven by increased 
isolation, such as when habitat gaps make movement risky. However, these impeded mechanisms 
could also result from reduced habitat quality, such as when abiotic changes along edge habitat 
leads to changes in flora (Ries et al. 2004). It is important to distinguish whether habitat 
fragmentation per se, or related changes such as degradation, are impacting species because the 
conservation solutions differ. 
 
2.6.2 Distribution of research effort among mechanisms 
 
The most frequently-examined of the three mechanisms was impeded gene flow. It is unlikely that 
the heavy weighting towards genetic articles is an artefact of the keyword choices used for each 
mechanism because this imbalance was also evident in an informal scan of articles produced by a 
search of just “habitat fragmentation”. It is unsurprising that these numbers have increased in recent 
years given the greater availability and affordability of genetic technology (Storfer et al. 2010; 
Bolliger et al. 2014). However, given that molecular methods, such as assignment tests and pedigree 
analyses, can be used to infer dispersal movements (Manel et al. 2005; Holderegger & Wagner 
2008), it is surprising that the frequency of articles investigating restricted demographic exchange 
have not similarly spiked over the past decade. 
 
The key mechanisms we have identified in this paper can be considered to form an overlapping, 
non-nested hierarchy across scales. Each successive mechanism works at progressively larger scales 
(Wiens 1989). When habitat is fragmented, it takes time for the evidence of the negative effects to 
become apparent and the duration of this time lag is dependent upon where the affected mechanism 
sits in the hierarchy (Wiens 1989; Metzger et al. 2009). As the scale of fragmentation increases, 
impacts on mechanisms may accumulate. Systems that show signs of impeded gene flow may also 
be subject to impediments to demographic exchange and resource access. Thus, neglecting to take 
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the impacts on these lower-level mechanisms into account could compromise conservation efforts. 
Additionally, impacts can have synergistic effects on ecological systems (Zanette et al. 2003; 
Brown et al. 2016). It is currently unknown what interactive effects, if any, operate among the three 
mechanisms discussed here, but synergisms may partly explain why fragmentation effects are 
amplified at very low levels of habitat extent (Andrén 1994; Radford et al. 2005). 
 
2.6.3 Geographic and taxonomic biases 
 
The overall bias against limited resource access and restricted demographic exchange as a focus of 
research was disproportionately pronounced in particular taxa, notably reptiles, amphibians, and 
fish. It is difficult to generalise across taxa, but reptiles and amphibians in particular contain a 
greater proportion of less-vagile species than birds, large mammals, and flying insects (Mac Nally 
& Brown 2001; Allentoft & O’Brien 2010; Rivera-Ortíz et al. 2015). A considerable gap in 
knowledge about mechanisms operating at small to intermediate scales in generally less-mobile taxa 
could have important implications. For instance, landscape structure across small extents may have 
a greater impact on sedentary species than nomadic species (Maron et al. 2012). It will be important 
to gather a body of empirical data across a range of dispersal capabilities, range requirements, 
generation times, and environments (notably aquatic versus terrestrial) both within and between 
taxa. Without this, it would not be appropriate to generalise findings. 
 
As has been often identified in literature reviews (Lawler et al. 2006; Bayard & Elphick 2010; 
Magle et al. 2012), the southern hemisphere and the tropical/subtropical regions were 
underrepresented in the literature we studied. However, the frequency that each mechanism was 
studied was consistent across geographic locations. The relative importance of different types of 
habitat fragmentation effects may vary between the northern temperate zones and lower latitudes. 
Many species undertake long-distance migrations to avoid harsh winters in the northern temperate 
region, while lower latitudes have a greater proportion of sedentary species (Newton & Dale 1996a, 
1996b; Chesser 1998). This means there are important differences in dispersal ability, life history 
traits, and population demography in species between these regions as well as abiotic factors, such 
as climate and productivity, which may affect the relative influence of both habitat fragmentation 
and each of the three mechanisms on species’ responses (Newbold et al. 2013; Betts et al. 2014; 
Rivera-Ortíz et al. 2015; Keinath et al. 2017). Additionally, regions with a longer clearing history, 
such as the heavily studied areas in the northern temperate zone, are likely to be heavily impacted 
by impeded gene flow. Thus, geographic biases in research effort, especially when they occur in 
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conjunction with a bias towards a particular mechanism, may be hampering our ability to draw 
broad conclusions. 
 
2.6.4 Conclusions 
 
Habitat fragmentation poses a significant threat to species worldwide, but there is still uncertainty 
about the mechanisms through which population changes occur (Banks et al. 2007). More research 
targeting potential proximate causes is needed to help clarify our understanding, identify species at 
risk, and assess the benefits to targeted species of proposed conservation solutions. Our framework 
is designed to help stimulate thinking about the mechanisms potentially affected by habitat 
fragmentation, how the mechanisms relate to the spatial and temporal scale of movement 
restriction, the hierarchical nature of the mechanisms, and the consequences of having multiple 
mechanisms impeded simultaneously. By taking these factors into consideration, conservation 
managers will be well equipped to design targeted and effective interventions that address the core 
causes of species declines. 
 
It has long been recognised that taxonomic and geographic biases in research effort have plagued 
ecology (Gaston & May 1992; Clark & May 2002). Here, our focus was not on the proportion of 
studies conducted in each taxon or geographic zone. Rather, we emphasised the increasing disparity 
in research effort amongst mechanisms and why this is concerning in light of the existing 
taxonomic and geographic biases. Given the global threat of land-use change to species and 
ecosystems, it is paramount that landscape ecologists derive a deeper understanding of the 
mechanisms through which habitat fragmentation drives ecological change. This could be achieved 
by finding innovative ways to approach studies of resource access and demography, such as with 
stable isotope tracers (Robb et al. 2011), drone technology (Whitehead et al. 2014), and radio 
frequency identification (RFID) systems (Bonter & Bridge 2011). Focusing research attention on 
mechanisms, rather than simply patterns of species occurrence and distribution, will garner new 
insights and progress our understanding of the threats posed by habitat fragmentation. 
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CHAPTER 3: Using individual condition measures to predict the long-term 
importance of habitat extent for population persistence 
 
 
This chapter has been accepted for publication by Conservation Biology. 
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Plate 3. An example of brigalow woodland typically occupied by eastern yellow robins. The ground 
is pocketed with gilgai – shallow depressions in the cracking clay soil. Grass cover is sparse, but 
leaf litter, fallen timber, and wilga bushes are present. 
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3.1 ABSTRACT 
 
Habitat loss and fragmentation are causing widespread population declines, but identifying how and 
when to intervene remains challenging. Predicting where extirpations are likely to occur and 
implementing management actions before losses eventuate may be more cost-effective than trying 
to re-establish lost populations. Early indicators of pressure on populations could be used to make 
such predictions. In 2009/2010, the presence of eastern yellow robins (Eopsaltria australis) within 
42 sites in a fragmented region of eastern Australia was found to be unrelated to woodland extent 
within 500 m of a site, but the robins’ heterophil:lymphocyte ratios (an indicator of chronic stress) 
were elevated in less-wooded sites. Such sites may be poorer quality with a higher probability of 
extirpation. Four years later, we resurveyed these 42 sites for robin presence to test whether 1) 
previously-measured H:L ratios could predict where extirpations would occur and 2) the previous 
pattern in H:L ratios was an early sign that woodland extent would emerge as a predictor of 
occupancy. We also surveyed robin occupancy at an additional 43 sites to determine whether 
current occupancy could be better predicted by landscape context at a larger scale, relevant to 
dispersal movements. We found no relationship between H:L ratios and extirpations; however, only 
four were observed. Woodland extent did emerge as a strong predictor of occupancy, consistent 
with the hypothesis that patterns of individual condition may reveal habitat relationships that 
become evident as local shifts in occupancy occur, but that are not uncovered by a snapshot of 
species distribution. Woodland extent at larger scales relevant to dispersal (5 km) was not related to 
occurrence. We recommend that conservation actions be focused on regenerating neighbourhoods 
of habitat large enough to support robin territories, rather than increasing connectivity within the 
landscape. 
 
3.2 INTRODUCTION 
 
Among the greatest conservation challenges is mitigating the threat to biodiversity posed by the 
severity and extent of habitat loss and fragmentation (Vié et al. 2009). Much work has been 
undertaken to identify relationships between declining populations and landscape change, why 
landscape structural change causes declines, and what actions can be taken to mitigate the observed 
declines (Turner 2005; Cushman 2006). However, the time lag between when land is cleared and 
when population declines become evident can complicate species management (Hylander & Ehrlén 
2013). Acting early can mean the difference between species extinction or recovery (Martin et al. 
2012). 
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Patterns of physiological measures can act as early warning signs of population changes, such as 
population declines (Wikelski & Cooke 2006). For instance, one week after an oil spill at the 
Galapagos Islands, corticosterone concentrations in marine iguanas (Amblyrhynchus cristatus) had 
risen dramatically (Wikelski et al. 2001). Within one year, population mortality had increased by 
approximately 30% (Wikelski et al. 2002). Stressors often affect the physiological health of 
individuals long before the consequences of the stress-inducing event or environment are apparent 
through reduced fitness or demographic parameters (Ellis et al. 2012). 
 
Using physiological measures as a predictive tool could be advantageous in regions likely to be 
undergoing faunal relaxation (Ellis et al. 2012): the process whereby a system that has been 
subjected to increased environmental pressures loses individuals, populations, or species over time 
before settling into a new, more-depauperate equilibrium (Diamond 1972; Hylander & Ehrlén 
2013). Researchers often identify relationships between species distributions and variables of 
interest, such as landscape structure, when exploring causes of population declines (Turner 2005; 
Cushman 2006). However, species distribution models are often built from data collected over a 
limited period of time (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). This snapshot of distribution can only reliably be 
used to make predictions when the data were collected from a system in equilibrium with its 
environment (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). This assumption is not met when populations are actively 
declining, such as during faunal relaxation and alternative means for predicting population declines 
may be useful. 
 
Maron et al. (2012) proposed using heterophil:lymphocyte (H:L) ratios, an indicator of chronic 
stress (Davis et al. 2008), to predict future patterns of eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis) 
persistence. The concentrations of different types of white blood cells in circulation change in 
response to stressors; in birds, heterophil concentrations increase while lymphocytes decrease 
(Johnstone et al. 2012). Individuals can have elevated stress levels in landscapes containing less 
habitat (Hinam & St. Clair 2008). This could be due to mechanisms such as food availability, 
predation pressure, or energetic costs. Maron et al. (2012) found a relationship between the extent 
of woodland in the surrounding landscape and robin H:L ratios, but not between woodland extent 
and site occupancy by robins. They hypothesised that sites containing robins with elevated H:L 
ratios were suboptimal, perhaps because home ranges may need to encompass multiple patches or 
be condensed into smaller patches. Further, they predicted that a relationship between occurrence 
and the extent of woodland in the surrounding landscape may emerge in the future. Four years later, 
we revisited the study area to test these predictions. 
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First, we tested the prediction that there would be more extirpations at sites where robins had 
relatively higher H:L ratios four years earlier (Maron et al. 2012). This aim focused on changes that 
occurred at the level of particular sites. Second, we tested whether the relationship they identified 
between H:L ratios and woodland extent was an early signal that woodland extent would start to 
influence patterns of site occupancy by robins. This aim focused on patterns at the population level 
– could patterns of H:L ratios predict changes to patterns of occupancy? Third, we refined the 
occupancy model and tested whether we could better explain robin occupancy by accounting for the 
broader landscape context (within 5 km) over which dispersal movements may play a role. 
 
3.3 METHODS 
 
3.3.1 Study region 
 
The study was conducted around Meandarra (27°19´S, 149°52´E), Moonie (27°43´S, 150°21´E), 
and Goondiwindi (28°33´S, 150°18´E) in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion of Queensland, 
Australia (Figure 3.1). The area has a subtropical climate with an average annual rainfall of 
approximately 600 mm, mostly falling in summer (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). The study was 
carried out in brigalow-dominated (Acacia harpophylla) woodlands on the low, fertile plains. On 
the less-fertile rises, forests are dominated by the tree species belah (Casuarina cristata), 
Eucalyptus spp. or white cypress pine (Callitris glaucophylla). 
 
The study region has a relatively recent clearing history. Although settlement in the Brigalow Belt 
South bioregion began in the late 1800s, clearing woodland for agricultural purposes did not 
accelerate until the 1930s (Seabrook et al. 2006). However, damaged brigalow regenerates through 
suckering, so brigalow-dominant woodlands were only intensively cleared after blade ploughs were 
introduced in the 1960s (Seabrook et al. 2006). There has been little change to total woodland 
extent within the study region since 2009. Today, less than 15% of the study area is comprised of 
any type of remnant woodland, while less than 4% is remnant brigalow woodland. The majority of 
the remaining brigalow woodland occurs in narrow strips along roadsides and paddocks, with a few 
larger patches in protected areas. 
 
3.3.2 Study species 
 
Eastern yellow robins are sedentary, ground-foraging insectivores that live in pairs or small family 
groups (Higgins & Peter 2002). Each pair occupies a home range of about 5-6 ha which they defend 
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Figure 3.1. Location of the study sites. Solid circles indicate sites where eastern yellow robins were 
present while hollow diamonds represent sites where robins were not detected. Grey shading depicts 
the extent of all woodland, including remnant and regrowth. Grey shading on the inset denotes the 
Brigalow Belt South bioregion. 
 
against conspecifics during the breeding season (Higgins & Peter 2002). They are woodland-
dependent birds that avoid open areas and cleared habitat (Higgins & Peter 2002). Based on work in 
southern Australian landscapes, they are thought to be sensitive to woodland patch area and 
isolation (Barrett et al. 1994; Watson et al. 2005). Although this species has a Red List status of 
Least Concern, population declines have been reported in some areas, especially sections of 
Victoria and New South Wales (Stevens & Watson 2013; BirdLife Australia 2015b). While 
Queensland populations currently appear stable, this may be due to their more-recent clearing 
history. Assessing early changes to population dynamics before declines are evident could provide 
valuable information. 
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3.3.3 Occupancy and individual condition data 
 
Between August 2009 and September 2010, Maron et al. (2012) surveyed 42 sites for the presence 
of eastern yellow robins and recorded H:L ratios from peripheral blood smears for 51 birds across 
27 sites. Blood for the smears was collected via brachial venipuncture and smears were later stained 
with Wright-Giemsa (Maron et al. 2012). Differential white blood cell counts were conducted by 
counting 100 leukocytes per sample at x400 magnification, and where possible, up to three counts 
were made per bird and averaged (Maron et al. 2012). The mean H:L ratios for each individual 
spanned a broad range (0.06 – 1.29) (Table B.1). From March 2013 to November 2014, we 
resurveyed these original sites plus an additional 43 sites for robin occupancy, using the methods of 
Maron et al. (2012). No individual birds were resampled for H:L ratios. All sites were 200 m x 50 
m, occurred in brigalow-dominant woodland with a tree density of > 150 stems per ha, and were > 
800 m apart to minimise spatial dependency. We conducted surveys by using call playback while 
walking a 200 m transect centred on the site. Robins are territorial and quickly respond to 
conspecific calls (Higgins & Peter 2002). Each survey was carried out for a minimum of 6 min in 
the early morning or late afternoon. Sites at which no response was detected were surveyed a 
second time at least one month after the first survey. Surveys were conducted year round; however, 
robins were noticeably more responsive to the call playback during the breeding season. Therefore, 
we ensured that all sites at which no robins were recorded were surveyed at least once during the 
peak of the breeding season (September-October). When a robin was seen or heard within a site at 
least once, the site was classed as having birds present. If both surveys elicited no response, the site 
was classified as unoccupied. 
 
3.3.4 Explanatory variables 
 
Following the methods of Maron et al. (2012), we collected habitat data from each site. Four 20 x 
20 m quadrats were positioned randomly within each site and we counted the total number of shrubs 
within each quadrat. We also counted the number of wilga (Geijera parviflora) shrubs within each 
quadrat as we thought their high volume of litter fall may be important for robins. A 1 m2 
microquadrat was positioned in each corner of each quadrat. A photograph was taken of each 
microquadrat from above and used to assess the proportion of live or standing dry grass cover since 
Maron et al. (2012) identified that grass cover was the most important predictor of robin site 
occupancy. We also searched each site for the presence of gilgai (classified as present/absent): 
depressions that form within the cracking clay soil when the ground is undisturbed (Russell 1973). 
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Gilgai may provide an indirect indicator of previous land management practices, such as levelling 
or thinning. 
 
We calculated landscape variables from a habitat map based on the Biodiversity Status of Pre-
clearing and Remnant Regional Ecosystems dataset and the Statewide Landcover and Trees Study 
Foliage Projective Cover 2011 dataset which have spatial resolutions of 5 ha and 25 m respectively 
(State of Queensland 2014a, 2014b). We classed woody vegetation in accordance with Maron et al. 
(2012) as any vegetation with a minimum foliage projective cover of 8% and a minimum patch size 
of 2 ha. We calculated patch width from the centre of the site as the shortest distance between two 
opposite edges. 
 
We considered landscape metrics at two neighbourhood sizes: within a 500 m and within a 5 km 
radius of the centre of each transect. The 500 m radius neighbourhood matches that used by Maron 
et al. (2012) and represents an area encompassing a robin home range. Within a 500 m radius of 
each site, we measured the percentage of the neighbourhood area covered by remnant woody 
vegetation (remnant woodland within 500 m), the proportion of the neighbourhood area covered by 
all woodland, i.e. both remnant plus regrowth (total woodland within 500 m), and the number of 
habitat patches consisting of any type of woodland (no. patches). We calculated further metrics 
within a 5 km neighbourhood radius based on most recorded dispersal distances from the Australian 
Bird and Bat Banding Scheme (David Drynan, personal communication; Higgins & Peter 2002). 
Within this radius, we calculated the proportion of the neighbourhood area covered by all woodland 
(total woodland within 5 km) and the proportion of the neighbourhood area that consisted of 
accessible woodland (accessible woodland within 5 km). Accessible woodland was defined as any 
woodland accessible from the site with interpatch distances less than 75 m. This threshold was 
based on Doerr et al.’s (2011) finding of a 75 m average gap crossing distance for four species of 
woodland birds (including eastern yellow robins). 
 
3.3.5 Data analysis 
 
All analyses were performed in R version 3.2.0 using an information-theoretic approach (Burnham 
& Anderson 2002; R Core Development Team 2015). We checked for multicollinearity amongst all 
explanatory variables. Patch width was highly correlated with total woodland within 500 m (r = 
0.93) and excluded from further analysis. There was another correlation in our third aim which we 
address later. We applied a fourth-root transformation to the H:L ratio data to improve normality. 
All explanatory variables were standardised to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.5 to 
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allow comparison of parameter estimates (Gelman 2008). Some landscapes at the 5 km scale 
overlapped. We used spline correlograms from the ncf package to check for spatial autocorrelation 
in our response variables and in all the model residuals and found no causes for concern (Bjornstad 
2015). We detected no overdispersion in our models. 
 
To conduct model averaging, we used Akaike’s information criterion adjusted for small samples 
sizes (AICc) to assess the relative fit of a priori models and calculated averaged parameter 
estimates with the MuMIn package (Bartoń 2015). Averaging was performed across all models 
within the 95% confidence set and the relative importance of the predictors was assessed with 
summed Akaike weights (Σωi). The variance explained by each candidate model was assessed with 
Nagelkerke’s R2 value (Nagelkerke 1991). We used the hier.part package to perform hierarchical 
partitioning that identified the proportion of independently-explained variance that was attributable 
to each predictor (Chevan & Sutherland 1991). 
 
For our first aim, we tested whether extirpations were more likely to occur where H:L ratios were 
higher using data from the 27 sites at which Maron et al. (2012) measured H:L ratios. We used a 
generalised linear model with a binomial error distribution based on the bias-reduction method 
developed by Firth (1993) using the brglm package (Kosmidis 2013). The bias-reduction method is 
recommended for use when the binomial response variable is strongly imbalanced—we had only 
four cases of extirpations. Using the same explanatory variables as Maron et al. (2012), we 
modelled extirpations as a function of H:L ratio, northing, grass cover, gilgai, no. shrubs, no. 
patches, and remnant woodland within 500 m. 
 
Our second aim investigated whether the relationship between H:L ratios and habitat extent 
predicted future changes to patterns of occupancy. Since Maron et al. (2012) identified that, on 
average, H:L ratios tended to be higher in landscapes with less surrounding woodland, we tested 
whether the extent of remnant woodland was now an important predictor of occupancy. We tested 
this with a generalised linear model with a binomial error distribution applied to the current 
occupancy data from the 42 original sites. We modelled the effect of northing, grass cover, gilgai, 
no. shrubs, no. patches, and remnant woodland within 500 m on persistence (presence/absence). 
 
Our final aim was to refine the occupancy model and determine whether woodland cover at a scale 
relevant to dispersal movements was an important predictor of occupancy. This aim was addressed 
using the full occupancy dataset of 85 sites; we randomly selected 70% of the sites for inclusion in 
model training (n = 60) and withheld 30% of our samples for model validation (n = 25). We refined 
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Maron et al.’s (2012) occupancy model in three ways to develop a more-complete picture of factors 
associated with robin occurrence. First, we replaced the total number of shrubs with number of 
wilga. The robins commonly foraged underneath wilga (Anita Cosgrove, personal observation), 
possibly because the additional leaf litter attracted invertebrates. Second, we replaced remnant 
woodland within 500 m with total woodland within 500 m. Although the two measures were highly 
correlated, the latter may have better represented how the birds experienced the landscape given 
they were observed in non-remnant woodland. 
 
Third, we replaced number of patches with a measure of the broader landscape context at a scale 
likely to apply to robin dispersal movements. Initially, we included total woodland within 5 km. 
This variable was moderately correlated with northing (r = -0.5) so we removed northing from the 
model and instead included a random effect for study region (Meandarra/Moonie/Goondiwindi). 
Thus, we used a generalised linear mixed effects model to assess occupancy as a function of grass 
cover, gilgai, no. wilga, total woodland within 500 m, and total woodland within 5 km. However, 
connectivity could play an important role when considering the broader landscape context. As part 
of this final aim, we ran a second generalised linear mixed effects model that included ‘accessible’ 
woodland within 5 km (i.e. woodland that could presumably be accessed from the site given that 
interpatch distances were < 75 m) instead of total woodland within 5 km. 
 
Of the above models, we selected the one with the lowest AIC and calculated a probability of 
occupancy for each sample within the validation dataset. With the aid of the PresenceAbsence 
package, we used the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), the sensitivity, 
and the specificity to examine the model’s performance (Freeman & Moisen 2008). The threshold 
was adjusted to the prevalence in the training data (threshold = 0.648) as suggested by Lobo et al. 
(2008). 
 
3.4 RESULTS 
 
3.4.1 Predicting locations of extirpations from H:L ratios 
 
Of the 27 sites where H:L ratios were originally obtained, we were unable to detect robins at only 
four sites, so robust evaluation of this prediction was not possible. Model averaging indicated that 
H:L ratios were not an important predictor of extirpations; in fact, no variable was important (Table 
3.1; Table C.1; Figure 3.2). The global model explained 9% of the variance in occupancy. 
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Table 3.1. Averaged coefficients, adjusted standard errors, confidence intervals and summed 
Akaike weights (Σωi) derived for each variable from models of eastern yellow robin extirpations (n 
= 27). 
Variable Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI Σωi 
H:L ratio -0.078 0.945 -1.931 1.775 0.20 
Northing -0.675 1.130 -2.890 1.540 0.25 
Grass cover -0.813 0.928 -2.631 1.005 0.28 
Gilgai -1.078 1.636 -4.284 2.128 0.29 
No. shrubs 0.941 1.208 -1.427 3.309 0.32 
No. patches 0.649 1.102 -1.510 2.809 0.27 
Remnant woodland within 500 m 1.016 1.122 -1.184 3.215 0.33 
All 95% confidence intervals spanned zero. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Percentage of independently-explained variance for each independent variable from a 
model of eastern yellow robin extirpations (n = 27). The independently-explained variance was 
non-significant for all variables. 
 
3.4.2 Predicting occupancy relationships from relationships between H:L ratios and habitat 
extent 
 
Maron et al. (2012) detected robins at 28 of the 42 sites. We detected robins at 30 of the original 
sites with a shift in occupancy evident through colonisations at six sites and extirpations at four 
sites. The global model explained 32% of the variance in occupancy. The summed Akaike weights 
for remnant woodland within 500 m (positive effect) and grass cover (negative effect) were 0.93 
and 0.86 respectively, and the confidence intervals of the estimate for remnant woodland within 500 
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m did not include zero (Table 3.2). In contrast to Maron et al. (2012), gilgai presence was no longer 
an important predictor of occupancy; it had a summed Akaike weight of 0.25 (Table 3.2; Table C.2; 
Figure 3.3a; Figure 3.3b). Hierarchical partitioning revealed that remnant woodland within 500 m 
and grass cover had the greatest independent influences on occupancy and each was responsible for 
40% of the independently-explained variance (Figure 3.3b). 
 
Table 3.2. Averaged coefficients, adjusted standard errors, confidence intervals and summed 
Akaike weights (Σωi) derived for each variable from models of eastern yellow robin occurrence. 
Variable Coefficient Adjusted SE Lower CI Upper CI Σωi 
Woodland extent within 500 m only 
(n = 42) 
     
 Northing 1.258 0.959 -0.622 3.137 0.43 
 Grass cover -2.175 1.148 -4.425 0.074 0.86 
 Gilgai -0.815 1.203 -3.172 1.543 0.25 
 No. shrubs 1.505 1.228 -0.901 3.911 0.44 
 No. patches -0.075 0.837 -1.716 1.565 0.21 
 Remnant woodland within 500 m 2.545 1.231 0.132 4.958 0.93 
Woodland extent within 5 km (n = 60)      
 Grass cover -1.488 0.823 -3.101 0.125 0.76 
 Gilgai 0.842 0.863 -0.849 2.533 0.30 
 No. wilga 2.297 1.364 -0.377 4.971 0.72 
 Total woodland within 500 m 3.112 1.056 1.041 5.182 1.00 
 Total woodland within 5 km -1.818 1.085 -3.945 0.310 0.57 
Accessible woodland extent within 5 km 
(n = 60) 
     
 Grass cover -1.506 0.824 -3.120 0.108 0.77 
 Gilgai 0.786 0.871 -0.922 2.493 0.28 
 No. wilga 2.347 1.372 -0.342 5.037 0.73 
 Total woodland within 500 m 3.090 1.035 1.063 5.118 1.00 
 Accessible woodland within 5 km -1.781 1.037 -3.813 0.252 0.59 
Coefficients with 95% confidence intervals not spanning zero are denoted in bold. 
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Figure 3.3. Percentage of independently-explained variance for each independent variable from 
models of eastern yellow robin presence. (a) shows the results obtained by Maron et al. (2012) 
based on surveys conducted in 2009-2010 (n = 42), while (b) shows the results obtained from the 
current study in 2013-2014 (n = 42). Black bars indicate the independently-explained variance was 
significant. 
 
3.4.3 Testing the effect of landscape context at larger extents 
 
Robins were found at 55 of the 85 sites and only occupied patches less than 75 m wide in one 
instance. Both the global model incorporating total woodland within 5 km and the global model 
including accessible woodland within 5 km each explained 39%. Regardless of whether we 
included total woodland within 5 km or accessible woodland within 5 km in our models, in each 
case, there was uncertainty over the best model (Table C.3; Table C.4). In both cases, total 
woodland within 500 m had a summed Akaike weight of 1.00 (Table 3.2). Total woodland within 5 
km and accessible woodland within 5 km were not important and the confidence intervals of their 
estimates crossed zero (Table 3.2; Figure 3.4a; Figure 3.4b). 
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Figure 3.4. Percentage of independently-explained variance for each independent variable from 
models of eastern yellow robin presence. Panels show tests of whether the broader landscape 
context is better represented by (a) total woodland within a 5 km radius of each site (n = 60), or (b) 
accessible woodland within a 5 km radius of each site (n = 60). Black bars indicate the 
independently-explained variance was significant. 
 
The global model incorporating accessible woodland within 5 km had the lower AICc (Table C.3; 
Table C.4), so validation proceeded on this model. It had reasonable discriminatory ability with an 
AUC of 0.71 (Figure D.1a). Sensitivity was 0.56 while specificity was 0.78. Confidence intervals 
were quite large due to the small sample size in the validation dataset (Figure D.1b). 
 
3.5 DISCUSSION 
 
Our results did not support the prediction that extirpation rates would be higher at sites where robins 
had higher H:L ratios four years earlier. It is unsurprising we were unable to detect a relationship 
between the original H:L ratio measurements and current occupancy given only four extirpations 
were detected since 2009/2010. Evidence that general patterns of stress measures could signal 
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upcoming changes to patterns of occupancy was inconclusive. Given there were slightly more 
colonisations than extirpations, the emergence of habitat extent as a predictor of occupancy was not 
driven solely by losses of robins from suboptimal less-wooded sites. However, as expected, 
woodland extent became the primary predictor of occupancy. At the time of our surveys, robin 
occupancy was strongly associated with woodland extent at a home range scale, but not across 
larger scales that may affect dispersal movements; the connectivity of the woodland across larger 
scales had little effect on occupancy. In line with the findings by Maron et al. (2012), all our 
occupancy models suggested that robins were less likely to inhabit sites with high levels of grass 
cover, probably because grass would provide cover for invertebrates and reduce the robins’ ability 
to detect prey (Maron & Lill 2005). 
 
The H:L ratios of robins in this region were previously identified by Maron et al. (2012) as being 
negatively related to woodland extent within a 500 m radius. Maron and colleagues suggested that 
because of this, although occupancy was not yet associated with woodland extent, extirpations were 
more likely from sites in less-wooded neighbourhoods. We did not find evidence to support this 
prediction; we observed only four extirpations and these were not limited to sites that had 
previously contained robins with high H:L ratios. Wikelski et al. (2001) predicted heavy marine 
iguana mortalities from a population that was exposed to an oil spill based on a sudden spike in 
stress levels, and this outcome did eventuate (Wikelski et al. 2002). While physiological measures 
did provide an accurate early signal of upcoming localised mortalities in that case, the changes were 
in response to a sudden stressor with immediate impacts on individuals. In our study, the potential 
stressor (i.e. habitat loss) is chronic in nature. H:L ratios fluctuate within individuals in response to 
many factors, including age, reproductive status, and food availability (Johnstone et al. 2012). 
Given the potentially low repeatability of stress measures within individuals (Ochs & Dawson 
2008), it seems inappropriate to use a single snapshot of stress levels to identify specific locations to 
be impacted by a chronic stressor, as opposed to identifying statistical patterns. Obtaining repeated 
measures from individuals over time and assessing differences in the rate of change within 
individuals may be a more-promising avenue of investigation. 
 
We found conflicting evidence as to whether statistical patterns of physiological measures 
foreshadowed changes in patterns of occupancy. While stress measures are expected to fluctuate 
within individuals over time, at the population level, Maron et al. (2012) found there was a 
tendency for H:L ratios to be higher on average at sites with less surrounding woodland. While 
Maron et al. (2012) found no relationship between woodland extent and site occupancy, we found 
that woodland extent within 500 m had now become the strongest predictor of occupancy. 
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However, the result was driven by both extirpations at sites that generally had little surrounding 
woodland, and colonisations at sites with intermediate to high degrees of woodland cover. This 
pattern of extinctions and colonisations suggests that, generally speaking, less-wooded sites may 
indeed be suboptimal for robins in some way and the birds may be redistributing themselves within 
the region. 
 
Other explanations are possible for the increased importance of habitat extent. Habitat change may 
not have been adequately captured by our chosen variables. For instance, small patches, such as 
those that occurred at our sites with very little surrounding woodland, may have generally been 
subject to different management strategies than large patches. Small patches also have more edge 
habitat, which can differ in temperature, wind, moisture, and floral communities, all of which may 
have subtle impacts on patch quality (Chen et al. 1999). Noisy Miners (Manorina melanocephala) 
favour edge habitat, aggressively exclude smaller birds from woodlands, and have increased in 
incidence across their range in recent years (Maron et al. 2013). Any expansion of their occurrence 
in the study region would likely come at the expense of robins. 
 
Another possible explanation is that we have not accounted for natural fluctuations in occurrence 
and distribution due to seasonal and annual changes to resource availability and climate (Maron et 
al. 2005; Williams & Middleton 2008). While both this study and that of Maron et al. (2012) were 
conducted in years experiencing below-average rainfall, it is not clear how much these drier 
conditions affected resource distribution, and by extension, robin distribution. Resurveying each site 
across multiple and higher rainfall years would help provide a more-complete picture of whether the 
change we observed, although as predicted, was part of a longer-term trend. 
 
An important limitation of this study is that we only used a single measure of condition. H:L ratios 
rise when the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis system is activated in response to a stressor or 
the immune system is fighting inflammation or infection (Davis et al. 2008; Weiss & Wardrop 
2010). Ideally, multiple measures of condition would be used to differentiate between these causes. 
Thus, although H:L ratios are generally accepted to be a reliable indicator of chronic stress (Davis 
et al. 2008; Johnstone et al. 2012), it is possible that our results indicate that infection was relatively 
more prevalent within less-wooded landscapes. While this alternative explanation has implications 
for understanding why habitat extent had become increasingly important for occupancy, it still 
supports our conclusion that less-wooded sites appear to be suboptimal for robins. 
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Another limitation of this study was that extirpations are a coarse evaluation of population change 
and represent the final endpoint in a process that could have subtle and gradual effects over many 
years (Ellis et al. 2012). While occurrence data are relatively cheap and easy to collect (Joseph et al. 
2006; Ellis et al. 2012; Casner et al. 2014), further assessments of the predictive power of 
physiological measures would benefit from incorporating a more-intermediate indicator of 
population change. Abundance data would fill this gap and allow researchers to assess changes 
before populations go locally extinct. Eastern yellow robins live in pairs or small family groups 
(Higgins & Peter 2002), so abundances at the site level would provide little information. However, 
evaluating changes in abundances over broader spatial scales, such as areas that could encompass 
several home ranges, could be valuable. 
 
Relying on occurrence data as a proxy for habitat quality is not without problems because 
ecological traps (Dwernychuk & Boag 1972) can cause species to persist in poor quality habitat. 
Ecological traps occur when the cues used by animals to select optimal habitat no longer accurately 
reflect habitat quality so the animals preferentially select poor quality habitat (Schlaepfer et al. 
2002). For instance, linear habitat corridors that are poor quality can help maintain local 
persistence, but can act as ecological traps and ultimately drain the metapopulation (Henein & 
Merriam 1990). Linear habitat elements were often used by robins in our study region, but it is 
unclear if these elements were good quality habitat or sinks. Comparing reproductive success in the 
linear elements to that in more expansive habitat patches would help clarify if these corridors were 
acting as ecological traps (Battin 2004). 
 
3.5.1 Scale of woodland effect 
 
Habitat extent and accessibility at a larger scale, likely to be relevant for robin dispersal 
movements, were not good predictors of robin occupancy. Instead, robins appear to be responding 
primarily to woodland extent at a scale relevant to movements within a home range. Habitat 
fragmentation disrupts multiple processes over progressively larger spatiotemporal scales 
(Lindenmayer & Fischer 2006). Movement restrictions within a home range can limit resource 
access, at intermediate scales demographic exchange is impeded, while at large scales gene flow is 
inhibited (Lindenmayer & Fischer 2006; Hinam & St. Clair 2008). Our results suggest the home 
range scale of effect is the first to become apparent. 
 
Habitat extent at larger spatial scales could be increasingly important for occupancy over time as 
the effects from restricted demographic exchange and impeded gene flow become more prominent. 
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For example, woodlands in Victoria, Australia, have undergone heavy clearing over the past 160 
years (ECC 1997). There, Harrison et al. (2012) found support that eastern yellow robin populations 
were male-biased in fragmented regions, but not in landscapes with continuous woodland. The 
cause of this bias is unclear; perhaps females preferentially chose mates in contiguous landscapes or 
were unable to disperse to isolated patches. While there was evidence of impediments to robin gene 
flow at fine scales, this effect was less supported at regional scales (Harrisson et al. 2012). 
 
3.5.2 Management implications 
 
Habitat loss is likely to be having a greater impact on robins within the study area than habitat 
fragmentation and robins generally did not occupy patches narrower than 75 m. Restoration actions 
could capitalise on the existing strips of woodland along roadsides by restoring narrow bands of 
brigalow inside fence lines, especially where linear patches intersect (Hall et al. 2016). Together, 
the resulting linear blocks appear to provide enough habitat to sustain robins, especially when there 
is more surrounding woodland. We also recommend that travelling stock routes be retained and 
protected (Lentini et al. 2011b). These contained enough habitat in many places to support robin 
territories and probably played an important role in reducing the impacts of habitat fragmentation. 
 
Our study highlights the importance of repeatedly monitoring populations so important changes to 
dynamics can be identified before population declines are realised. Using multiple methods, such as 
condition and occurrence, to identify threats to populations can provide a more comprehensive 
assessment than occurrence alone. While we did not definitively demonstrate that patterns of 
physiological measures could generate meaningful predictions of population changes, this line of 
research warrants further investigation given its potential value to conservation. 
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CHAPTER 4: Determinants of food availability for a ground-foraging 
insectivore differ when the nutritional value of prey is considered 
 
 
This chapter will be submitted to Emu. 
Approximate percentage author contributions as follows: 
Anita Cosgrove – 83% 
Todd McWhorter – 2% 
Martine Maron – 15% 
 
 
 
 
Plate 4. Moisture is of critical importance in this harsh environment. Gilgai depressions collect 
water after rain. 
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4.1 ABSTRACT 
 
Habitat loss and fragmentation are causing declines in the abundance and occurrence of Australian 
woodland-dependent birds. However, little progress has been made towards understanding the 
mechanisms driving these declines. Insectivores are particularly vulnerable compared to other 
foraging guilds, suggesting that reduced arthropod availability may be one such mechanism. 
However, it may be misleading to assess food availability based on total invertebrate abundance 
since prey vary in nutritional value and birds exhibit prey preferences. We conducted invertebrate 
pitfall trapping across 25 sites in eastern Australia to examine how eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria 
australis) prey availability was related to characteristics of the habitat, landscape, and local climatic 
conditions, and how these relationships changed once the dominant, but less-nutritious, Formicidae 
(ants) were excluded. Robin populations are more vulnerable to declines at sites with less 
surrounding woodland, so we also assessed how the density of individual prey groups was related to 
woodland extent. When considering all arthropod taxa, prey abundance and weight were higher in 
landscapes with less woodland and fewer patches. However, this result was primarily driven by 
Formicidae responses. Once Formicidae were excluded, soil moisture and, to a lesser degree, grass 
cover showed the strongest associations with prey availability. Formicidae and Coleoptera were 
generally inversely related to woodland extent, while Orthoptera showed a positive association. In 
contrast to the hypothesis that smaller habitat patches contain less invertebrate prey per unit area 
than larger patches, our results suggest that this avian insectivore does not experience reduced food 
availability in less-wooded landscapes. However, those landscapes generally contained long, 
narrow patches which could mean higher energy costs for the birds while foraging or defending 
their territory. It is unclear whether the additional Formicidae inhabiting less-wooded landscapes 
could compensate for any potential shortfalls in energy requirements over the long-term, given their 
low nutritional value. 
 
4.2 INTRODUCTION 
 
Australian woodland birds are under threat. Habitat loss and fragmentation, combined with land-use 
intensification, have placed enormous pressure on woodland-dependent biota resulting in reduced 
abundance and occurrence (Ford et al. 2001; Barrett et al. 2007; Vié et al. 2009). Even previously 
common, widespread taxa are in decline (Szabo et al. 2011; Stevens & Watson 2013) which could 
have alarming knock-on effects on both the structure and function of ecosystems (Gaston & Fuller 
2008). 
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Population changes have not been consistent within species or across regions (Barrett et al. 2003; 
Maron & Lill 2006), so it has been difficult to infer the underlying causes of the observed patterns. 
To date, declines have generally been most pronounced in the temperate eucalypt woodlands of 
southern Australia (Watson 2011). Habitat loss, fragmentation, or degradation form the basis of 
most of the mechanisms hypothesised to be driving the population declines (Ford et al. 2001; 
Watson 2011; Maron et al. 2013), although drought and climate change have also been suggested 
(Mac Nally et al. 2009; Rayner et al. 2014). Researchers have made little progress towards testing 
the proposed mechanisms (but see Cooper & Walters 2002; Stevens & Watson 2013) despite 
investing much effort into identifying spatial, temporal, and ecological patterns of avian distribution 
and abundance (Barrett et al. 2003; Maron et al. 2005; Robertson et al. 2013). 
 
One common pattern is that insectivores appear to be particularly vulnerable to declines (Bregman 
et al. 2014). This pattern is not limited to the fragmented woodlands of Australia; it has also been 
observed in the rainforests of South America and Asia (Kattan et al. 1994; Castelletta et al. 2000; 
Laurance et al. 2011), the land-bridge islands of Malaysia (Yong et al. 2011), the savannahs of 
Tanzania (Sinclair et al. 2002), and across North America (Nebel et al. 2010). This propensity of 
avian insectivores to decline at rates disproportionately greater than that of other foraging guilds 
suggests that reduced prey availability or accessibility may be an underlying cause of declines 
(Razeng & Watson 2012; Paquette et al. 2014). 
 
Several mechanisms could drive prey reductions in the fragmented woodlands of eastern Australia, 
many of which are embedded in an agricultural matrix. For instance, farming practices may 
influence arthropod populations by altering the availability of water and nutrients as well as the 
physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the soil (Watson 2011). Additionally, pesticide 
use in agricultural regions can deplete invertebrate communities, including non-targeted species 
(Hallmann et al. 2014; Sanchez-Bayo & Goka 2014). Some invertebrate taxa may be less abundant 
in edge habitat due to the accompanying desiccating microclimate changes such as increased 
temperature, solar radiation, or wind speed (Didham et al. 1998; Laurance et al. 2011), or because 
both woodland-dependent birds and habitat generalists occupy edges, thereby increasing the 
predation pressure (Barbaro et al. 2012). 
 
Invertebrate abundances in agricultural regions of Australia are not only influenced by present-day 
factors; historical conditions can also have a lasting impact. In the past, farmers preferentially 
cleared woodlands that grew on the most productive soils or that were located near a reliable water 
source (Fensham and Fairfax 2003; Lunt and Spooner 2005; Watson 2011; Simmonds et al. 2017). 
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This non-random pattern of clearing means that the woodlands that remain today are likely to be on 
less-productive soils and may actually be relatively marginal habitat for woodland-dependent 
species (Watson 2011). Additionally, land-use legacies play an integral role in shaping present-day 
communities (Lunt and Spooner 2005; Perring et al. 2016). For instance, a dense woody understory 
can form on land that was previously heavily grazed but now has little or no grazing (Lunt and 
Spooner 2005). This type of change to vegetation structure would almost certainly affect the 
composition of the associated invertebrate community (Bromham et al. 1999). Similarly, past fires 
have a major influence on future flora and fauna communities (Ross et al. 2002; Moretti et al. 2004; 
Lunt and Spooner 2005; Croft et al. 2010). 
 
It is hypothesised that, for their size, smaller habitat patches contain less invertebrate prey than 
larger patches (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000). However, this view is based on a limited 
number of studies (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000), some of which were not well-replicated 
at the level of habitat patch (Zanette et al. 2000; Şekercioğlu et al. 2002). Studies of total 
invertebrate abundance or weight produce mixed results with positive (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette 
et al. 2000), negative (Moreno et al. 2013), or no relationship (Şekercioğlu et al. 2002) identified 
between total invertebrate biomass and patch size. 
 
However, total invertebrate biomass may not accurately represent the food available to the birds and 
drawing inferences from this type of measure may be misleading (Razeng & Watson 2012). Birds 
show preferences for particular prey taxa (Naef-Daenzer et al. 2000; Hagar et al. 2007; Moorman et 
al. 2007) which vary in nutritional value (Robel et al. 1995; Razeng & Watson 2015). Additionally, 
birds may exhibit specific foraging behaviours that target certain prey taxa, such as foraging within 
particular strata (Antos & Bennett 2006; Moorman et al. 2007). Furthermore, invertebrate 
taxonomic groups respond idiosyncratically to patch area (Didham 1997; Vasconcelos & Bruna 
2012). Therefore, we could derive a better understanding of how insectivore food availability is 
related to habitat extent from examining invertebrate responses to the landscape in conjunction with 
prey preferences. 
 
The eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis) provides an excellent opportunity for examining 
relationships between food availability and landscape configuration. This is a small (approximately 
20 g), sedentary, woodland-dependent insectivore that avoids open habitats (Higgins & Peter 2002). 
Although these robins are considered to be common and have a Red List status of Least Concern, 
their populations have declined in parts of Victoria and New South Wales (Debus 2006; Stevens & 
Watson 2013; BirdLife Australia 2015b). This species is sensitive to both patch area and patch 
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isolation in agricultural regions (Barrett et al. 1994; Watson et al. 2001; Watson et al. 2005). 
Eastern yellow robin populations are more vulnerable in areas with less surrounding woodland; they 
had elevated chronic stress levels in less-wooded landscapes and woodland extent became the 
strongest predictor of site occupancy within 4 years (Maron et al. 2012; Chapter 3). Zanette et al. 
(2000) used total invertebrate volume and dry weight to determine that smaller patches contained 
less prey biomass for eastern yellow robins than larger patches. However, this analysis was based 
on samples collected from just two small and two large patches (Zanette et al. 2000). 
 
Here, our objective was to identify how eastern yellow robin prey availability varied with 
characteristics of the habitat, landscape, and local climatic conditions. If robin populations were 
more vulnerable to declines in landscapes with less woodland because there was less available food, 
we would have expected arthropod abundance to be positively correlated with woodland extent. 
Second, we assessed whether these correlates of arthropod abundance changed once the dominant, 
but less-nutritious, Formicidae (ants) were excluded. Out of the eight prey taxa most commonly 
eaten by Australian woodland-dependent birds, Formicidae contains the lowest proportion of crude 
fat and relatively low levels of crude protein and moisture (Razeng & Watson 2015). Finally, we 
determined how abundances within individual prey groups, especially those that have a higher 
nutritional value, were associated with woodland extent. 
 
4.3 METHODS 
 
4.3.1 Study area 
 
Study sites were clustered around Meandarra (-27.32°S, 149.88°E), Moonie (-27.84°S, 150.12°E), 
and Goondiwindi (-28.40°S, 150.47°E) in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion of Queensland, 
Australia (Figure 4.1). The region experiences a subtropical climate with annual rainfall of about 
600 mm, a large portion of which falls between December and February each year (Bureau of 
Meteorology 2015). 
 
The study was conducted in woodlands dominated by brigalow (Acacia harpophylla) on the low, 
fertile plains in the region. Belah (Casuarina cristata), Eucalyptus spp., and wilga (Geijera 
parviflora) shrubs can also feature prominently in these woodlands. Although the region has 
undergone clearing for pasture and cropping since the late 1800s, the suckering nature of brigalow 
and its characteristically dense regrowth deterred farmers from extensively removing this habitat 
type (Seabrook et al. 2006). Brigalow deforestation only began in earnest during the 1960s 
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(Seabrook et al. 2006) and today, less than 4% of the study region is covered by remnant brigalow 
woodland which is currently listed as nationally endangered (Commonwealth of Australia 2016). 
 
4.3.2 Study species 
 
Eastern yellow robins are ground-foraging insectivores that employ a sit and wait foraging strategy, 
perching on low-hanging branches or tree trunks from which they pounce on ground-dwelling prey 
(Higgins and Peter 2002). Over 70% of all prey is taken from ground level (Recher et al. 1985; Ford 
et al. 1986). These robins primarily eat arthropods, but have occasionally been seen eating seeds, 
fungi, skinks, and grit (Higgins & Peter 2002). The most frequently reported prey in decreasing 
order of reporting frequency are: Coleoptera; Formicidae; Diptera; Lepidoptera; Hemiptera; other 
Hymenoptera; Araneae; and Orthoptera (Razeng & Watson 2012). 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Location of the study region in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion, Queensland, 
Australia. Black circles denote study sites. 
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4.3.3 Site selection and explanatory variables 
 
Twenty-seven 2 ha sites were selected from within the study region for sampling. Sites were only 
selected if they were accessible, occupied by eastern yellow robins, comprised of brigalow-
dominant or -codominant woodland, and had tree density > 150 stems per ha to avoid highly 
degraded sites. All sites were located at least 800 m apart to reduce the risk of spatial 
autocorrelation. 
 
Four 20 m x 20 m quadrats were positioned randomly within each site. We counted the number of 
trees (“no. trees”) and the number of shrubs over 30 cm high (“no. shrubs”) within each quadrat. In 
the four corners of each quadrat, we placed a 1 m2 microquadrat (16 microquadrats total per site) 
and assessed the proportion of the microquadrat that was covered by live or standing dry grass 
(“grass cover”). We ran a 20 m transect along the centre of each quadrat and counted the number of 
pieces of fallen timber greater than 7 cm in diameter that lay on or across the transect (“fallen 
wood”). At the 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m marks along the transect, we measured the depth of the leaf 
litter down to the soil surface to the nearest mm (“leaf litter depth”) and the percentage of 
volumetric soil water content (“soil moisture”; MPM160 Moisture Probe Meter). All habitat 
variables were averaged across each site before being included in the analyses. 
 
Landscape variables were calculated from a map of total woodland extent in ArcGIS 10.2.1 (ESRI 
2014). We created the map from the Statewide Landcover and Trees Study Foliage Projective 
Cover 2011 dataset which had a spatial resolution of 25 m (State of Queensland 2014b). Any type 
of woodland community with a minimum foliage projective cover of 8% and a minimum patch size 
of 2 ha was classified as woodland. We placed a buffer with a 500 m radius around the centre of 
each site and calculated the proportion of area within the buffer that was covered in woodland 
(“proportion of woodland”) and counted the number of woodland patches within each buffer (“no. 
patches”). The 500 m radius was selected because it would encompass the home range of the robins 
inhabiting each site (approximately 5-6 ha; Debus 2006), regardless of whether the site was 
positioned at the centre or edge of the home range. The area and width of each patch containing a 
site were also calculated, but these were highly correlated with the proportion of woodland (r > 
0.90) so were excluded from further analyses. 
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4.3.4 Arthropod pitfall trapping 
 
Arthropod pitfall traps were dug in along three of the four transects at each site from August 2013 
to January 2015. Three traps were positioned along each transect at 5 m intervals (nine traps total 
per site). Traps consisted of two round, straight-sided, plastic containers approximately 12 cm in 
diameter and 10 cm deep placed inside each other with a removable lid. Using two containers 
allowed us to lift a trap out of the ground if needed without disturbing the soil. Traps were dug in so 
their lip was level with the surrounding soil. Lids were affixed to close the trap, then they were left 
for one week to help reduce digging-in effects on captures (Greenslade 1973). 
 
After allowing the trap to settle for one week, we added approximately 2 cm of water with a drop of 
detergent. Additional water was added to the traps during the activation period as needed. Small 
pieces of wood found in the surrounding area were placed in the centre of the trap to prevent 
inadvertent vertebrate drownings. Each trap was opened each morning and closed each evening for 
a period of five consecutive days to ensure only diurnally-active arthropods were captured. 
Arthropods were removed from the traps each day and stored in 70% ethanol. 
 
Although we aimed to keep each trap open for about 8-9 hr each day, this was not always possible 
due to logistical limitations. To account for differences in trap hours, we calculated trapping effort 
as the sum total for the site of the number of hours each trap was open and operational. 
Occasionally traps were left open overnight when they were inaccessible due to wet weather. 
Additionally, some traps were disturbed by wildlife (probably feral pigs, Sus scrofa) during the five 
day activation period and rendered inoperative. In both cases, we excluded all captures from the 
affected days from the analyses and excluded these days from the trapping effort. 
 
Arthropods caught from each site were sorted by taxonomic group using a dissecting microscope 
(Leica EZ4HD) and dichotomous key (State of Queensland 2016b). Taxa were grouped in 
accordance with Razeng and Watson (2012, 2015); generally to order, although Formicidae were 
categorised separately from other Hymenoptera because ants formed the bulk of total captures and 
are ecologically distinct from bees and wasps (Cooper et al. 1990). Robins had difficulty eating 
mealworms > 40 mm long (Anita Cosgrove, personal observation), so we excluded all arthropods < 
1 mm and > 40 mm. We counted the number of arthropods (“no. arthropods”) caught per taxonomic 
group per site then obtained a dry weight (accurate to the nearest 0.0001 g) after they had been 
dried in a 60 °C oven for 48 hr (“arthropod weight”). 
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We used the summed total counts or weights of arthropods per site in our analyses. However, using 
a total per site could potentially mask fine-grained effects at smaller scales. Resources are unlikely 
to be uniformly distributed across sites. Rather, prey could be clumped with robins preferentially 
foraging from microhabitats supporting higher prey densities (Cousin 2007). Thus, we also 
calculated the maximum number (“maximum number of arthropods”) and weight of arthropods 
(“maximum arthropod weight”) excluding Formicidae caught in any one trap at each site. 
 
4.3.5 Statistical analyses 
 
We used an information-theoretic approach to assess the relative support for alternative general and 
generalised linear models of arthropod numbers and weights, both including and excluding 
Formicidae, as well as for the maximum number and weight of arthropods excluding Formicidae 
caught in any one trap at each site (Burnham & Anderson 2002). The arthropod weight measures 
were natural logarithm transformed to improve normality. All explanatory variables were 
standardised to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.5 with the arm package in R to allow 
comparison of parameter estimates (Gelman 2008; Gelman & Su 2015). We controlled for the 
north-south spread of sites by incorporating northing into every candidate model, including the null 
models. Variation in sampling effort was controlled by adding log (trap effort) as an offset in all 
models. 
 
Candidate models were determined a priori to reflect alternative habitat, landscape, or climatic 
factors that may affect arthropod populations and the two response variables were examined 
separately using the same candidate explanatory variable sets (Table 4.1). Variables were grouped 
into five categories of interest, each of which could be related to arthropod biomass: ground cover 
(Bromham et al. 1999); vegetation structure (García et al. 2011); landscape structure (Burke & Nol 
1998); short-term weather (Levings & Windsor 1984); and longer-term seasonal effects (Bell 1985). 
For each category, models of every possible combination of terms related to that category were 
included. We also generated a null model that included only northing and the offset term. This 
process generated a total of 16 candidate models to be used in each analysis of total arthropods, 
total arthropods excluding Formicidae, and maximum arthropods excluding Formicidae. 
 
Generalised linear models of the number of arthropods were overdispersed when using Poisson 
distributions, so were instead modelled with negative binomial distributions and log links in the 
MASS package (Venables & Ripley 2002). Arthropod weights were modelled using linear 
regressions. We used Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small samples sizes (AICc) to  
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Table 4.1. A priori models developed to assess the habitat, landscape, and climatic factors 
associated with counts and dry-weights of arthropod prey targeted by eastern yellow robins. All 
models included northing as a fixed effect and log (trap effort) as an offset term. 
Category Models 
Ground cover Grass cover + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 
 Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 
 Grass cover + Fallen wood 
 Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 
 Grass cover 
 Leaf litter depth 
 Fallen wood 
Vegetation structure No. trees + No. shrubs 
 No. trees 
 No. shrubs 
Landscape structure Proportion of woodland + No. patches 
 Proportion of woodland 
 No. patches 
Short-term weather Soil moisture 
Seasonal effects Ordinal date 
Null model Null 
 
determine the most parsimonious model from each candidate set of models, whereby the highest 
ranked models have the lowest AICc (Burnham & Anderson 2002). 
 
Model comparisons were based on the differences in AICc values (ΔAICc); when ΔAICc values 
were > 2 units, the model with the lower AICc was considered to have substantially more empirical 
support (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Akaike weights (ωi) were used to determine the probability 
that a particular model was the best model given the observed data and the candidate model set 
(Burnham & Anderson 2002). All maximised log-likelihood and AICc calculations were performed 
in the AICcmodavg package (Mazerolle 2016). Goodness of fit for the number of arthropod models 
was assessed with Nagelkerke’s R2 in the fsmb package (Nagelkerke 1991; Nakazawa 2015), 
whereas the fit of arthropod weight models was examined using adjusted R2. 
 
We fitted a series of regression models to the abundances of specific taxonomic groups to assess 
their relationships with the proportion of woodland. Sufficient data were available to examine the 
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effects on Araneae, Coleoptera, Diptera, Formicidae, Hemiptera, other Hymenoptera, and 
Orthoptera abundances. Northing and an offset term for log (trap effort) were included in each 
model. We compared negative binomial, quadratic, and loess regressions against the null models. 
The negative binomial, quadratic, and null generalised linear models were built with a negative 
binomial error distribution in the MASS package (Venables & Ripley 2002), while general additive 
models with a negative binomial distribution from the gam package (Hastie 2015) were used to 
create the loess models. We used AICc values to compare the performance of each model within 
each taxon and Nagelkerke’s R2 to evaluate goodness of fit (Nagelkerke 1991; Burnham & 
Anderson 2002; Nakazawa 2015). 
 
Spline correlograms from the ncf package were used to assess spatial autocorrelation, both within 
the response variables and in the model residuals (Bjornstad 2015). We used a pairwise matrix of 
Pearson correlation coefficients to confirm that none of the explanatory variables had r > |0.50| and 
all variance inflation factors derived from the final models using the car package were < 3, 
confirming there was no multicollinearity (Zuur et al. 2010; Fox & Weisberg 2011). Residual 
scatter plots were examined to check the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity. 
 
All analyses were performed in the R statistical package (R Core Development Team 2015). Graphs 
were created with the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009). Results are reported as mean ± standard 
error. 
 
4.4 RESULTS 
 
A total of 27,054 arthropods within the specified size range were caught across 27 sites (Table 4.2). 
Additionally, five vertebrates (all Scincidae) were trapped, along with multiple Acari, Collembola, 
Diplopoda, and Thysanoptera specimens, all of which were excluded for being over- or under-sized. 
We excluded Blattodea, Isopoda, Isoptera, Mantodea, Mecoptera, Pscoptera, Thysanura, and 
Scorpiones from further analyses because there is no evidence in the literature that eastern yellow 
robins consume these taxa (Higgins & Peter 2002). It is plausible that robins eat some of these taxa 
on rare occasions (particularly Blattodea, Isoptera, and Mantodea), but the prevalence of those three 
orders in the traps were so low that including them made little difference to the results. We included 
four unidentified larval individuals that were probably Lepidoptera or Coleoptera. Thus, the 
following groups were considered likely to be eaten by robins and included in the analyses: 
Araneae, Coleoptera, Diptera, Formicidae, Hemiptera, other Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Orthoptera, 
and unidentified larvae. 
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Table 4.2. Number of arthropods caught in pitfall traps in brigalow-dominated woodlands. Only 
those taxonomic groups likely to be eaten by eastern yellow robins were included in further 
analyses. 
Taxonomic group  n % of total captures Included in further analyses 
Araneae 329 1.22 Yes 
Blattodeaa 2 0.01 No 
Coleoptera 76 0.28 Yes 
Diptera 805 2.98 Yes 
Formicidae 21,699 80.21 Yes 
Hemiptera 150 0.55 Yes 
Other Hymenoptera 84 0.31 Yes 
Isopodaa 3,842 14.20 No 
Isopteraa 9 0.03 No 
Lepidoptera 20 0.07 Yes 
Mantodeaa 3 0.01 No 
Mecopteraa 1 < 0.01 No 
Orthoptera 25 0.09 Yes 
Psocopteraa 1 < 0.01 No 
Scorpionesa 1 < 0.01 No 
Thysanuraa 3 0.01 No 
Unidentified larvae 4 0.01 Yes 
Total 27,054   
a Excluded from further analyses because eastern yellow robins are not known to eat this taxon. 
 
One site was excluded from all analyses because there was an exceptionally large number of 
arthropods caught (8,003 arthropods, primarily Formicidae, with a total weight of 2.4076 g) that 
exerted substantial leverage on the results. A second site was excluded because traps were 
inaccessible due to poor weather and left open each night for the duration of the trapping period. 
Excluding those sites and including only groups likely to be eaten by robins, the number of 
arthropods per site ranged from 53 to 2,844 (608 ± 128, n = 25) and total arthropod dry weights per 
site ranged from 0.1159 to 1.6842 g (0.4329 ± 0.0763 g, n = 25). 
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4.4.1 All arthropod taxa combined 
 
There was strong support that the best candidate model for the total number of arthropods 
incorporated both the proportion of woodland and number of patches (Table 4.3). Model fit was 
good with an R2 of 0.71. Confidence intervals for both landscape metrics did not include zero 
(Table 4.4). Arthropod numbers were higher at sites with less surrounding woodland area and fewer 
woodland patches (Figure 4.2a; Figure 4.2b). 
 
Similarly, there was strong evidence that the variance in total arthropod weight was best explained 
by the model of proportion of woodland and number of patches (Table 4.5). This model had 
moderate fit with an R2 of 0.39. The model of proportion of woodland also received strong support 
over the null model (Table 4.5). Again, the confidence intervals for these landscape-scale effects 
did not cross zero and both measures were negatively associated with arthropod weight (Table 4.4). 
 
Table 4.3. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on the number of arthropods caught in pitfall traps at sites (n = 25) within brigalow-
dominated woodlands. The table displays number of parameters (K), deviance (Dev), AICc 
differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and Naglekerke R2 values. Deviance is defined as -2 × 
the maximised log-likelihood. Models denoted in bold have substantial empirical support that they 
explain more of the variation in arthropod abundance than the null model. Models with ωi < 0.01 
are omitted from the table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + Proportion of woodland + No. patches 5 350.12 0.00 0.60 0.71 
Northing + No. patches 4 357.58 4.29 0.07 0.48 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 357.72 4.44 0.07 0.47 
Northing + No. shrubs 4 358.16 4.88 0.05 0.46 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 359.24 5.95 0.03 0.41 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 356.38 6.25 0.03 0.52 
Northing (null model) 3 362.50 6.37 0.02 0.27 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 359.72 6.44 0.02 0.39 
Northing + Grass cover 4 359.74 6.46 0.02 0.39 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 5 356.84 6.72 0.02 0.51 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 360.54 7.26 0.02 0.36 
aThe lowest AICc value was 363.28. 
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Table 4.4. Coefficients, standard errors, and 95% confidence intervals from the best approximating 
models identified through AICc model comparison techniques examining environmental variability 
in the number and weights of arthropods caught in pitfall traps (n = 25). Confidence intervals 
denoted in bold do not cross zero. 
Model Coefficient SE Lower CI Upper CI 
Total arthropod numbers     
 Proportion of woodland -0.7766 0.2788 -1.3442 -0.2103 
 Number of patches -0.7837 0.2563 -1.2490 -0.2368 
Total arthropod weight     
 Proportion of woodland -0.7709 0.2885 -1.3708 -0.1709 
 Number of patches -0.6123 0.2645 -1.1624 -0.0623 
Arthropod numbers excl. Formicidae     
 Soil moisture 0.9154 0.2745 0.3651 1.4662 
Arthropod weight excl. Formicidae     
 Grass cover -0.9504 0.4534 -1.8906 -0.0101 
Maximum number of arthropods excl. 
Formicidae 
    
 Grass cover -0.4717 0.2541 -0.9436 0.0095 
 Leaf litter depth -0.6506 0.2617 -1.1527 -0.1610 
 Soil moisture 0.7823 0.3241 0.1262 1.4435 
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a)
b)
c)
 
Figure 4.2. Scatterplots with 95% confidence intervals (grey shading) of the factors explaining the 
greatest variation in the abundance of arthropod captures. Negative binomial regressions of a) total 
number of arthropods by the proportion of woodland within 500 m of each site, b) total number of 
arthropods by the number of woodland patches within 500 m of each site, and c) the number of 
arthropods excluding Formicidae by the soil moisture (%).
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Table 4.5. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on dry weights of arthropods caught in pitfall traps at sites (n = 25) within brigalow-
dominated woodlands. The table displays number of parameters (K), deviance (Dev), AICc 
differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and adjusted R2 values. Models denoted in bold have 
substantial empirical support that they explain more of the variation in arthropod dry weight than 
the null model. Models with ωi < 0.01 are omitted from the table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + Proportion of woodland + No. patches 4 51.40 0.00 0.47 0.39 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 3 57.08 2.53 0.13 0.28 
Northing + No. patches 3 58.72 4.16 0.06 0.28 
Northing + Fallen wood 3 58.72 4.17 0.06 0.27 
Northing + Grass cover 3 58.98 4.42 0.05 0.25 
Northing + No. shrubs 3 59.12 4.57 0.05 0.21 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 4 55.98 4.59 0.05 0.29 
Northing (null model) 2 62.14 4.73 0.04 0.21 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 4 58.16 6.76 0.02 0.25 
aThe lowest AICc value was 64.55. 
 
4.4.2 All arthropod taxa excluding Formicidae 
 
Soil moisture received strong support as the best predictor of the total number of arthropods once 
Formicidae were excluded (Table 4.6). Model fit was good with an R2 of 0.48. The 95% confidence 
intervals for soil moisture did not include zero and arthropod numbers excluding Formicidae were 
higher when soil was moister (Table 4.4; Figure 4.2c). Additionally, ordinal date received weak 
support over the null model with arthropod counts growing larger later in the year (Table 4.6). 
 
There was uncertainty over the best model of total arthropod weights excluding Formicidae. The 
model of grass cover received the strongest weighting, but it performed only moderately better than 
the null model (Table 4.7). The model of grass cover had moderate fit with an R2 of 0.28. Grass 
cover had a negative association with arthropod weight excluding Formicidae (Table 4.4). The soil 
moisture model performed poorly (Table 4.7). 
 
The most parsimonious models of the maximum number of arthropods excluding Formicidae 
included grass cover, leaf litter depth, and soil moisture (Table 4.8). Model fits were reasonable 
with the model containing grass cover and leaf litter depth having an R2 of 0.51, while the soil 
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moisture model had an R2 of 0.37. The confidence intervals for leaf litter depth and soil moisture 
did not cross zero; although, those for grass cover did include zero (Table 4.4). Both grass cover 
and leaf litter depth were negatively related to arthropod numbers, while soil moisture showed a 
positive relationship. 
 
All of the chosen a priori models performed poorly when considering the maximum weight of 
arthropods excluding Formicidae (Table 4.9). Number of patches received negligibly more support 
than the null model (ΔAICc=0.14), but explained little of the variance in arthropod weights with an 
R2 of 0.20. 
 
Table 4.6. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on the total number of arthropods (excluding Formicidae) caught in pitfall traps at sites (n = 
25) within brigalow-dominated woodlands. The table displays number of parameters (K), deviance 
(Dev), AICc differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and Naglekerke R2 values. Models denoted 
in bold have substantial empirical support that they explain more of the variation in arthropod 
abundance (excluding Formicidae) than the null model. Models with ωi < 0.01 are omitted from the 
table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 229.32 0.00 0.74 0.48 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 235.00 5.67 0.04 0.22 
Northing + No. patches 4 235.42 6.10 0.04 0.20 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 235.84 6.52 0.03 0.17 
Northing (null model) 3 238.86 6.67 0.03 < 0.01 
Northing + Grass cover 4 236.02 6.69 0.03 0.16 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 232.92 6.76 0.03 0.32 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 6 230.10 7.45 0.02 0.44 
aThe lowest AICc value was 239.32. 
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Table 4.7. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on total dry weights of arthropods (excluding Formicidae) caught in pitfall traps at sites (n = 
25) within brigalow-dominated woodlands. The table displays number of parameters (K), deviance 
(Dev), AICc differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and Naglekerke R2 values. Models denoted 
in bold have substantial empirical support that they explain more of the variation in arthropod dry 
weight (excluding Formicidae) than the null model. Models with ωi < 0.01 are omitted from the 
table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + Grass cover 4 68.78 0.00 0.19 0.28 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 66.00 0.38 0.16 0.33 
Northing + Proportion of woodland + No. patches 5 66.86 1.24 0.10 0.29 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 70.34 1.57 0.09 0.23 
Northing (null model) 3 73.32 1.69 0.08 0.20 
Northing + No. patches 4 70.94 2.17 0.06 0.24 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 71.22 2.45 0.06 0.24 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 71.44 2.67 0.05 0.21 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 6 65.00 2.89 0.05 0.34 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 5 68.76 3.15 0.04 0.25 
Northing + No. trees 4 72.02 3.25 0.04 0.22 
Northing + No. shrubs 4 73.08 4.30 0.02 0.19 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 73.20 4.42 0.02 0.17 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 73.20 4.43 0.02 0.17 
aThe lowest AICc value was 78.77. 
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Table 4.8. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on the maximum number of arthropods (excluding Formicidae) caught in any one pitfall trap 
at sites (n = 25) within brigalow-dominated woodlands. The table displays number of parameters 
(K), deviance (Dev), AICc differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and Naglekerke R2 values. 
Models denoted in bold have substantial empirical support that they explain more of the variation in 
arthropod abundance (excluding Formicidae) than the null model. Models with ωi < 0.01 are 
omitted from the table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 167.32 0.00 0.30 0.51 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 171.18 0.69 0.21 0.38 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 171.52 1.04 0.18 0.37 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 6 167.30 3.48 0.05 0.55 
Northing + Grass cover 4 173.98 3.50 0.05 0.25 
Northing + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 5 171.04 3.70 0.05 0.39 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 174.62 4.14 0.04 0.22 
Northing (null model) 3 177.72 4.38 0.03 0.04 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 5 172.28 4.94 0.03 0.34 
Northing + No. patches 4 176.32 5.84 0.02 0.12 
aThe lowest AICc value was 180.49. 
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Table 4.9. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of environmental 
factors on the maximum dry weight of arthropods (excluding Formicidae) caught in any one pitfall 
trap at sites (n = 25) within brigalow-dominated woodlands. The table displays number of 
parameters (K), deviance (Dev), AICc differences (ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and Naglekerke 
R2 values. Models denoted in bold have substantial empirical support that they explain more of the 
variation in arthropod dry weight (excluding Formicidae) than the null model. Models with ωi < 
0.01 are omitted from the table. 
Model K Dev ΔAICca ωi R2 
Northing + No. patches 4 57.42 0.00 0.16 0.20 
Northing (null model) 3 60.42 0.14 0.14 0.17 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 58.30 0.89 0.10 0.21 
Northing + Grass cover 4 58.70 1.29 0.08 0.18 
Northing + Proportion of woodland + No. patches 5 55.58 1.32 0.08 0.21 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 58.86 1.45 0.08 0.20 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 59.06 1.65 0.07 0.17 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 59.26 1.84 0.06 0.16 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 56.32 2.89 0.06 0.16 
Northing + No. trees 4 60.30 2.06 0.04 0.12 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 60.32 2.87 0.04 0.14 
Northing + No. shrubs 4 60.38 2.91 0.04 0.13 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 5 57.64 2.96 0.03 0.18 
Northing + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 5 58.08 3.39 0.02 0.18 
aThe lowest AICc value was 67.42. 
 
4.4.3 Responses by individual arthropod taxa to woodland extent 
 
Three of the taxonomic groups we examined were associated with the proportion of woodland. The 
number of Formicidae and Orthoptera were each best explained by the negative binomial regression 
models, while the variation in the number of Coleoptera was best explained by the loess model 
(Figure 4.3). The number of Formicidae exhibited an inverse relationship to the proportion of 
woodland while the number of Orthoptera was positively associated. The number of Coleoptera was 
highest at very low levels of woodland cover and fell as woodland extent increased. Coleoptera 
numbers increased somewhat at very high levels of woodland extent. For all other taxa (i.e. 
Araneae, Diptera, Hemiptera, and other Hymenoptera), the null model had the lowest AICc value. 
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Figure 4.3. Results of negative binomial, quadratic, and loess models of the number of arthropods caught in relation to the proportion of area within a 
500 m radius of each site (n = 25) that was covered by woodland. Only those taxa most frequently eaten by eastern yellow robins are reported. 
Hymenoptera graphs exclude Formicidae captures as they are reported separately. 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 
 
When considering total measures for all arthropod taxa, robin prey availability was related to the 
extent and fragmentation of woodland within the surrounding landscape. Both arthropod abundance 
and weight were higher in landscapes with less woodland and less habitat fragmentation. However, 
after excluding the less-nutritious Formicidae, the picture changed dramatically – soil moisture 
became the dominant factor, with moister soils promoting greater prey availability. Grass cover also 
played a role whereby grassier sites harboured a lower biomass of arthropods. Similar results were 
obtained when considering the maximum number of arthropods excluding Formicidae. Traps 
surrounded by more grass cover and leaf litter caught fewer arthropods, while traps in moister 
localities caught greater numbers. Out of all the prey groups frequently eaten by robins, only 
Formicidae, Coleoptera, and Orthoptera showed a strong relationship between abundance and 
surrounding woodland extent, but this relationship varied in its direction. 
 
4.5.1 Arthropod responses to landscape structure 
 
Surprisingly, arthropod biomass was higher in areas with less surrounding woodland. This pattern 
was the opposite of that predicted if robin populations were more vulnerable in less-wooded 
landscapes due to reduced prey availability. However, this result was driven largely by the 
dominance of Formicidae in the samples and can be better understood by examining the samples in 
closer detail. 
 
Although we did not sort catches to species level, many of the Formicidae were meat ants 
(Iridomyrmex purpureus) or Camponotus spp. (AntWiki 2016). Meat ant distribution is limited by 
dense shade and dense ground cover (Greenslade 1974). In the study region, patches with less 
surrounding woodland also tended to be narrow. Narrow patches were always bordered by roads, 
pasture, or crop fields, had abrupt edges with high exposure to sunlight, and tended to be grazed by 
livestock. Several of the narrow patches were quite disturbed with a relatively open canopy and bare 
ground. Thus, sites with less surrounding woodland likely provided more-favourable conditions for 
meat ants than more-contiguous woodland. Camponotus spp. show diverse responses to 
disturbances such as grazing (Hoffmann & Andersen 2003) so it is difficult to draw conclusions 
without knowing the species present in our samples. However, Bromham et al. (1999) examined 
pitfall captures of the Camponotus genus in the eucalypt woodlands of Victoria and found they 
were relatively more abundant in grazed woodlands than ungrazed woodlands. 
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While over 78% of our total captures were Formicidae, actual consumption of this taxon by robins 
is likely to be lower. There is doubt over whether Formicidae are a preferred prey item, or whether 
they are eaten opportunistically at times of peak physiological demand or to supplement the diet 
when more-nutritious food is difficult to find (Poulin & Lefebvre 1996; Razeng & Watson 2015). 
Formicidae were only noted in 24% of all foraging and dietary records for eastern yellow robins 
(Razeng & Watson 2012) and gut content analysis indicates that Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and 
wasps) formed just over 40% of the robins’ diet (Haylock 1985; Higgins & Peter 2002). The 
majority of our pitfall trapping was conducted between September and January when warmer 
temperatures would have promoted greater arthropod activity likely making more preferred prey 
groups easier to find (Saska et al. 2013). Prey preference is likely to play a role, so Formicidae 
probably formed a much lower proportion of the robins’ diet than that indicated by their overall 
abundance in the habitat. Thus, inferring how landscape configuration impacts robin food 
availability using total invertebrate abundances or biomass seems inappropriate in this study 
system, especially given that over 14% of captures were taxa not consumed by robins. 
 
The only major prey type that was less abundant in less-wooded areas was Orthoptera, which makes 
up 4% of all dietary records for eastern yellow robins (Razeng & Watson 2012). This was 
unexpected, since this order tends to be less abundant in native vegetation compared to agricultural 
land (Attwood et al. 2008). Orthoptera may have been more abundant in more-wooded landscapes 
because those sites tended to have more grass cover – a key habitat characteristic for Orthopterans 
(Torrusio et al. 2002). 
 
4.5.2 Soil moisture and ground cover 
 
Once Formicidae were excluded, soil moisture explained the most variation in arthropod numbers 
with moister sites harbouring more arthropods. Variation in rainfall is one of the most important 
factors to drive changes to ground-dwelling arthropod populations (Levings & Windsor 1984; Frith 
& Frith 1990; Taylor 2008). Given that most rain falls during the warmest months in the study 
region, it is possible that the effects of soil moisture were somewhat confounded with those of 
temperature. Higher temperatures promote increased activity levels by arthropods and, by 
extension, trapability (Saska et al. 2013). While we did not explicitly assess the effect of 
temperature, we did find that arthropod numbers excluding Formicidae increased with the onset of 
spring and into summer. 
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While Formicidae abundances are often higher in habitats with sparse ground cover (Greenslade 
1974; Lassau & Hochuli 2004), other ground-dwelling arthropod taxa can prefer areas with more 
complex ground covers (Lang 2000). For instance, Cousin (2007) found that Hemipterans and 
Coleopterans preferred microhabitats with more leaf litter and woody debris. Thus, it was initially 
surprising that, after excluding Formicidae, we found that arthropods were more abundant in 
microhabitats with less grass cover and shallower leaf litter. However, our sampling method has 
probably biased these results; arthropods can become more trappable when pitfall traps are 
surrounded by less complex ground cover (Greenslade 1964; Melbourne 1999; Lang 2000). It is 
recommended that alternative sampling methods be employed when assessing community 
differences across habitat types (Greenslade 1964; Melbourne 1999). 
 
4.5.3 Prey accessibility and temporal fluctuations 
 
Our results suggested that landscapes with less surrounding woodland did not negatively impact on 
prey availability per unit area for eastern yellow robins. The prey groups most frequently consumed 
by robins, Coleoptera and Formicidae, were actually more abundant in less-wooded landscapes. 
Even if prey with relatively higher nutritional values were depleted at times in these landscapes, it 
seems likely that Formicidae could supplement the diet to meet energy demands, at least over the 
short term. However, our study does not paint a full picture of the relationship between habitat loss 
and food availability. 
 
First, temporal fluctuations in arthropod populations are highly responsive to changes in seasonal, 
short-term, and long-term climatic variations (White 2008). Avian energetic demands also vary 
throughout the year in response to a variety of factors, such as breeding (Nagy et al. 2007), 
moulting (Ben-Hamo et al. 2016), thermoregulation (Rezende & Bacigalupe 2015), and territory 
defence (Golabek et al. 2012). There need not be a continual mismatch between food availability 
and energy requirements for avian populations to be placed at risk. Rather, short-term asynchrony at 
critical times may be enough to impact population fitness (Visser et al. 2006; Williams & 
Middleton 2008; Maron et al. 2015). Our sampling regime was not extensive enough to identify 
peaks and troughs in prey availability across seasons and years (Bell 1985; Taylor 2008), and how 
these fluctuations were associated with times of high energy demand. 
 
Second, the current study only addressed the matter of potential prey availability. It did not fully 
address the question of prey accessibility. One potential problem for robins inhabiting less-wooded 
landscapes is that of energetics – whether more energy is expended foraging throughout and 
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defending a strongly-elongated territory rather than one that is more circular in nature. In 
landscapes containing many linear elements, such as the study region, birds tend to aggregate at 
intersections where linear elements meet (Lack 1988; Lindenmayer et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2016). 
This pattern suggests that the linear features are inferior in some way to the adjoining intersections, 
perhaps because individuals must travel further to reach rich food patches or defend their territory 
(Lack 1988; Hall et al. 2016). Although Formicidae were more abundant in less-wooded areas, it is 
unclear whether their low nutritional value would make up for any shortfall in energy requirements 
over the longer term, potentially making these landscapes less than ideal for robins. 
 
4.5.4 Limitations 
 
An important limitation of this study is the potential bias from digging-in effects. We waited seven 
days before opening each trap to help ameliorate any digging-in effects (Greenslade 1973). Yet, our 
captures on the first day of trap activation almost always outnumbered the captures for days 2-5, 
suggesting either that digging-in effects were present or the invertebrates were initially attracted to 
the water or detergent. This almost certainly would have affected the absolute number of catches 
and perhaps led to particular taxa being overrepresented in the samples. However, we do not believe 
it impacted the relative number of catches across sites since each site was treated identically. 
 
We broadly took prey preference and nutritional value into consideration when assessing prey 
density by only keeping traps open during daylight hours, only including those taxa known to be 
eaten by robins, and assessing models of prey density both including and excluding the less-
nutritious Formicidae (Chapter 4). However, we did not comprehensively consider prey preference 
or nutritional value in a quantitative fashion. Adopting a more robust method, such as a weighting 
system, to account for diet composition and nutritional value could garner additional insights into 
the issue of food availability by providing results that more accurately reflect food availability from 
the perspective of the robin. 
 
4.5.5 Conclusion 
 
A key component of many studies attempting to understand why insectivorous woodland birds are 
declining is estimating relative or absolute food availability. While we only reported on prey groups 
likely to be eaten by eastern yellow robins, it was clear that different environmental factors were 
associated with the relative abundance of different orders or families of prey taxa. The nutritional 
value of these prey groups is likely to play an important role in understanding the complexities of 
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the problem (Razeng & Watson 2015). While we did not find evidence that prey availability was 
lower in less-wooded landscapes, this result was by no means conclusive and more work is needed 
in this area. Prey accessibility could pose a risk for eastern yellow robins in less-connected 
landscapes. Further developing our understanding of the mechanisms driving patterns of 
vulnerability exhibited by woodland bird populations in fragmented landscapes will be crucial for 
arresting further declines. 
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CHAPTER 5 Individual condition in an Australian avian insectivore 
is related to foraging substrate characteristics 
 
 
This chapter will be submitted to Journal of Avian Biology. 
Approximate percentage author contributions as follows: 
Anita Cosgrove – 82% 
Todd McWhorter – 5% 
Martine Maron – 13% 
 
 
 
 
Plate 5. Sampling an eastern yellow robin. Metal leg bands are individually numbered to allow 
identification throughout the birds’ lifetime. A unique combination of colour bands are added to 
each leg to allow an observer to identify the bird from a distance. Image courtesy of Martine Maron. 
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5.1 ABSTRACT 
 
Decreased availability of arthropod prey in modified landscapes is a potential mechanism causing 
woodland bird declines, since insectivore populations decline at rates disproportionately greater 
than other foraging guilds. Approaching the issue from a physiological perspective could prove 
useful since food availability affects individual condition before deleterious impacts on populations 
are realised. Eastern yellow robins (Eopsaltria australis) are woodland-dependent, ground-foraging 
insectivores sensitive to habitat loss and fragmentation. Previous work found that 
heterophil:lymphocyte ratios (H:L ratios; an indicator of chronic stress) were related to the extent of 
woodland within the surrounding landscape and this pattern pre-empted woodland extent becoming 
the most important predictor of occupancy within four years. Here, we examine 1) how well direct 
measures of arthropod availability explain the variation in robin H:L ratios and body condition and 
whether other environmental factors are important predictors of condition, and 2) how patterns of 
H:L ratios have changed over time and what these changes might signify. Across 25 sites in eastern 
Australia, we sampled robins for H:L ratios, collected indices of arthropod abundance via pitfall 
trapping, and assessed a range of habitat variables. We found that neither arthropod counts nor mass 
were related to H:L ratios. Rather, the variation in H:L ratios was best explained by characteristics 
of the robins’ foraging substrate. H:L ratios were higher at sites with less grass cover and more 
fallen timber, despite such sites being apparently more-favourable foraging habitat. We found no 
association between body condition and either arthropod density or foraging substrate. Although we 
found no evidence of a direct association between prey abundance and robin condition, we could 
not reject the possibility that reduced food availability was negatively impacting the birds. Sites 
with apparently more-favourable habitat could house more competitors, thus placing more pressure 
on resources. H:L ratios were not associated with woodland cover in the present study, probably 
because extirpations from less-wooded areas meant there were fewer robins to sample from these 
areas making the relationship increasingly difficult to detect. 
 
5.2 INTRODUCTION 
 
Globally, woodland bird populations are struggling to cope with a multitude of threats, particularly 
those brought about by habitat loss and land-use intensification (BirdLife International 2008; Vié et 
al. 2009). There is little doubt that habitat loss drives declines in population abundances and species 
diversity (Ewers & Didham 2006; Laurance et al. 2011). While much work has been done to 
identify patterns of population declines, more clarity is needed to elucidate the specific mechanisms 
through which the impacts of landscape modification are realised (Ford 2011). 
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One mechanism which may drive impacts is that of reduced food availability. Insectivores, 
particularly ground-foragers, appear to be more vulnerable to population declines in structurally-
altered landscapes than other foraging guilds (Laurance et al. 2011; Stevens & Watson 2013; 
Bregman et al. 2014), suggesting that reduced arthropod availability or accessibility may be a key 
underlying cause (Razeng & Watson 2012). Prey reductions in modified landscapes could have 
deleterious effects on individual fitness via pathways that are more complex than simple starvation 
or smaller broods. For instance, birds that use multiple woodland patches separated by an 
inhospitable matrix to source sufficient resources incur greater energetic costs and predation risk 
(Hinsley 2000; Rodríguez et al. 2001). Even small prey shortfalls in modified landscapes could 
have synergistic effects with climate change to have pronounced impacts on individual birds, such 
as when hot, dry weather or drought further reduce prey abundance (Stevens & Watson 2013). 
 
Invertebrate biomass per unit area could be lower in smaller or more-fragmented woodlands for 
numerous reasons. For example, these landscapes contain more edge habitat that is occupied by 
both woodland-dependent species and habitat generalists, increasing the predation pressure 
(Barbaro et al. 2012). Habitat edges are also drier which reduces their suitability for some prey taxa 
(Didham et al. 1998; Laurance et al. 2011). In agricultural landscapes, farming practices can alter 
the soil characteristics of the adjoining woodland as well as the availability of water and nutrients 
(Watson 2011). There is some support for the hypothesis that, relative to their size, small habitat 
patches contain less invertebrate prey per unit area than large patches (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette 
et al. 2000), but the evidence for this is by no means conclusive (Şekercioğlu et al. 2002; Moreno et 
al. 2013). 
 
Physiological measures could provide insight into the problem, since food availability affects 
individual condition long before effects become evident at the population level (Ellis et al. 2012; 
Deikumah et al. 2015). Increased food availability reduces stress levels within individuals (Davis et 
al. 2000; Kitaysky et al. 2007; Herring et al. 2011). Elevated stress levels, especially those sustained 
over long periods of time, can have indirect fitness costs, such as greater susceptibility to infection 
(Al-Murrani et al. 2002), slower growth rates (Moreno et al. 2002), and reduced survival (Kilgas et 
al. 2006; but see Bonier et al 2009; Dantzer et al. 2014; Milenkaya et al. 2015). Adopting a 
physiological approach can allow assessment of the impacts of anthropogenic landscape alterations 
that are still in the relatively early stages before population declines, occupancy rates, or range 
contractions are moderately advanced (Ellis et al. 2012). 
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One ground-foraging insectivore that shows deleterious responses to habitat clearing is the eastern 
yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis). This woodland-dependent species is sensitive to both patch area 
and patch isolation, particularly in agricultural landscapes (Barrett et al. 1994; Watson et al. 2001; 
Watson et al. 2005). In 2009, Maron et al. (2012) found that robins had higher chronic stress levels 
in less-wooded landscapes of southern Queensland. This physiological pattern at the individual 
level appeared to be an early sign that populations were undergoing change. By 2014, woodland 
extent within the surrounding landscape had indeed become the most important predictor of site 
occupancy (Chapter 3). However, the mechanism causing these physiological changes within the 
population is unknown. Zanette et al. (2000) identified that a lower biomass of invertebrate prey 
was available to eastern yellow robins in north eastern New South Wales in smaller woodland 
patches than larger patches. This result suggests that reduced food availability is a likely candidate. 
Yet, in Chapter 4 we found that prey abundance was inversely related to the extent of woodland 
within the surrounding landscape and this relationship was no longer apparent once Formicidae 
were excluded. 
 
In this paper, we address two questions by examining relationships between eastern yellow robin 
condition and factors relating to the habitat, landscape, local climate and food availability. First, we 
ask: how well do direct measures of relative food availability explain variation in robin condition, 
and are other factors important predictors of condition? Second, we ask: what does the current 
pattern of chronic stress indicators tell us about the trajectory of robin populations in this region? 
We examine how physiological patterns have changed since Maron et al. (2012) and consider what 
those changes may signal. 
 
5.3 METHODS 
 
5.3.1 Study area 
 
The study was conducted in the Queensland section of the Brigalow Belt South bioregion (Figure 
5.1), around Meandarra (27°19´S, 149°52´E), Moonie (27°43´S, 150°21´E), and Goondiwindi 
(28°33´S, 150°18´E), Australia. This area experiences a sub-tropical climate with cool, dry winters 
and hot, wet summers (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). The average annual rainfall for the region is 
approximately 600 mm (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). Birds were sampled from July 2013 to 
November 2014 and these two years had below-average rainfall (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). 
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Figure 5.1. Location of the study region in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion, Queensland, 
Australia. Black circles denote study sites. 
 
Historically, the fertile clay plains of the region were dominated by brigalow (Acacia harpophylla) 
woodlands while the less-fertile rises were comprised of forests of belah (Casuarina cristata), 
Eucalyptus spp., or white cypress pine (Callitris glaucophylla). Intensive clearing of the brigalow-
dominant woodlands began in earnest from the 1960s (Seabrook et al. 2006). Today, the region is 
dominated by pasture and agricultural crops. Most remaining brigalow occurs in narrow strips 
alongside pastures, crops, and roads, while a few larger patches are intact within protected areas. 
Brigalow-dominant and -codominant ecological communities are federally listed as endangered; 
less than 4% of the study region is currently covered by remnant brigalow woodland 
(Commonwealth of Australia 2016). 
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5.3.2 Study species 
 
Eastern yellow robins are small (approximately 20 g), ground-foraging insectivores that live in pairs 
or small family groups (Higgins & Peter 2002). They are sedentary birds that maintain a home 
range of approximately 5-6 ha (Higgins & Peter 2002; Debus 2006). Breeding occurs from July to 
January with two to three clutches laid per year, but tends to taper off from October (Higgins & 
Peter 2002). The most commonly recorded prey are: Coleoptera; Formicidae; Diptera; Lepidoptera; 
Hemiptera; other Hymenoptera; Araneae; and Orthoptera (Razeng & Watson 2012). This 
woodland-dependent species occurs in all woodland types across the study region. 
 
5.3.3 Condition indices 
 
We selected 26 sites from which to sample robins. Criteria for site selection were that the site was 
accessible, it was in brigalow-dominant or -codominant woodland, it had a minimum tree density of 
at least 150 stems per ha, and it was at least 800 m from any other site to reduce spatial dependency. 
 
Eastern yellow robins were caught in mist nets with the aid of call playback. Nets were monitored 
constantly so birds could be extracted immediately upon capture. A small blood sample (< 75 µl) 
was collected from each robin via brachial venipuncture. This blood was immediately used to make 
up to six smears on glass slides which were then air dried and fixed in 100% methanol for 2 mins. 
Each robin was banded, colour banded, weighed (accurate to the nearest 0.01 g), and measured. 
Eastern yellow robins are somewhat sexually dimorphic, so total head length (mm) could be used to 
determine sex, although this was not possible for birds in the middle of the range (Rogers et al. 
1986). We observed most birds for several weeks following capture, so behavioural cues such as 
territorial calling or nesting behaviour could also be used to distinguish sex. We used the residuals 
from a linear regression of total body mass (g) against tarsus length (mm) for each robin as an index 
of body condition. This common method is not without criticism (Peig & Green 2009); however, it 
produces a measure that is easy to interpret. 
 
Smears were originally stained with either Giemsa (Fluka 48900-100ML-F) or Wright-Giemsa 
(Sigma-Aldrich WG32-1L); however, stain quality was poor. All smears were later restained in an 
autostainer (Hematek 2000 Slide Stainer) stocked with Wright-Giemsa. We performed a differential 
white blood cell count at x1000 magnification throughout the monolayer on each smear until we 
reached 100 leukocytes. This count was repeated two to four times for each individual. We 
calculated the ratio of the number of heterophils to the number of lymphocytes (“H:L ratio”) for 
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each count, then averaged this for each bird. We also counted the number of lysed cells (both red 
and white lysed blood cells) and leukocytes within 10 monolayer fields at x400 magnification. Two 
to four counts were made per bird depending on the number of smears that were available. Lysed 
cells were averaged across all fields counted for an individual. The estimated total number of 
leukocytes per µl (“leukocyte count”) was calculated by averaging the number of leukocytes across 
10 monolayer fields at x 400 magnification for an individual and multiplying by 200 (Fudge 2000; 
Walberg 2001). H:L ratios can change either as the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis is activated 
in response to a stressor or as the immune system responds to infection or inflammation making 
interpretation difficult (Davis et al. 2008; Weiss & Wardrop 2010). However, elevated total 
leukocyte counts generally indicate increased infection or inflammation (Davis et al. 2008; Clark et 
al. 2009; Wojczulanis-Jakubas et al. 2012). Thus total leukocyte counts could aid our interpretation 
of the results. This method for estimating leukocyte counts is quite coarse, so we used the interclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC) to assess the repeatability of our measures Lessells & Boag 1987). The 
ICC was 0.45 which is considered to be “fair” (Cicchetti 1994), so we were relatively confident that 
the data were representative of our samples. 
 
5.3.4 Explanatory variables 
 
At each site, we marked out four 20 m x 20 m quadrats from which to sample habitat variables. We 
counted the number of trees and the number of wilga (Geijera parviflora) shrubs within each 
quadrat. We chose to use just wilga shrubs as opposed to all shrubs because they tend to produce a 
substantial amount of litter fall which the robins foraged, and we often saw robins nesting or 
perching in them (Anita Cosgrove, personal observation). A 1 m x 1 m microquadrat was placed in 
each corner of each quadrat (16 microquadrats in total), within which we assessed the proportion of 
area that was covered in live or standing dry grass (“grass cover”). A 20 m transect was positioned 
up the centre of each quadrat. We counted the number of fallen pieces of timber > 7 cm in diameter 
that lay across the transect (“fallen timber”). At the 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m points along the transect, 
we measured the leaf litter depth down to the soil surface to the nearest 1 mm and the percentage of 
volumetric soil water content (“soil moisture”; MPM160 Moisture Probe Meter). We averaged the 
data across each site for each habitat variable. 
 
Using ArcGIS 10.2.1 (ESRI 2014), we created a map of woodland cover within the region from the 
Statewide Landcover and Trees Study Foliage Projective Cover 2011 dataset which had a spatial 
resolution of 25 m (State of Queensland 2014b). We classed any woody vegetation with a minimum 
foliage projective cover of 8% and a minimum patch size of 2 ha as woodland. A buffer with a 500 
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m radius was placed around each site. Within each buffer, we calculated the proportion of area that 
was covered by woodland (“proportion of woodland”) and the number of woodland patches (“no. 
patches”). We used a 500 m radius as this would ensure our landscape metrics encompassed the 
robins’ territories, regardless of whether the site was positioned at the centre or edge of their 
territory. 
 
We sampled arthropods at each site with wet pitfall traps. We positioned pitfall traps at the 5 m, 10 
m, and 15 m marks along three of the four transects at each site (nine traps total per site). Traps 
were made from two round, plastic, straight-sided containers approximately 12 cm in diameter and 
10 cm deep placed inside each other with a removable lid. Traps were dug in to ground level and 
left for one week to help avoid digging-in effects on the captures (Greenslade 1973). After the 
waiting period, we added approximately 2 cm of water with a drop of detergent to each trap and a 
small pile of wood designed to prevent inadvertent vertebrate drownings. For five consecutive days, 
the traps were opened each morning and closed each evening to ensure only diurnally-active 
arthropods were targeted. We removed captures on a daily basis and stored them in 70% ethanol. 
 
We aimed to keep each trap open for a period of about 8-9 hrs each day, but this was not always 
possible due to logistical constraints. Therefore, we calculated the number of trapping hours 
conducted at each site to account for differences in trapping effort. Additionally, some traps were 
disturbed by animals or left open overnight when poor weather prevented access. In these cases, we 
excluded captures from the counts for those days and excluded those periods from the trapping 
hours. 
 
Arthropods captured at each site were sorted by taxonomic group following that used by Razeng 
and Watson (2012; 2015). Most were sorted to Order, but Formicidae were separated from other 
Hymenoptera since ants formed the bulk of the captures and are ecologically distinct from bees and 
wasps (Cooper et al. 1990). We only included arthropods > 1 mm and < 40 mm in our counts, since 
robins had difficulty eating mealworms > 40 mm in length (Anita Cosgrove, personal observation). 
We included the following taxonomic groups in our arthropod counts based on dietary records 
(Higgins & Peter 2002; Razeng & Watson 2012): Araneae; Coleoptera; Diptera; Formicidae; 
Hemiptera; other Hymenoptera; Lepidoptera; Orthoptera; and unidentified larvae that were 
probably Coleoptera or Lepidoptera. We considered both the total number of arthropods caught per 
trapping hour and the number caught per hour excluding Formicidae in our analyses. It is unclear if 
Formicidae are preferred prey given their low nutritional value, or whether they are 
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opportunistically eaten when more-preferred prey are difficult to find (Poulin & Lefebvre 1996; 
Razeng & Watson 2015). 
 
5.3.5 Statistical analysis 
 
We conducted all analyses in the R statistical package, version 3.2.5 (R Core Development Team 
2015). We used the lysed cell count as an indicator of smear quality since some cell types are more 
prone to lysing and this could influence the H:L ratio (Fudge 2000; Weiss & Wardrop 2010). A 
simple linear regression between H:L ratio and lysed cell count confirmed there was no significant 
relationship between the two and no correction was required. Similarly, sex was not related to any 
of the condition measures and was excluded from further analyses. H:L ratios respond to capture 
and handling stress (Johnstone et al. 2012). Sampling H:L ratios within 30 mins of capture should 
ensure H:L ratios are not elevated by capture stress (Davis 2005; Davis et al. 2008; Cīrule et al. 
2012); however, this has not been explicitly tested in eastern yellow robins. Therefore, we 
performed a simple linear regression between H:L ratios and time since capture and found no 
relationship (n = 34, df = 32, p = 0.933), which confirmed that this was not an issue in our samples. 
Long periods of call playback could have elicited a stress response from the birds. Thus, we also ran 
a simple linear regression between H:L ratios and the time between the start of call playback and 
blood sampling and found no significant relationship (n = 34, df = 32, p = 0.086), suggesting that 
this was not a problem. 
 
We assessed the relative support for alternative general linear regression models of H:L ratios, 
leukocyte counts, and body condition using an information-theoretic approach (Burnham & 
Anderson 2002). H:L ratios were fourth-root transformed to improve normality, while leukocyte 
counts were cube-root transformed. Body condition required no transformation. We controlled for 
the north-south spread of sites by adding northing as a fixed factor to all models, including the null 
models. We used a Pearson correlation matrix to assess pairwise relationships between all 
explanatory variables and identified those with r > |0.50|. Time of day was highly correlated with 
northing (r = 0.78) since birds were only caught after 1000 h at Meandarra, so time of day was 
removed from the analyses. Ordinal date was also correlated with northing (r = -0.71), but was left 
in the candidate model sets since the variance inflation factors produced for each model 
incorporating ordinal date were all < 3, indicating there were no multicollinearity issues (Zuur et al. 
2010). We used the arm package to standardise all explanatory to a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of 0.5 (Gelman 2008; Gelman & Su 2015). 
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A priori candidate models were designed to reflect alternative resource, habitat, landscape, or 
climatic factors that may affect robin condition and the three response variables were examined 
separately using the same candidate explanatory variable sets (Table 5.1). Variables were grouped 
into six categories of interest, each of which could be related to avian condition: food availability; 
foraging substrate; vegetation structure; landscape structure; short-term weather; and longer-term 
seasonal effects. For each category, models of every possible combination of terms related to that 
category were included. We also generated a null model that included only northing. This process 
generated a total of 18 candidate models to be used in each analysis of robin condition. 
 
The most parsimonious model from each candidate model set was determined using Akaike’s 
information criterion corrected for small samples sizes (AICc) in the AICcmodavg package 
(Mazerolle 2016). We used the differences in AICc values (ΔAICc) to compare models and Akaike 
 
Table 5.1. A priori models developed to assess the resource, habitat, landscape, and climatic factors 
associated with heterophil:lymphocyte ratios, leukocyte counts, and body condition indices of 
eastern yellow robins. All models included northing as a fixed effect. 
Category Models 
Food availability Arthropod numbers 
 Arthropod numbers excl. Formicidae 
Ground cover Grass cover + Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 
 Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 
 Grass cover + Fallen wood 
 Leaf litter depth + Fallen wood 
 Grass cover 
 Leaf litter depth 
 Fallen wood 
Vegetation structure No. trees + No. wilga 
 No. trees 
 No. wilga 
Landscape structure Proportion of woodland + No. patches 
 Proportion of woodland 
 No. patches 
Short-term weather Soil moisture 
Seasonal effects Ordinal date 
Null model Null 
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weights (ωi) were used to determine the probability that the model was the best model given the 
observed data and the candidate model set (Burnham & Anderson 2002). The goodness of fit for 
each model was assessed with adjusted R2 values. 
 
We assessed spatial autocorrelation in both the response variables and the model residuals with 
spline correlograms generated from the ncf package (Bjornstad 2015). Variance inflation factors 
generated with the car package confirmed there was no multicollinearity in the final models (Fox & 
Weisberg 2011). We examined residual scatter plots to check the assumptions of normality and 
homoscedasticity. Results are reported as mean ± standard error. Graphs were created with the 
ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009). 
 
5.4 RESULTS 
 
We sampled a total of 34 robins across 27 sites. Time between capture and blood sampling ranged 
from 7-21 mins (13.4 ± 0.7 mins). One site was excluded from all analyses because the pitfall traps 
caught an extremely high number of Formicidae that exerted substantial leverage on the results. 
Additionally, one bird was excluded from the body condition analysis because the tarsus 
measurement was inaccurate. Untransformed H:L ratio values ranged from 0.0055 to 1.3508 
(0.2219 ± 0.0442), untransformed leukocyte counts ranged from 1,050 to 7,800 leukocytes per µl 
(3,431 ± 257 leukocytes per µl), and body condition indices ranged from -2.2283 to 2.1761 (0.0440 
± 0.1680). 
 
The most parsimonious model of H:L ratio included grass cover and fallen wood (Table 5.2). This 
model had a moderate fit with an adjusted R2 value of 0.34 and there was substantial support that it 
performed better than the null model (ΔAICc = 2.09). Grass cover was negatively related to H:L 
ratios, while fallen wood exhibited a positive relationship (Table 5.3; Figure 5.2a; Figure 5.2b). 
 
All of the chosen a priori models performed poorly when considering robin leukocyte counts (Table 
5.4). The null model had the highest ranking, but explained little of the variance in leukocyte 
counts. None of the birds exhibited signs of systemic infection or inflammation in their leukocyte 
counts that would warrant their exclusion from the study. 
 
Ordinal date explained the most variation in body condition, although this model had weak support 
over the null model (ΔAICc = 1.26) and had poor fit (Table 5.5). Robins had marginally better body 
condition after October (Figure 5.2c).
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Table 5.2. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of resource, habitat, 
landscape, and climatic factors on eastern yellow robin heterophil:lymphocyte ratios. 
Model K LL AICc ΔAICc ωi R2 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood 5 18.57 -24.91 0.00 0.23 0.34 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 16.50 -23.57 1.34 0.12 0.27 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 16.30 -23.18 1.73 0.10 0.26 
Northing (null model) 3 14.82 -22.82 2.09 0.08 0.22 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 15.80 -22.16 2.74 0.06 0.24 
Northing + Grass cover 4 15.78 -22.13 2.78 0.06 0.24 
Northing + Grass cover + Fallen wood + Leaf 
litter depth 
6 18.63 -22.02 2.89 0.05 0.31 
Northing + Grass cover + Leaf litter depth 5 17.10 -21.98 2.93 0.05 0.27 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 15.70 -21.98 2.93 0.05 0.24 
Northing + No. arthropods excl Formicidae 4 15.46 -21.49 3.42 0.04 0.22 
Northing + No. patches 4 15.08 -20.74 4.17 0.03 0.21 
Northing + Fallen wood + Leaf litter depth 5 16.42 -20.62 4.28 0.03 0.24 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 15.00 -20.58 4.33 0.03 0.20 
The table displays number of parameters (K), maximised log-likelihood (LL), AICc differences 
(ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and adjusted R2 values. Models denoted in bold have substantial 
empirical support that they explain more of the variation in heterophil:lymphocyte ratios than the 
null model. Heterophil:lymphocyte ratios were fourth-root transformed prior to analysis. Models 
with ωi < 0.02 are not displayed. 
 
Table 5.3. Coefficients, standard errors and 95% confidence intervals from the best approximating 
models of eastern yellow robin heterophil:lymphocyte ratios and body condition as identified 
through AICc model comparison techniques. 
Model Coefficient SE Lower CI Upper CI 
Heterophil:lymphocyte ratios     
 Grass cover -0.1159 0.0561 -0.2307 -0.0011 
 Fallen wood 0.1207 0.0523 0.0138 0.2276 
Body condition     
 Ordinal date 1.1269 0.5827 -0.0645 2.3185 
Confidence intervals denoted in bold do not cross zero. 
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a)
b)
c)
 
Figure 5.2. Scatterplots with 95% confidence intervals (grey shading) of the factors explaining the 
greatest variation in eastern yellow robin condition. Robust linear regressions of a) fourth-root 
transformed heterophil:lymphocyte ratios by the proportion of grass cover at each site, b) fourth-
root transformed heterophil:lymphocyte ratios of eastern yellow robins by the number of pieces of 
fallen timber greater than 7 cm in diameter along 20 m transects, and c) body condition indices by 
ordinal date. 
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Table 5.4. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of resource, habitat, 
landscape, and climatic factors on eastern yellow robin leukocyte counts. 
Model K LL AICc ΔAICc ωi R2 
Northing (null model) 3 -71.68 150.19 0.00 0.18 -0.02 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 -70.69 150.81 0.62 0.13 0.01 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 -71.08 151.58 1.39 0.09 -0.01 
Northing + No. arthropods excl Formicidae 4 -71.15 151.72 1.53 0.08 -0.02 
Northing + No. wilga 4 -71.23 151.90 1.71 0.07 -0.02 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 -71.42 152.26 2.07 0.06 -0.04 
Northing + No. patches 4 -71.50 152.42 2.23 0.06 -0.04 
Northing + No. trees 4 -71.62 152.66 2.47 0.05 -0.05 
Northing + No. arthropods 4 -71.65 152.74 2.55 0.05 -0.05 
Northing + Grass cover 4 -71.66 152.75 2.56 0.05 -0.05 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 -71.67 152.77 2.58 0.05 -0.05 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 -71.68 152.79 2.60 0.05 -0.05 
Northing + No. trees + No. wilga 5 -70.81 153.84 3.64 0.03 -0.03 
The table displays number of parameters (K), maximised log-likelihood (LL), AICc differences 
(ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and adjusted R2 values. Models denoted in bold have substantial 
empirical support that they explain more of the variation in heterophil:lymphocyte ratios than the 
null model. White blood cell counts were cube-root transformed prior to analysis. Models with ωi < 
0.02 are not displayed. 
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Table 5.5. Model selection results from a priori models examining the effects of resource, habitat, 
landscape, and climatic factors on eastern yellow robin body condition. 
Model K LL AICc ΔAICc ωi R2 
Northing + Ordinal date 4 -41.94 93.35 0.00 0.22 0.05 
Northing + Proportion of woodland 4 -42.29 94.05 0.70 0.15 0.03 
Northing (null model) 3 -43.88 94.61 1.26 0.12 -0.03 
Northing + No. wilga 4 -43.20 95.87 2.52 0.06 -0.02 
Northing + Leaf litter depth 4 -43.22 95.92 2.57 0.06 -0.03 
Northing + Grass cover 4 -43.29 96.07 2.72 0.06 -0.03 
Northing + Fallen wood 4 -43.56 96.60 3.24 0.04 -0.05 
Northing + Proportion of woodland + No. 
patches 
5 -42.16 96.63 3.27 0.04 0.01 
Northing + No. patches 4 -43.61 96.70 3.34 0.04 -0.05 
Northing + No. arthropods 4 -43.83 97.14 3.79 0.03 -0.07 
Northing + No. arthropods excl Formicidae 4 -43.85 97.18 3.83 0.03 -0.07 
Northing + Soil moisture 4 -43.85 97.18 3.83 0.03 -0.07 
Northing + No. trees 4 -43.87 97.22 3.86 0.03 -0.07 
The table displays number of parameters (K), maximised log-likelihood (LL), AICc differences 
(ΔAICc), Akaike weights (ωi), and adjusted R2 values. Models denoted in bold have substantial 
empirical support that they explain more of the variation in heterophil:lymphocyte ratios than the 
null model. Models with ωi < 0.02 are not displayed. 
 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
 
The results did not support our original hypothesis that relative food availability would explain the 
variation in chronic stress levels since there was not a direct link between arthropod abundance and 
H:L ratios. Instead, H:L ratios were best explained by characteristics of the robins’ foraging 
substrate, specifically grass cover and fallen wood. This association suggests that food availability 
or accessibility may play a more subtle or indirect role on chronic stress. Patterns of H:L ratios 
appeared to be a product of chronic stressors on the robins rather than immunity challenges since 
total leukocyte counts did not follow a similar pattern. Although body condition marginally 
improved later in the calendar year, it showed no relationship to food availability. 
 
We found that robins exhibited elevated chronic stress levels at sites with habitat that would be 
expected to be more favourable for foraging: less grass and more fallen timber. Cousin (2007) 
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established that, at a fine scale, eastern yellow robins select foraging locations with deeper leaf 
litter, less ground vegetation, more logs, and a denser canopy, presumably because these attributes 
were associated with higher prey abundances and detectability. Thus, it is counterintuitive that sites 
consisting of apparently more-preferred foraging habitat contained robins with higher stress levels. 
 
One possible explanation for our observed pattern is that sites characterised by more fallen timber 
and less grass cover attracted more conspecifics, resulting in a denser local population with closer 
and more-numerous neighbouring territories. The need for greater territory defence can elevate 
stress levels (Zuri et al. 1998). Additionally, home ranges are compressed when territories abut each 
other (Debus 2006) which would reduce the foraging range of the resident pair. While we did not 
measure robin population densities per se, we did observe that most of the robins with H:L ratios at 
the upper end of the range had one or more neighbouring territories in close proximity. So, even 
though the relative abundance of food was not lower at these sites, there is still a question over 
whether there was less food available to the robins at these sites. The effect of reduced food 
availability could be further exacerbated through exploitative competition if interspecifics were 
similarly attracted to these types of sites. 
 
In contrast to Maron et al. (2012), we did not detect a relationship between H:L ratios and the extent 
of surrounding woodland. One explanation for this is that the strength of this association is likely to 
decrease over time as faunal relaxation progresses. With woodland extent becoming a more 
important predictor of site occupancy (Chapter 3), there will be fewer robins to sample from less-
wooded sites. Thus, the signature pattern of elevated H:L ratios at these suboptimal localities may 
become increasingly difficult to detect. Alternatively, the signal may fluctuate over time, such as in 
response to season, climatic conditions, and breeding effort. Maron et al. (2012) sampled most of 
their robins during 2009 which was an especially dry year, at the end of one of the longest and most 
severe droughts on record in Australia (van Dijk et al. 2013; Bureau of Meteorology 2015). Robins 
could be expected to show elevated stress levels at that time, especially given that moisture drives 
arthropod abundance in this region (Chapter 4). However, these natural fluctuations do not appear 
to be the sole cause of the change in pattern since the range of H:L ratios measured by us was very 
similar to that recorded by Maron et al. (2012; Table B.1). 
 
Leukocyte counts did not follow the same patterns as H:L ratios; total leukocytes were not related to 
any of our chosen variables. Since leukocyte counts were not higher at sites with less grass and 
more fallen timber, this suggests the H:L ratio responses were, in fact, stress-related. 
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We detected no relationship between body condition and arthropod abundances or foraging 
substrate, which is puzzling since studies frequently identify close associations between body 
condition and food availability (Schoech 1996; Strong & Sherry 2000; Brown & Sherry 2006). One 
limitation we faced was that our sample size was too small to control for the effects of sex, age, 
reproductive status, or moult which could have masked the effects of food availability. 
Alternatively, it is possible that all individuals were in poor condition if arthropod abundances were 
relatively lower than normal given the below-average rainfall. However, this explanation seems 
unlikely since we observed several successful breeding attempts. 
 
An alternative explanation is that we did not adequately quantify food availability and consideration 
could be given to broadening our invertebrate sampling regime. Eastern yellow robins target 
ground-dwelling prey approximately 73-77% of the time, but they also take about 10-15% of their 
prey from tree trunks and branches (Recher et al. 1985; Ford et al. 1986; Higgins & Peter 2002). 
We could complement our pitfall captures with a method that targets arthropods on trunks and 
branches, such as an intercept trap or vacuum (Jäntti et al. 2001; Majer et al. 2003). This could be 
an especially important addition if the more-nutritious prey groups, such as Coleoptera, Araneae, 
and Hemiptera (Razeng & Watson 2015), form a higher proportion of total invertebrate captures 
from trunks and branches than they did on the ground. 
 
5.5.1 Conclusion 
 
Conservation physiology has the potential to provide critical insights into the mechanisms driving 
population declines (Ellis et al. 2012), such as those placing ground-foraging avian insectivores at 
risk. Although our direct measure of relative food abundance did not adequately explain the 
variance in robin stress levels, characteristics of the foraging strata were important for individual 
condition. Thus, we were unable to completely rule out the possibility that reduced access to food 
was limiting populations in these landscapes. More work incorporating both arthropod abundances 
and avian community effects may help clarify this issue. 
 
The real advantage of using physiological measures to dig into the underlying mechanisms is that 
they are well suited to use on populations in the earlier stages of declines, or even before declines 
are evident (Wikelski et al. 2001; Wikelski et al. 2002). This is possible when mechanisms impact 
individual health, which in turn leads to changes in demographic parameters (Ellis et al. 2012). 
Tracking changes to the factors associated with avian stress levels over time may provide 
researchers and conservation managers with early warning signs of impending changes. While we 
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are hesitant to suggest that robin populations will soon decline in even apparently favourable habitat 
within the study region, the observed pattern of H:L ratios is concerning and bears close 
monitoring. Using the predictive capacity of physiological measures to take pre-emptive action 
could provide both substantial cost savings and a stronger chance for interventions to succeed rather 
than attempting to reverse extinctions after they occur. 
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CHAPTER 6 Food restriction for an avian insectivore in a highly-modified 
landscape: a supplementary feeding experiment on the eastern yellow robin 
(Eopsaltria australis) 
 
 
This chapter will be submitted to The Wilson Journal of Ornithology. 
Approximate percentage author contributions as follows: 
Anita Cosgrove – 87% 
Todd McWhorter – 3% 
Martine Maron – 10% 
 
 
 
 
Plate 6. An eastern yellow robin visiting a supplementary feeding station stocked with mealworms. 
These robins usually catch prey from the ground, but became accustomed to using the raised trays. 
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6.1 ABSTRACT 
 
Woodland bird populations continue to be at risk from habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation, 
with insectivores apparently most vulnerable. The mechanisms through which land-use change 
impacts insectivore populations are still unclear, but it is hypothesised that a reduction of arthropod 
prey availability in highly-modified landscapes could be driving the deleterious effects. To date, 
evidence for this hypothesis has been gathered from observational studies reporting correlations; 
however, experimental studies are needed to determine causation. Using the eastern yellow robin 
(Eopsaltria australis) as a case study species, we employed a before-after-control-impact (BACI) 
experimental framework to test whether individuals inhabiting less-wooded landscapes in southern 
Queensland were food restricted. Previous work found that robins in less-wooded landscapes had 
elevated chronic stress levels. Here, robins were allocated to one of two treatment groups: given 
supplementary food or unfed controls. We assessed how much stress levels and body condition 
improved following the treatment across a range of landscapes with varying degrees of woodland 
cover. An unexpectedly low sample size due to challenges in recapturing individuals (n = 10) 
precluded us from formally assessing the effects of both feeding treatment and woodland cover on 
condition. Nevertheless, individuals in the supplementary feeding treatment did not improve in 
condition, except for one case in a site which had a very low level of woodland cover. This result 
suggests that it may be worthwhile to direct research effort towards investigating whether food 
availability has a disproportionately high importance below a particular threshold of habitat extent. 
We also observed that some control birds showed higher stress levels following the experiment at 
sites where heavy machinery was used. Care should be taken to exclude such sites from future 
experiments. 
 
6.2 INTRODUCTION 
 
Woodland birds are bearing the brunt of continued land-use change with habitat loss, fragmentation, 
and degradation posing the greatest threats to population persistence (Ford et al. 2001; Barrett et al. 
2007; Vié et al. 2009). Determining the processes through which landscape modifications impact 
populations has proved challenging because patterns of population change have been inconsistent 
within species and across regions (Barrett et al. 2003; Maron & Lill 2006). One common theme 
emerging from studies is that insectivores are particularly at risk because they consistently show 
greater responses to landscape change than other foraging guilds (Castelletta et al. 2000; Laurance 
et al. 2011; Bregman et al. 2014). This pattern suggests that food access or availability plays an 
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important role in driving the population changes observed in this subset of species (Razeng & 
Watson 2012; Paquette et al. 2014). 
 
Most studies have investigated the issue of food availability in modified landscapes by identifying 
correlations among individual or population parameters, landscape measures, and some index of 
food abundance. For instance, the density and pairing success of male Ovenbirds (Seiurus 
aurocapillus) was higher in woodland patches with a larger core area, males were more likely to 
occupy territories in areas containing greater prey biomass, and prey biomass increased with 
woodland patch area (Burke & Nol 1998). The authors concluded that landscape structure was 
impacting the birds by altering food availability, which in turn affected the settlement preferences 
of dispersing females (Burke & Nol 1998). This type of approach can highlight patterns, but does 
not elucidate the causes of population change; experimental evidence is needed to determine 
causation (Field et al. 2012). In order to do this, food availability can be experimentally 
manipulated either through supplementing existing resources (Eikenaar et al. 2003; Schoech et al. 
2008) or by reducing abundance or access to naturally available prey (Brown & Sherry 2006). 
 
The eastern yellow robin (Eopsaltria australis) is an excellent candidate species for a food-
manipulation experiment. Although quite common, this woodland-dependent insectivore is 
sensitive to both habitat patch size and isolation in agricultural regions (Barrett et al. 1994; Watson 
et al. 2001; Watson et al. 2005) and has been flagged as potentially at risk of declines (Reid 1999; 
Watson 2011). Robins had higher chronic stress levels in landscapes containing lower levels of 
woodland cover, suggesting that these areas provided suboptimal habitat (Maron et al. 2012). This 
pattern of individual condition was followed by reduced occupancy in less-wooded landscapes 
within four years (Chapter 3). Zanette et al. (2000) found that smaller woodland patches contained 
less prey biomass for eastern yellow robins per unit area than larger woodland patches. In contrast, 
more-recent work identified that prey was unexpectedly more abundant per unit area in less-wooded 
landscapes; however, once ants (which have a low nutritional value) were excluded, no association 
between prey abundance and woodland extent was detected (Chapter 4). 
 
We hypothesised that eastern yellow robins were food restricted in less-wooded landscapes, and 
that this restriction was causing the observed pattern of individual condition. We aimed to test this 
using a before-after-control-impact (BACI) experimental design (Green 1993). BACI designs allow 
researchers to assess the impact of a treatment by comparing measures between control and 
treatment sites, both before and after the treatment is applied (Green 1993). Here, robins were 
allocated to one of two treatment groups: given supplementary food or unfed controls. We assessed 
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how much individual condition improved following the treatment across a range of sites with 
varying degrees of woodland cover. 
 
6.3 METHODS 
 
6.3.1 Study region 
 
The study was conducted from July 2014 to January 2015 in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion 
near Meandarra (27°19´S, 149°52´E) and Goondiwindi (28°33´S, 150°18´E), Queensland, Australia 
(Figure 6.1). The region is subject to a sub-tropical climate with approximately 600 mm of rainfall 
per annum, much of which falls during summer (December-February; Bureau of Meteorology 
2015). However, 2014 was a year of below-average rainfall with 531 mm falling in Meandarra and 
445 mm in Goondiwindi (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Location of the study sites in the Brigalow Belt South bioregion, Queensland, Australia. 
Orange circles denote those sites where supplementary food was provided, blue circles denote those 
that were unfed control sites, and yellow circles indicate those sites where we were unable to 
recapture eastern yellow robins following the experimental treatment. 
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The region has been progressively cleared for agriculture since the late 1800s. However, early 
attempts to clear brigalow (Acacia harpophylla) resulted in dense regrowth through suckering. It 
was only after the introduction of blade ploughs in the 1960s that farmers intensively deforested the 
brigalow woodlands to the extent that brigalow-dominant and -codominant ecological communities 
are now federally listed as endangered. Today, woodlands dominated by brigalow, belah 
(Casuarina cristata), Eucalyptus spp., and white cypress pine (Callitris glaucophylla) generally 
occur in narrow strips alongside pastures, crop fields, and roads with larger patches only persisting 
inside protected areas. 
 
6.3.2 Study species 
 
Eastern yellow robins are small (approximately 20 g) insectivores that inhabit a range of woodland 
types throughout eastern Australia (Higgins & Peter 2002). These are sedentary birds that often live 
in pairs or small family groups and maintain a home range of about 5-6 ha (Higgins & Peter 2002; 
Debus 2006). This is a ground-foraging species that perches on tree trunks or low-hanging branches 
from which they spot prey. Over 70% of prey is taken from the ground (Higgins & Peter 2002). 
 
6.3.3 Habitat mapping 
 
We created a map of total woodland within the region in ArcGIS 10.2.1 (ESRI 2014) from the 
Statewide Landcover and Trees Study Foliage Projective Cover 2011 dataset (State of Queensland 
2014b) which had a spatial resolution of 25 m. Woodland was classed as any area of woody 
vegetation that had a minimum foliage projective cover of 8% and a minimum patch size of 2 ha. 
We placed a circular buffer with a 500 m radius around the centre of each site and calculated the 
proportion of the buffer area covered by woodland (“proportion of woodland”). The 500 m radius 
was used so it encapsulated the landscape used by the robins on a regular basis, regardless of 
whether the site was located at the centre or edge of their territory. 
 
6.3.4 Experimental design 
 
The experimental design involved capturing robins to obtain initial condition measures, then 
training the birds to accept food from feeding stations. Once we confirmed that the targeted 
individuals were taking the supplementary food, they were subjected to their experimental treatment 
(given supplementary food or unfed controls) for 14 days. The targeted birds were then recaptured 
to obtain a second round of condition measures. 
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Eastern yellow robins were sampled from sites that consisted of brigalow-dominant or -codominant 
woodland, had a minimum tree density of 150 stems per ha, and were at least 800 m apart to help 
reduce spatial dependency. Sites were paired based on the extent of surrounding woodland 
(proportion of woodland < or > 0.5). Both sites within the pair had either a low or high proportion 
of surrounding woodland, but one site would be allocated to the feeding treatment while the other 
would act as a control. Both sites were treated identically throughout the study, for example in 
terms of training intensity or access following wet weather. Sites were not allocated to treatments 
randomly. Rather, sites were assigned to treatments to ensure that both experimental treatment 
groups were balanced in terms of sites with a low or high proportion of surrounding woodland, sex, 
and whether targeted individuals immediately took supplementary food or required substantial 
training. 
 
6.3.5 Experimental field methods 
 
Call playback was used to attract individuals to mist nets that were constantly monitored so birds 
could be extracted immediately upon capture. A small blood sample (< 75 µl) was collected from 
each individual through brachial venipuncture and used to make up to six blood smears. Each smear 
was air dried before being fixed in 100% methanol for two minutes. Each bird was banded with a 
numbered leg band, colour banded to allow identification from a distance, weighed (to nearest 0.01 
g), and measured (total head length and tarsus length to nearest mm) before release. Sex was 
determined using total head length (Rogers et al. 1986) and behavioural cues observed over the 
training period, such as territorial calling or nesting behaviour. 
 
Feeding stations consisted of a straight-sided round plastic dish 24 cm in diameter and 4.5 cm deep 
affixed to a post approximately 1 m in height. Robins are primarily ground-foragers; however, trays 
needed to be raised so the contents were not consumed by feral pigs (Sus scrofa). A ring of white 
petroleum jelly was smeared around the post to deter ants. Two feeding stations were erected at 
each site close to a tree trunk or branch that would give the birds a perch from which to pounce. 
Mealworms (larval Tenebrio molitor) were used as supplementary food and replenished every day. 
 
Robins undertook a period of training (up to 7 days) to ensure they would take mealworms from the 
feeding stations. Initially, 50 mealworms were added to each feeding station each day. We 
confirmed whether targeted individuals were taking the mealworms via direct observation or with a 
motion-activated camera (Scoutguard Sg550) that we circulated around the sites. If the targeted 
robins were reluctant to feed from the stations, we scattered mealworms on the ground beneath 
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feeding stations and played contact calls near the stations to entice the birds. If further intervention 
was needed, we tossed mealworms on the ground beneath the perching birds. 
 
After confirming that the targeted birds were taking mealworms, we allocated the site to a feeding 
treatment (given supplementary food or unfed controls) for 14 days. In both cases, we visited the 
feeding stations every day for a similar duration; stations at fed sites were filled ad libitum each day 
while unfed stations remained empty. During the period the feeding treatment was applied, we 
checked that targeted individuals continued to take mealworms from the feeding stations via direct 
observations or with the motion-activated camera. Upon completion of the experimental treatment, 
we caught the targeted birds a second time to obtain a second blood sample, weight, and tarsus 
measure using the same methods as before. In most cases, it took multiple attempts to recapture the 
birds regardless of the feeding treatment to which they were allocated. We continued the 
experimental treatments throughout this period of recapture, up to an additional 14 days, to ensure 
the second condition sample remained reflective of the food available to the birds. 
 
6.3.6 Calculation of condition data 
 
We calculated three measures of robin condition: heterophil:lymphocyte ratios (H:L ratios), total 
leukocyte counts, and body condition. Bird blood contains five types of leukocytes (heterophils, 
lymphocytes, eosinophils, monocytes, and basophils) and the proportions of each in circulation 
change when individuals are exposed to stressors (Johnstone et al. 2012). Elevated H:L ratios 
indicate either that the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis is responding to a stressor, or that the 
immune system is responding to inflammation or infection (Davis et al. 2008; Weiss & Wardrop 
2010). H:L ratios are commonly used as a comparative indicator of the relative degree to which 
individuals within a population are responding to long-term stressors; however, interpretation can 
be difficult due to their dual function (Johnstone et al. 2012). Total leukocyte counts generally rise 
when the immune system is activated, so can be used to help clarify the cause of observed patterns 
in H:L ratios (Davis et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2009; Wojczulanis-Jakubas et al. 2012). 
 
Blood smears were originally manually stained with Wright-Giemsa in the field, but were later 
passed through an autostainer (Hematek 2000) using the same stain combination to improve stain 
quality. Two to four counts of all blood parameters were made for each bird, depending on the 
number of available smears. We counted both the total number of leukocytes and the number of 
lysed cells (both red and white lysed blood cells) within 10 monolayer fields at x400 magnification. 
Leukocyte counts were multiplied by 200 to give the estimated total number of leukocytes per µl 
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(Fudge 2000; Walberg 2001). Some types of leukocytes are more prone to lysing than others which 
could bias the H:L ratio (Fudge 2000; Weiss & Wardrop 2010); thus, we used the lysed cell count 
from each slide as an indicator of smear quality. We performed a differential leukocyte count of 100 
leukocytes throughout the monolayer at x1000 magnification. H:L ratios were calculated by 
dividing the number of heterophils by the number of lymphocytes from each differential count. 
Both H:L ratios and total leukocyte counts were averaged for each time period (before and after the 
experimental treatment) for each robin. We calculated an index of body condition for each bird 
based on the residuals from a linear regression of weight against tarsus length. 
 
6.3.7 Statistical analyses 
 
A simple linear regression between lysed cell count and H:L ratio indicated that the two measures 
were unrelated and, thus, no correction for smear quality was needed. Similarly, no significant 
relationship was found between H:L ratio and time since capture indicating that capture and 
handling stress had not biased our stress measure. 
 
BACI analyses can be performed by using the change in the measure of interest between the first 
and second time points as the response variable and treatment as the explanatory variable (Green 
1993). In this study, we were particularly interested in the interaction between treatment and the 
proportion of woodland, specifically whether the condition of birds in less-wooded landscapes 
showed a greater response to supplementary feeding than those in more-wooded landscapes. 
However, we were able to obtain a smaller sample than planned and this precluded us from 
including proportion of woodland and its interaction with treatment in our analyses. 
 
Instead, we simplified our analyses to test whether robins in the study region were food limited. We 
subtracted the first condition measure for each individual from the second to derive the change in 
condition for each bird (ΔH:L ratio, Δleukocyte count, and Δbody condition). Shapiro-Wilk tests 
(Shapiro & Wilk 1965) indicated that the change in condition measures were not normally 
distributed, so we used non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum tests to identify whether each 
of the three change in condition measures varied by treatment. Levene tests from the MASS 
package indicated there was no heteroscedasticity (Venables & Ripley 2002). We calculated 
Cohen’s d to estimate the observed effect sizes for each condition measure (Cohen 1988). 
Generally, d values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 are considered to be small, medium, and large effects 
respectively (Cohen 1988). Although we could not formally test the interaction between proportion 
of woodland and treatment, we created scatterplots superimposed with linear trend lines to visually 
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assess possible trends that could help inform similar future experiments. We also performed power 
analyses based on the observed means and standard deviations to determine what sample sizes 
would be needed to detect significant changes to H:L ratios and body condition should the 
experiment be repeated in future. 
 
We checked for spatial autocorrelation in the response variables using spline correlograms from the 
ncf package (Bjornstad 2015). All analyses were performed in the R statistical package (R Core 
Development Team 2015). Means are presented ± standard error. Graphs were produced with the 
ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009). 
 
6.4 RESULTS 
 
We originally caught and sampled 23 eastern yellow robins across 17 sites. At two sites, the 
targeted birds never took mealworms from the feeding stations, so were excluded from the 
experiment. After the 14 day period of applying experimental treatments, we successfully 
recaptured only 10 of the targeted birds, each from separate sites. Five of these received 
supplementary food and five were unfed controls. 
 
All blood samples were collected within 29 minutes of the birds being captured and so were not 
affected by capture and handling stress. All condition measures were within normal limits and 
consistent with previous work on this population of robins (Table 6.1; Table B.1; Chapter 5). No 
birds exhibited an excessively high leukocyte count, such as over 15,000 leukocytes per µl 
(Campbell 1995), which may have indicated that they were suffering from inflammation or illness 
and may have warranted their exclusion from the analyses. 
 
Feeding treatment had no significant effect on ΔH:L ratio (Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 11, n = 10, 
p = 0.84), Δleukocyte count (Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 9, n = 10, p = 0.55), or Δbody condition 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test: W = 13, n = 10, p = 1.00). The 95% confidence intervals for all three 
condition measures covered a substantial range that included zero (Table 6.2). The effect sizes for 
ΔH:L ratio (d = 0.76) and Δbody condition (d = 0.70) were relatively large, while Δleukocyte count 
had a negligible effect size (d = 0.04). 
 
The relationship between the change in condition and the proportion of woodland should have had a 
horizontal slope if controls were effective, either showing an intercept at zero, or perhaps showing a 
higher intercept if our continued presence at the sites had a detrimental impact on the birds. 
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Generally, there was a trend for ΔH:L ratios and Δleukocyte counts to rise at sites with more 
surrounding woodland (Figure 6.2a; Figure 6.2b) while the slope for Δbody condition was relatively 
flat (Figure 6.2c). In all cases, the intercepts were close to zero. 
 
Power analyses indicated that future similar experiments on eastern yellow robins should target a 
minimum of 30 samples per group when testing changes to H:L ratios and 34 samples per group 
when testing changes to body condition. 
 
Table 6.1. Summary statistics for eastern yellow robin condition measures taken before and after 
the experimental treatment. Δ indicates the change in the condition measure between the two time 
periods. 
Variable Range Mean ± SE 
Initial H:L ratioa 0.0099 - 1.3508 0.1908 ± 0.0851 
Second H:L ratio 0.0211 - 0.5766 0.1443 ± 0.0542 
ΔH:L ratio -1.1897 - 0.5148 -0.0889 ± 0.1354 
Initial leukocyte count 2000 - 7800 3757 ± 423 
Second leukocyte count 1800 - 8100 3400 ± 574 
ΔLeukocyte count -2300 - 5850 275 ± 759 
Initial body condition -2.2296 - 1.2017 -0.3432 ± 0.2628 
Second body condition -1.5815 - 1.0634 0.0825 ± 0.2565 
ΔBody condition -0.1884 - 1.9316 0.1649 ± 0.2411 
a Heterophil:lymphocyte ratio 
 
Table 6.2. 95% confidence intervals from Wilcoxon rank sum tests of changes to eastern yellow 
robin condition against experimental treatment (given supplementary food or unfed control). 
Condition measure Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI 
ΔH:L ratioa -1.1565 0.1286 
ΔLeukocyte count -3400 5850 
ΔBody condition -0.3592 1.7748 
a Heterophil:lymphocyte ratio 
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a)
b)
c)
 
Figure 6.2. Scatterplots with linear trend lines of the relationship between the proportion of 
woodland within 500 m of each site and the change in eastern yellow robin a) 
heterophil:lymphocyte ratio, b) leukocyte count, or c) body condition after an experimental 
treatment was applied. Robins either received supplementary food (hollow triangles) or acted as 
unfed controls (solid circles). The outlying robin that showed a dramatic improvement in condition 
following the provision of supplementary food is denoted with an arrow. 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 
 
The results did not show the expected positive effect of food supplementation on condition, and 
therefore, did not support the hypothesis that robins were food limited in the study region. However, 
we were unable to rule out the possibility that they were food limited due to low power. Robins that 
received supplementary food showed little improvement in condition, except for one case in a site 
that had a very low level of woodland cover in the surrounding landscape. Although the overall 
effect sizes for the change in both H:L ratio and body condition were relatively large, the broad 
95% confidence intervals indicated that the study had little power. While the change in leukocyte 
counts followed a similar pattern to that of the change in H:L ratio (Figure 6.2a; Figure 6.2b), the 
effect size for the change in leukocyte counts was negligible. This result suggests that the change in 
H:L ratio represented a stress response rather than an inflammatory response. 
 
In most cases, robin condition changed very little in response to supplementary feeding. This 
finding was contrary to most other studies of supplementary feeding (Boutin 1990; Cucco & 
Malacarne 1997; Class & Moore 2013). It was apparent from the breadth of the confidence intervals 
that the low level of replication provided insufficient power to detect biologically-relevant effects. 
The confidence interval for ΔH:L ratio spanned almost the entire range of all previously measured 
eastern yellow robin H:L ratios (Table B.1; Chapter 5), suggesting that the study had low power. 
However, this does not explain why most fed birds showed a negligible improvement in condition. 
 
One possible explanation is that the two week feeding period was too short to see substantial 
improvements in condition. Kitaysky et al. (2001) provided red-legged kittiwake (Rissa 
brevirostris) chicks with diets of differing quantity and quality and after 10 days found that body 
mass differed significantly between diet treatments – even with only five chicks per treatment. 
Maxwell et al. (1992) found that a two week period of food restriction significantly elevated H:L 
ratios in domestic turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo). These studies suggest that individual condition is 
highly responsive to relatively short-term dietary changes. We provided food ad libitum to ensure 
targeted robins had sufficient mealworm intake regardless of how much naturally available food 
was present and how many competitors were vying for that resource. Mealworms have a relatively 
high energy and protein content (Bell 1990), so they should have provided a nutritional boost if the 
birds were food restricted. 
 
An alternative explanation is that the birds were not food limited at the commencement of the 
experiment. Herring et al. (2011) found that stress levels within white ibises (Eudocimus albus) 
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lowered in response to supplementary feeding, but only during years of low food availability. 
During food-rich years, stress levels were naturally low and showed little response to 
supplementary feeding (Herring et al. 2011). If a physiological indicator has a non-linear 
relationship to food availability, then the effects of food supplementation may only be apparent at 
very low initial levels of food availability. It seems likely that arthropod abundances in the study 
region were lower than usual because the abundance of robin prey were primarily associated with 
soil moisture (Chapter 4) and the study was conducted during a period of below-average rainfall. 
The range of H:L ratios observed during the current study was very similar to those measured in 
robins during a period of drought (Table B.1; Chapter 5). However, the mean initial H:L ratio in the 
current study was quite low, so perhaps our sample was not entirely representative of the larger 
population. 
 
Differences in habitat quality can mask the effects of supplementary feeding. For example, northern 
goshawks (Accipiter gentilis) that received supplementary food appeared to have similar 
reproductive success as unfed control birds (Byholm & Kekkonen 2008). However, once territory 
quality was taken into account, it was apparent that supplementary feeding improved the 
reproductive success of goshawks occupying food-poor habitats, but made no difference to those in 
food-rich habitats (Byholm & Kekkonen 2008). A similar dynamic could have occurred here; we 
had hypothesised that that robin habitat quality varied with woodland extent. This issue emphasises 
the importance of accounting for habitat quality in food-supplementation experiments and it is 
unfortunate that we did not attain sufficient replication to do so. Recapturing more of the fed birds 
at sites with particularly low proportions of woodland cover would have provided important insight 
into the problem. 
 
One fed bird exhibited a strong improvement in condition and may provide some insight as to what 
may be occurring in this system. Most fed birds inhabited sites with over 44% woodland cover in 
the surrounding landscape. Only one bird occupied a very low cover site with just 9% woodland 
cover, and it was this bird that showed a dramatic decrease in H:L ratio and increased body 
condition. Several authors have proposed that the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation on faunal 
populations respond to thresholds of habitat cover; once habitat extent falls below a particular 
threshold there is an abrupt shift in ecological response (Andrén 1994; Radford et al. 2005). 
Woodlands in more-intensively cleared agricultural landscapes may have higher exposure to the 
effects of agricultural practices than those in less-modified landscapes, and these could have 
synergistic, non-linear effects on invertebrate populations. Tillage and grazing alters hydrology 
(Yates et al. 2000; Strudley et al. 2008). Insecticides can decimate populations of non-target 
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invertebrate taxa (Hallmann et al. 2014; Sanchez-Bayo & Goka 2014). Nutrient cycles are altered 
by grazing and fertilisers (Duncan et al. 2008; Watson 2011). It is impossible to draw any 
conclusions or generalisations from a single data point, but this anomaly highlights that the 
threshold concept is worth exploring. 
 
Generally, measures from control birds appeared unrelated to the proportion of surrounding 
woodland, despite showing moderate variation. At two control sites with high level of woodland 
cover H:L ratios slightly increased. These sites were subjected to considerable disturbance by large 
machinery during the experimental period, whereas the remaining three were not. One of the two 
disturbed sites was adjacent to a road that was resurfaced, while the other bordered a field that was 
repeatedly ploughed to remove brigalow regrowth. Noise and the presence of machinery can elevate 
stress indices (Dantzer et al. 2014), so these types of disturbances should be taken in to 
consideration in similar future experiments assessing changes to H:L ratios. Most control birds 
showed little change in condition, suggesting that our continued presence at each site did not unduly 
impact the results. 
 
Valuable insights could be gained from replicating this study on a larger scale providing that 
solutions could be found to the key difficulties we encountered. First, some robins were extremely 
difficult to train; they avoided feeding stations and were averse to our presence. If this was due to 
wariness following their initial capture, one solution might be to introduce feeding stations to the 
site and commence training prior to the initial capture. However, care would need to be taken to 
ensure the quantity of supplementary food provided did not improve condition prior to the first 
measure. Additionally, an extra control group that did not receive training might be needed to show 
that the training, or the trainer’s presence, did not impact robin condition. 
 
Second, most robins were exceedingly difficult to recapture at the conclusion of the experiment. We 
did so using a single mist net. This stage of the work may have benefited from having multiple nets 
erected within a site and monitored by one or two volunteers experienced in mist net extractions. 
We found that having food placed near the net was helpful on some occasions, so using baited, 
spring-loaded net traps may be a viable alternative trapping method. Another approach could be to 
incorporate more feeding by hand into the training so birds may be more willing to approach a 
person near the net, although that may not be feasible if training was conducted prior to the initial 
capture. 
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Although it is clear that a more effective recapture strategy would be needed to obtain higher 
replication, it may not be necessary to sample 30-34 birds per group (60-70 total birds) as indicated 
by the power analyses. If condition does show large changes below some threshold of woodland 
extent, then it may be worthwhile to collect a higher proportion of samples from sites with less than 
50% woodland cover. Also, an unbalanced design could be adopted whereby fewer control birds are 
sampled than fed birds given that controls appeared to be effective here. 
 
6.5.1 Conclusion 
 
This study did not provide definitive answers as to whether eastern yellow robins were food limited 
in landscapes containing less woodland. The results indicated that supplementary feeding did not 
improve the birds’ condition. However, variation in habitat quality that could not be incorporated 
into the models due to the small sample size may have masked the true effects of feeding on 
condition. At very low levels of woodland cover, food availability may indeed be a key driver of 
robin condition. 
 
Ecologists have directed some work towards understanding whether landscape configuration 
becomes critical for populations below some threshold of habitat extent; while much of the 
theoretical or simulated studies have supported the idea of a threshold, empirical research has 
produced mixed support (Fahrig 2002; Huggett 2005). Little has been done to identify the impact of 
a possible threshold on the ecological processes driving population changes. This study highlights 
that a focus on process, rather than simply patterns of species richness or distribution, could provide 
a much deeper understanding of whether thresholds exist and why they may have deleterious 
impacts on persistence. 
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CHAPTER 7 Synthesis 
 
 
 
 
Plate 7. An eastern yellow robin taking stock of the situation after being released back into his 
territory. 
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7.1 THESIS OVERVIEW 
 
In this thesis, I investigated a potential driver of avifauna loss from highly-modified landscapes: 
that prey density is reduced in less-wooded landscapes. Much previous work on this topic has 
focused on temperate systems with a long history of deforestation (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 
2000). Instead, I concentrated on a sub-tropical ecosystem that has only been intensively cleared for 
approximately 55 years (Seabrook et al. 2006). Atlas data from citizen science surveys indicate that 
woodland-dependent birds are not currently declining in the Brigalow Belt (BirdLife Australia 
2015c), which is puzzling because of the extreme amount of habitat clearing in the region 
(Seabrook et al. 2006). I delved deeper into this conundrum by assessing changes to patterns of 
condition and occurrence for a case study species, and using these patterns of condition to identify 
potential threats to the population. However, it is not enough to recognise that population change is 
associated with landscape structure; rather, a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms 
causing the change is needed to avert and reverse biodiversity loss (Johnson 2002; McGarigal & 
Cushman 2002; Watson 2011). I explored these mechanisms, focusing particularly on whether there 
is lower relative prey density (relative abundance or weight of prey per unit area) for insectivores in 
less-wooded landscapes. I adopted a novel multidisciplinary approach to the issue of food 
availability in highly-modified landscapes by assessing prey availability in conjunction with 
landscape structure and avian physiology. 
 
In this final chapter, I summarise the key findings from each of my research questions and discuss 
how my work has contributed to our understanding of avian ecology, conservation physiology, and 
landscape ecology. I outline what my findings suggest for the future of eastern yellow robins in the 
Brigalow Belt South bioregion and highlight management implications. I conclude by outlining the 
limitations of this study and suggested avenues for future research. 
 
My main objectives in this thesis were to: 
 
 conceptualise the mechanisms through which movement restrictions in fragmented 
landscapes can impact populations; 
 
 understand how patterns of individual condition could be used to predict future changes to 
population dynamics; and 
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 understand whether avian insectivores are more vulnerable to declines in more-modified 
landscapes because these areas have relatively lower prey density than more-intact 
landscapes. 
 
These objectives were achieved by addressing five research questions. 
 
Question 1 (addressed in Chapter 2): How do movement restrictions in fragmented landscapes 
negatively impact faunal populations, and are there biases in research effort allocated to each of 
the key mechanisms? 
 
In Chapter 2, I presented a framework for conceptualising the mechanisms through which habitat 
fragmentation causes population declines. I focused only on those mechanisms impacted by 
movement restrictions that were a direct product of the structural isolation generated by habitat 
fragmentation per se (limited resource access, restricted demographic exchange, and impeded gene 
flow). I argued that these mechanisms are overlapping and hierarchical in nature, and that they 
operate over increasing spatial and temporal scales. Multiple mechanisms can be disrupted 
simultaneously and each requires distinct conservation solutions; thus, it is important that 
conservation managers consider movement restrictions across multiple scales in their system of 
interest. 
 
The global literature review revealed that impeded gene flow had attracted the bulk of the research 
effort on habitat fragmentation, especially in more-recent years, while little work had been done to 
advance our understanding of limited resource access and restricted demographic exchange. I found 
that most studies had been conducted in the temperate zone, but the frequency that each mechanism 
was studied within each geographic zone was similar to the overall observed frequencies. When I 
analysed the research effort directed towards different taxonomic groups, it was clear that the focus 
on limited resource access was disproportionately low for generally less-vagile taxa, i.e. fish, 
amphibians, and reptiles. The overall research effort on birds was low compared to that of mammals 
or invertebrates. I concluded that this bias in research effort on the less-represented taxa prevents 
researchers from generalising conclusions because differences in dispersal capabilities, range 
requirements, and generation times could all influence the impacts of habitat fragmentation. 
 
Question 2 (addressed in Chapter 3): How does the association between site occupancy and 
landscape structure change over time, and how effective are individual condition measures at 
signalling future changes to population dynamics? 
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In light of the research biases identified in Chapter 2, the remainder of the thesis concentrated on 
the issue of limited resource access for a case study species: a sedentary avian insectivore in the 
sub-tropical zone of Australia. This is a species that does not yet appear to be declining in my study 
region, but has been identified as vulnerable to declines in New South Wales (Debus 2006; Stevens 
& Watson 2013) and Victoria (Barrett et al. 2003; BirdLife Australia 2015b). Furthermore, an 
earlier study (Maron et al. 2012) identified that while surrounding woodland extent showed no 
relationship to robin occurrence, it had a strong negative association with stress levels. The authors 
predicted that less-wooded landscapes would have higher rates of extirpations and woodland extent 
would emerge to become an important predictor of occupancy (Maron et al. 2012). 
 
In Chapter 3, I tested these predictions and determined that extirpations did not occur in places 
where robins had previously been highly stressed. As predicted, woodland extent was now strongly 
negatively related to occurrence; however, this was due to both extirpations within less-wooded 
landscapes and colonisations in landscapes with intermediate to high levels of woodland cover. 
Thus, landscapes with less woodland did indeed appear to be suboptimal in some way and robins 
appeared to be responding by redistributing themselves around the region. Importantly, patterns of 
stress indices showed some promise at predicting a change in occurrence patterns, which could 
prove useful for monitoring species at risk of declines. 
 
I also refined the occupancy model to account for the extent and connectivity of woodland within 
the broader landscape (within 5 km of each site) that could influence dispersal movements. 
Woodland cover at this broader scale explained little of the variance in site occupancy and robins 
were primarily responding to landscape structure at a home range scale (within 500 m of each site). 
I suggested this may be due to the relative recency of habitat loss from the region, and that 
fragmentation over larger spatial scales may become more important in future. 
 
Question 3 (addressed in Chapter 4): How is prey density related to woodland extent and how does 
this differ when nutritional value is taken into consideration? 
 
Chapter 3 established that robin occurrence was increasingly more likely to be linked to the extent 
of remaining habitat at a home range scale. Therefore, in the remainder of the thesis, I focused 
attention on whether prey density was causing this potential vulnerability of the population to 
reduced habitat extent. In Chapter 4, I compared models of habitat, landscape, and climatic factors 
to identify the most important determinants of the abundance and weight per unit area of 
invertebrate prey likely to be eaten by robins. In contrast to Zanette et al. (2000), I found that 
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arthropods were more abundant per unit of trapping effort in less-wooded landscapes; however, this 
pattern was primarily driven by Formicidae (ants) which have a low nutritional value. Once I 
excluded Formicidae, woodland extent showed little association with prey density. Instead, prey 
had relatively higher densities at sites with greater soil moisture. The only taxa to show a negative 
association to woodland cover was Orthoptera (grasshoppers and crickets). 
 
Thus, contrary to the hypothesis that prey density is reduced in more-modified landscapes, robins in 
less-wooded landscapes within the study region are not apparently exposed to lower prey densities 
within woodland habitat than those birds in more-wooded landscapes. However, it was clear that 
drawing inferences from total prey density did not adequately take into account the complex and 
idiosyncratic responses of prey taxa to landscape structure. I concluded that consideration should be 
given to prey preference and nutritional value in studies of food availability. 
 
Question 4 (addressed in Chapter 5): How well do measures of prey density explain the variation in 
the physiological condition of robins, and how have patterns of condition changed over time? 
 
After identifying factors associated with prey densities in Chapter 4, I then set out to determine how 
prey density was related to robin condition. Given that the original condition indices had been 
collected four years earlier (Maron et al. 2012), it would have been inappropriate to compare the 
original indices to current measures of prey density. Thus, while collecting the invertebrate pitfall 
trap data for Chapter 4, I sampled robins to obtain fresh condition indices. In Chapter 5, I compared 
models of robin condition that incorporated measures of habitat and landscape characteristics, local 
climate, and prey density. In contrast to Maron et al. (2012), woodland extent performed poorly at 
explaining the variance in physiological condition. This made sense given that in Chapter 3 I 
identified that woodland extent had become the most important predictor of occupancy. Fewer of 
the less-wooded sites were now occupied by robins, so it would be more difficult to detect a 
physiological signal that these sites were suboptimal. 
 
Surprisingly, robin condition was unrelated to prey density, regardless of whether I used total 
abundance per unit area or excluded less-nutritious prey taxa. Thus, this exploration yielded no 
evidence to support the hypothesis that insectivores are more vulnerable to declines in more-
modified landscapes due to reduced food availability. Instead, robins had higher stress levels at sites 
with apparently more-favourable foraging habitat, i.e. those sites with less grass cover and more 
fallen timber. This result raised the intriguing possibility that if reduced food availability influences 
robin stress, it is not through reduced prey densities. Instead, it may be because there is a smaller 
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area from which to source food in less-wooded landscapes. Furthermore, sites with more-favourable 
foraging habitat may attract more conspecifics, leading to compressed home range sizes. Thus, the 
prey available to the resident pair could be reduced due to their contracted foraging range. Of 
course, both these possibilities could be operating in my study system. For instance, food 
limitations in more-modified landscapes caused by a smaller woodland area in which to forage may 
explain the change in the pattern of occurrence, while smaller foraging ranges due to increased 
robin densities in more-favourable habitat could explain the change in the pattern of condition. 
 
Question 5 (addressed in Chapter 6): How does experimentally increasing food availability for an 
avian insectivore impact individual condition in landscapes with varying degrees of woodland 
cover? 
 
While the results from Chapters 4 and 5 suggested that prey density did not explain why less-
wooded landscapes are apparently suboptimal for robins, causality can only be tested through 
experimental manipulation. Thus, I concluded my investigation by conducting a supplementary 
feeding experiment and assessing robin condition before and after applying the feeding treatment. I 
was unable to evaluate the change in condition across landscapes with varying degrees of woodland 
cover as originally planned due to low replication. Birds that received supplementary food generally 
did not show an improvement in condition, suggesting that robins in the region were not food 
limited. However, the study had low power which limited my ability to draw firm conclusions. This 
work highlighted the importance of taking habitat quality into consideration when conducting 
feeding experiments because natural variations in food availability can mask responses from 
feeding treatments. 
 
One bird at a site with an exceptionally low level of woodland cover showed a dramatic 
improvement in condition after receiving supplementary food, which suggested that food 
availability played a role in that case. Although it is impossible to discern with the available data 
why that bird was food limited, it may be worthwhile to further explore the concept that ecological 
processes can have disproportionate effects on systems once habitat extent falls below a particular 
threshold. 
 
7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 
 
In this thesis, I make a number of contributions to advancing our understanding of landscape 
ecology, conservation biology, and physiological ecology. Although I focused on a single case 
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study species, my findings have broader implications for research into the proximate causes of 
woodland bird declines. The main findings from this thesis are: 
 
1. Little research effort has been dedicated to understanding the impacts of habitat 
fragmentation on resource availability compared to that given to its effects on demographic 
exchange and gene flow. 
 
2. Eastern yellow robin site occupancy within the Brigalow Belt South appears to be in a state 
of flux; woodland extent at a home range scale has now become critically important for 
occurrence. 
 
3. Patterns of H:L ratios show some potential for informing us about population changes 
currently underway that are not yet reflected in patterns of occurrence. 
 
4. In the Brigalow Belt South bioregion, sites in less-wooded landscapes do not contain lower 
arthropod prey density for robins than landscapes with more woodland cover. 
 
5. Prey density did not affect the condition of the insectivorous eastern yellow robin in the 
Brigalow Belt South bioregion. 
 
The work conducted as part of this thesis provides a good example of two important practices that 
are uncommon in ecology. First, I replicated work that was conducted four years earlier on the same 
study system (Maron et al. 2012). The demand for novel results from funding bodies and publishers 
discourages the replication of ecological studies (Nakagawa & Parker 2015). However, replication 
of previous studies is a crucial step in scientific advancement that helps guard against spurious 
outcomes from a single study and improves our ability to generalise findings (Johnson 2002; 
Nakagawa & Parker 2015). The results obtained from the initial study revealed a snapshot of 
ecological patterns and suggested certain factors might be important influences on the study species 
(Maron et al. 2012). However, by repeating the study, I have been able to use the shifts in patterns 
of bird occurrence and condition after a four-year period to deepen our understanding of the forces 
at work in the system and gain additional clarity on potential threats. Changes to occupancy patterns 
revealed that the distribution of birds among sites is not stable (Chapter 3). Changes to patterns of 
individual condition hinted that the redistribution of robins within the region may be leading to 
reduced access to food due to either overcrowding or reduced home range sizes within more-
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optimal sites (Chapter 5). Although I did not have data to test that hypothesised threat, the change in 
pattern is worth exploring. 
 
Second, I formally tested predictions made in a publication four years earlier (Chapter 3; Maron et 
al. 2012). In published articles, authors typically propose reasons for their observed results and 
draw out their implications. However, it is relatively rare for researchers to then test whether the 
suggested implications eventuated (but see Cooper & Walters 2002; Wikelski et al. 2002; Bennett et 
al. 2012). Mac Nally and Bennett (1997) called on conservation biologists not simply to make a 
priori predictions, but to share these predictions prior to the commencement of the study. Notably, 
they provided an excellent example of how to do this (Mac Nally & Bennett 1997; Mac Nally et al. 
2000). First, they explicitly outlined species and population traits that could make woodland birds 
vulnerable to extinctions and described how they proposed to test the effects of these factors (Mac 
Nally & Bennett 1997). They then carried out data collection and tested their predictions (Mac 
Nally et al. 2000). Maron et al. (2012) made explicit predictions about how eastern yellow robin 
populations in the Brigalow Belt South would change going forward, although they did not 
explicitly outline how these predictions would be tested. I later adopted the same methods used by 
Maron et al. (2012) to test their predictions and found mixed results; extirpation rates were not 
higher at particular sites that contained birds with elevated H:L ratios, but less-wooded sites were 
less likely to be occupied. To date, this type of approach has rarely been adopted, although it may 
become more common if pre-registration of studies gains wider acceptance. 
 
7.2.1 Insectivorous birds and their prey 
 
The key findings to come out of this thesis were that eastern yellow robins in the Brigalow Belt 
South are sensitive to low levels of woodland extent in the surrounding landscape, but this 
sensitivity does not appear to be a product of differences in relative prey density between sites. 
Since the original study conducted four years previously (Maron et al. 2012), robins had left less-
wooded sites (presumably either through death or emigration) and colonised sites surrounded by 
more woodland (Chapter 3). This shift in occupancy had occurred to such an extent that woodland 
cover within 500 m had now become the strongest predictor of occurrence (Chapter 3). While robin 
condition was no longer related to woodland extent, this could be readily explained by the changes 
to occurrence – robins may well have left the least-favourable sites (Chapter 5), and so were no 
longer there to be sampled. When considering all prey taxa, I found that less-wooded landscapes 
actually yielded relatively more arthropods per unit of sampling effort than more-modified 
landscapes (Chapter 4). While this result was primarily driven by the abundance of the less-
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preferred Formicidae, Coleopterans were also particularly abundant in landscapes with very low 
levels of woodland cover (Chapter 4). Robin condition was unrelated to prey density (Chapter 5) 
and providing supplementary food had little impact on robin condition, bar one exception (Chapter 
6). The findings from each of these chapters consistently support my conclusions that robins are 
vulnerable to reduced woodland extent and that lowered prey density within the remaining 
woodland is not causing that vulnerability. 
 
My findings run counter to some other studies of the ground-dwelling prey available to woodland-
dependent avian insectivores in structurally-altered landscapes (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 
2000). Both Burke & Nol (1998) and Zanette et al. (2000) found that prey densities were lower in 
less-wooded landscapes. However, Şekercioğlu et al. (2002) found no relationship between prey 
density and woodland cover. These disparities emphasise that prey density is not universally lower 
in sites in less-wooded landscapes and it will be important to understand why this is the case. Some 
striking patterns stand out when comparing these studies. The work conducted by Burke & Nol 
(1998) and Zanette et al. (2000) were conducted in the temperate zone (in Ontario, Canada and New 
South Wales, Australia, respectively) in agricultural regions that have a long clearing history; in 
both cases, the land was intensively cleared by the 1800s (Harris 1987; Zanette et al. 2000). In 
contrast, the work by Şekercioğlu et al. (2002) was carried out in the tropical forests of Costa Rica 
that have undergone more-recent deforestation – mostly since the 1950s. My study was Australia’s 
subtropical zone where brigalow habitat has been intensively cleared since the 1960s (Chapter 1). 
 
Time since clearing of habitat may be important for prey densities in more-modified landscapes. 
Although the relaxation of invertebrate fauna could be expected to be more advanced in those 
regions with longer clearing histories (Tilman et al. 1994; Kuussaari et al. 2009), it is unlikely that 
this is the primary cause of differences in prey density patterns between studies. Relaxation of 
invertebrate fauna should still be relatively advanced in regions cleared since the 1950s/1960s given 
that invertebrates have short generation times (Gonzalez & Chaneton 2002; Kuussaari et al. 2009; 
Krauss et al. 2010; Halley et al. 2016). Instead, landscapes with longer clearing histories may 
exhibit a different degree of habitat degradation to those with shorter clearing histories, either due to 
differing land-use legacies (Lunt & Spooner 2005; Perring et al. 2016) or perhaps because they have 
been exposed to deleterious agricultural practices for longer. Invertebrate densities can vary with 
microclimate (Didham et al. 1998), vegetation structure (Bromham et al. 1999), and soil structure 
(de Araújo et al. 2015), all of which can be altered by habitat degradation (Tongway et al. 2003; 
Lunt & Spooner 2005). Given that the impacts resulting from habitat loss, fragmentation, and 
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degradation are highly interrelated (Chapter 1), it is possible that patch-size effects on invertebrate 
fauna could be more apparent in regions with greater degradation. 
 
The pattern that I outlined above whereby prey density seems to vary with habitat fragment size in 
temperate systems but not tropical/subtropical systems would suggest that temperate insectivores 
should be more sensitive to patch area than tropical insectivores. However, a meta-analysis has 
revealed the opposite to be the case: tropical insectivores show more sensitivity to patch size than 
their temperate counterparts (Bregman et al. 2014). The trend for higher sensitivity in tropical 
insectivores than temperate insectivores has been attributed to sharper contrasts between habitat and 
matrix structure in tropical regions and general differences in species traits, such as dispersal ability, 
reproductive output, and dietary specialisation (Bregman et al. 2014). However, none of these 
explanations shed any insight into why the relationship between prey density and patch area appears 
to vary across geographic zones, and how that relationship might be influencing the birds’ 
sensitivity to patch size. 
 
Watson (2011) proposed the productivity hypothesis to explain avian insectivore declines in 
temperate eucalypt woodlands. He suggested that clearing for agricultural purposes was non-
random and that farmers preferentially cleared woodlands on more-fertile soil. Thus, the woodlands 
remaining today are those growing on less-fertile soils (Watson 2011). He hypothesised that the 
remaining woodlands would support fewer invertebrates today than the historical woodlands 
because a) they were situated on less-productive soil, and b) agricultural practices had 
fundamentally altered nutrients and hydrology on the land (Watson 2011). Fewer invertebrates 
would then, in turn, support fewer insectivores (Watson 2011). The findings from Zanette et al. 
(2000) supported this hypothesis; they found fewer ground-dwelling invertebrates in smaller 
patches which would presumably be exposed to greater agricultural impacts and degradation than 
larger patches due to their higher perimeter to area ratio. The work by Zanette et al. (2000) was 
conducted in eucalypt woodlands that produce relatively little leaf litter (Sangha et al. 2006; March 
& Watson 2007; Watson 2011). 
 
In contrast, my study was conducted within brigalow woodland which grows on highly-fertile clay. 
Undisturbed sites develop a deep, rich humus layer (Anita Cosgrove, personal observation) which 
would probably provide favourable conditions for litter-dwelling invertebrates (Lieberman & Dock 
1982; Haskell 2000; Kazemi et al. 2009). Gilgai microrelief improves water capture and retention 
on the land (Kishné et al. 2014). Thus, according to the productivity hypothesis, my study region 
should support relatively high densities of invertebrates, potentially ameliorating food limitation for 
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insectivores. The fact that I found no relationship between prey density and woodland extent is 
consistent with this view of the study area, and potentially also with the productivity hypothesis. 
 
However, at my disturbed sites, little leaf litter was present, grazing was common, and microrelief 
had been lost. Yet, I found no effect of leaf litter depth or gilgai presence on prey density, even after 
excluding Formicidae (Chapter 4). A key tenet of the productivity hypothesis is that agricultural 
practices are altering nutrient inputs, hydrology, and soil structure (Watson 2011). Grazing 
increases nutrients loads, changes floral communities, alters soil structure, and reduces the soil’s 
moisture holding capacity (Tongway et al. 2003; Watson 2011). Woodlands adjacent to crops may 
be exposed to increased chemical run off and spray drift (Yates & Hobbs 1997; Duncan et al. 2008). 
As mentioned above, it might be expected that these changes would be more pronounced in more-
modified landscapes due to higher perimeter to area ratios. However, I did not find lower prey 
densities in less-wooded landscapes (Chapter 4). Thus, the extent to which my results were 
consistent with the productivity hypothesis was inconclusive. 
 
7.2.2 Conservation physiology 
 
Several authors have suggested that physiological measures could be used as a tool to predict 
upcoming population changes (Wikelski & Cooke 2006; Ellis et al. 2012; Deikumah et al. 2015; 
Maute et al. 2015). Physiological indices have been used to assess a species’ vulnerability to a 
threat (Deikumah et al. 2015; Legge et al. 2015; Maute et al. 2015). However, little progress has 
been made on evaluating whether predictions of population change made from physiological indices 
are accurate (but see Wikelski et al. 2002). 
 
In this thesis, I make two novel contributions to our knowledge on the subject. First, I demonstrated 
that a snapshot of locations containing birds with elevated H:L ratios was not an accurate indicator 
of where extirpations would occur in my study system (Chapter 3). My findings run counter to 
those of Wikelski et al. (2002) who recorded increased stress levels in a population of marine 
iguanas exposed to an oil spill (Wikelski et al. 2001). The authors predicted that this spike in stress 
levels would precipitate high mortality in that population and their prediction was realised within 
one year (Wikelski et al. 2001; Wikelski et al. 2002). I attributed the difference in prediction 
accuracy between our studies to the different stressors facing our study organisms (Chapter 3). The 
oil spill produced a dramatic reduction in available food (Wikelski et al. 2001) which could be 
considered to be a sudden stressor likely to produce an extreme stress response. In contrast, habitat 
loss in my study region has been ongoing for many years (Seabrook et al. 2006). If food is restricted 
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in less-wooded landscapes, the restriction is likely to be less severe than that generated by the oil 
spill and would probably invoke a chronic, but milder stress response. My work highlights that the 
nature of the stressor must be taken into consideration when making predictions about populations 
from stress indices and further research is needed to understand how the type of stressor limits our 
ability to make predictions. 
 
Second, I found some evidence that patterns of H:L ratios could provide an effective means of 
predicting an unfolding change to patterns of occurrence (Chapter 3). Originally, H:L ratios were 
more likely to be elevated in less-wooded landscapes, but occurrence was unrelated to woodland 
cover (Maron et al. 2012). Four years later, I found that woodland extent had become the strongest 
predictor of occurrence (Chapter 3). However, this change in the pattern of occupancy was not 
driven by robins leaving the specific sites where they had previously been more stressed. Rather, 
robins had left less-wooded sites in general and colonised more-wooded sites. 
 
So, why was there a discrepancy between locations and patterns? Stress measures can be highly 
variable, even within individuals (Vleck et al. 2000; Ochs & Dawson 2008). Additionally, H:L 
ratios respond to many factors, such as time of day (Müller et al. 2011), age (Davis et al. 2000; 
Kulaszewicz et al. 2015), reproductive stage (Vleck et al. 2000; Wojczulanis-Jakubas et al. 2015), 
parasite load (Lobato et al. 2005; Wojczulanis-Jakubas et al. 2012), and food availability (Davis et 
al. 2000; Banbura et al. 2013). Maron et al. (2012) collected a single snapshot of H:L ratios. Given 
the potential for variability within individuals, it is implausible to suggest that the individuals most 
stressed at that point in time are always most stressed within the population, particularly since it had 
been four years since the birds were originally sampled. Rather, in this situation, it seems more 
appropriate to conclude that there was a tendency for robins within less-wooded sites to have higher 
stress levels, and it is this tendency that is most informative when assessing potential threats to the 
population. 
 
To my knowledge, this is the first time that anyone has tested whether patterns of H:L ratios can 
effectively predict changes to patterns of occurrence or changes to factors affecting occurrence. 
This application could potentially aid conservation efforts. Although obtaining condition measures 
is often more time consuming and costly than assessing occupancy and distribution (Maron et al. 
2012; Casner et al. 2014), incorporating condition measures into monitoring programs could allow 
conservation managers to intervene in at-risk populations sooner. The likely improvement in the 
effectiveness of conservation outcomes derives not from a lower monetary cost in detecting the 
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decline, but the greater cost-effectiveness of preventing extirpations rather than trying to reverse 
extinctions after the fact (Maron et al. 2012; Halley et al. 2016). 
 
I also found that the factors most associated with H:L ratios changed since 2009, with robins in my 
study exhibiting higher stress levels at sites with apparently more-suitable habitat (Chapter 5). This 
change could be a product of the redistribution process suggested in Chapter 3. Robins may be 
leaving less-wooded sites and congregating in more-favourable habitat. Having more neighbouring 
territories can compress home ranges (Debus 2006). The birds may then show higher stress levels 
because they have access to less prey within a smaller range or need to more-vigorously defend 
their territory. A question exists over whether these apparently more-favourable sites can sustain 
robins at the current density. If not, then we may expect to see a gradual decline in these areas. 
Obviously, more work is needed to determine if there is any merit to this hypothesis. However, my 
work demonstrates the value in not simply predicting population changes based on patterns of H:L 
ratios, but using the change in pattern across multiple points in time to develop deeper insights into 
how problems within the population develop. 
 
7.2.3 Methods for evaluating mechanisms impacting populations in structurally-altered 
landscapes 
 
In this thesis, I highlighted research biases that have led to gaps in our understanding of the 
mechanisms through which movement restrictions in fragmented landscapes have impacted faunal 
populations (Chapter 2). Recent advances in molecular methods have resulted in an explosion of 
studies exploring the impact of habitat fragmentation on genetic diversity and differentiation. 
However, little advancement has been made in our understanding of the impacts on food 
availability and demographic exchange, despite new technologies, such as stable isotope tracers, 
drone technology, and radio frequency identification systems (Bonter & Bridge 2011; Robb et al. 
2011; Whitehead et al. 2014). Nevertheless, our ability to investigate the less-explored mechanisms 
is not dependent on new technology. I designed an experiment to test food availability as a causal 
mechanism of robin vulnerability in more-modified landscapes (Chapter 6). 
 
I did not attempt to answer the question of whether habitat loss or fragmentation per se were 
causing reductions in prey abundance. That type of question would require experimental 
manipulation of landscapes, either within mesocosms (Collins & Barrett 1997; Lecomte et al. 2004) 
or across large scales (McGarigal & Cushman 2002; Jenerette & Shen 2012). Studies such as the 
Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project (Bierregaard Jr. et al. 1992) and the Stability of 
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Altered Forest Ecosystems Project (Ewers et al. 2011) demonstrate that it is possible to undertake 
such broad-scale manipulations (Wilson et al. 2016). However, these types of experiments can be 
logistically challenging and expensive, and opportunities to implement them are rare (Debinski & 
Holt 2000; Ewers et al. 2011; Jenerette & Shen 2012). Instead, I tested whether reduced prey 
density was causing poor condition in robins in less-wooded landscapes. This is a useful alternative 
to a landscape-scale manipulation and was only possible by adopting a multidisciplinary approach. 
While this approach does not directly elucidate how changes to landscape structure drives changes 
to an underlying mechanism, it does allow researchers to see how a mechanism causing declines 
varies across different landscapes (Jenerette & Shen 2012). 
 
7.3 PROGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
 
This study did not set out to test whether faunal relaxation is ongoing in the study region, and nor 
can it answer that question. However, the newly-evident importance of habitat extent at the home 
range scale (Chapter 3), even though habitat extent had changed little since the pilot study 
conducted by Maron et al. (2012), is consistent with the concept of faunal relaxation. When clearing 
first occurs, patches have higher occupancy rates than expected given their new size and/or isolation 
(Diamond 1972; Bierregaard Jr. et al. 1992; Helm et al. 2006). Over time, populations within 
smaller or more-isolated patches may thin out, shift to nearby suitable patches, or vanish as elevated 
stochastic extinction rates outpace lowered immigration or recolonisation rates (Bierregaard Jr. et 
al. 1992; Hylander & Ehrlén 2013). As smaller and more-isolated patches become increasingly less 
likely to be occupied, patch occupancy will become increasingly more related to habitat extent or 
isolation. 
 
Interestingly, however, I recorded slightly more colonisations than extirpations (Chapter 3). This 
result is inconsistent with faunal relaxation (Hylander & Ehrlén 2013). While this would initially 
appear to suggest that the population had reached a state of dynamic equilibrium, this is not 
necessarily the case (Clinchy et al. 2002). For instance, transient colonisations can mask a long-
term population decline (Clinchy et al. 2002). Most discussions of extinction debt focus on the 
impacts of low levels of structural connectivity, which prevents colonisations and promotes local 
extinctions (Hanski & Ovaskainen 2002; Ewers & Didham 2006; Hylander & Ehrlén 2013). Here, 
the study region has high structural connectivity which could slow down relaxation by facilitating 
movements between sites (Kuussaari et al. 2009). This would allow territories vacated by death or 
emigration to be quickly recolonised, even if they are sink sites. Extreme fragmentation is not an 
essential requirement for an extinction debt to exist (Kuussaari et al. 2009); reduced habitat extent 
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and quality can also drive delayed extinctions by altering vital rates and stochastic processes within 
populations (Hylander & Ehrlén 2013). 
 
Regardless of whether relaxation is occurring in the region, it would seem the study system is 
currently in a state of flux given such a dramatic change in the importance of woodland extent for 
occupancy. This suggests the system is not in a state of equilibrium, so I cannot rule out the 
possibility that robins may still decline due to past habitat clearance. There are few systematic 
woodland bird surveys in the region which have evaluated changes to abundances or distribution 
(Woinarski & Catterall 2004; Woinarski et al. 2006). Draft results prepared for the State of 
Australia’s Birds 2015 for eastern yellow robins in the Brigalow Belt (including Brigalow Belt 
North and Brigalow Belt South bioregions) indicate that incidence rates have not declined between 
1999 and 2013 (James O’Connor and Glenn Ehmke, personal communication). However, citizen 
science records are biased towards sites that are publically accessible and interesting to visit, such 
as protected areas (Isaac & Pocock 2015; Geldmann et al. 2016). Analysis of citizen science records 
would be less likely to detect occurrence changes in areas that received little survey effort, such as 
shade lines on private property. These less-expansive woodland strips may show evidence of 
declines sooner than large habitat patches given that patch area is a key driver of extinction risk 
(Kuussaari et al. 2009). Also, the data collected for the State of Australia’s Birds 2015 are from 
across a broad geographic range (BirdLife Australia 2015d) which could mask changes occurring in 
localised areas. Thus, the report may not comprehensively depict true population changes occurring 
within the study region. 
 
It is particularly concerning that robins now have higher stress levels at apparently high-quality sites 
that contain less grass cover and more fallen timber (Chapter 5). Previous patterns of association in 
H:L ratios did pre-empt changes to patterns of occurrence with robin distribution shifting away 
from less-wooded sites (Chapter 3). Yet, the predictive capacity of patterns of physiological indices 
needs further testing. Thus, it would be premature for me to suggest that robin abundance or 
occurrence will soon decline within the sites with apparently high-quality foraging habitat. 
However, the situation bears close monitoring and provides an excellent opportunity to continue 
assessing how reliably patterns of H:L ratios can inform us of unfolding changes to population 
dynamics. 
 
Habitat extent within the study region changed little between 2009 and 2014; however, the region is 
not safe from further deforestation. Vegetation management legislation and enforcement in 
Queensland was relaxed in 2013 (Evans 2016) which has led to an increase in land clearing rates 
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(State of Queensland 2016c). Additionally, coal seam gas operations have expanded considerably, 
with well clusters occurring to the east, north, and northwest of Meandarra, and north of 
Goondiwindi (State of Queensland 2015). Only one of the properties I studied contained a coal 
seam gas well, but several more landholders have been approached by natural resource companies 
(John Haken, personal communication). Coal seam gas operations have the potential to increase 
habitat loss and fragmentation, such as through the construction of access roads and infrastructure 
(Butt et al. 2013). Thus, these potential changes to legislation and resource management pose a 
threat to the structural connectivity of the woodland within the region. 
 
I did not find an effect of landscape connectivity on robin occurrence (Chapter 3). I assessed 
separate models of robin occupancy that included either woodland extent within 5 km of each site 
or accessible woodland within 5 km, and assumed that the difference between these measures 
represented the effect of connectivity (Chapter 3). Accessible woodland explained a negligible 
amount of variation in occupancy over woodland extent within 5 km, suggesting that connectivity 
was not important for occupancy (Chapter 3). However, this method of assessing connectivity has 
not been used before and has not been validated, so caution must be used when drawing 
conclusions. 
 
This result contradicts work from more-southern states, where studies more frequently find that 
eastern yellow robin populations are declining (Barrett et al. 2003; BirdLife Australia 2015b). In 
Victoria, there is evidence that dispersal restrictions in more-fragmented landscapes are negatively 
impacting demographic processes and reducing allelic diversity in eastern yellow robin populations 
(Harrisson et al. 2012). When comparing the study region map produced by Harrisson et al. (2012) 
to that produced for my region (Figure 1.4 on page 15), it is apparent that the Victorian landscape 
does not contain the same web of linear woodland elements as my study region. Thus, the lack of an 
effect of connectivity in my study area may be because shade lines, roadside vegetation, and 
travelling stock routes provided a complex network of habitat corridors (travelling stock routes are 
interconnected grazing routes and reserves used by the pastoral industry to move stock on foot from 
one locality to another; Spooner et al. 2010; State of Queensland 2016d). However, habitat 
fragmentation has greater deleterious impacts on demography and gene flow as the spatial and/or 
temporal scale of fragmentation increases (Chapter 2). The Victorian landscape has both a longer 
history of deforestation (ECC 1997; Seabrook et al. 2006) and less structural connectivity than the 
Brigalow Belt South bioregion. Thus these impacts are confounded, making it difficult to separate 
out the importance of the connectivity provided by linear networks. Thus, it is unclear whether the 
high connectivity within the Brigalow Belt South facilitates sustainable levels of dispersal, or 
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whether dispersal rates are suboptimal and this will only become apparent over time as populations 
become increasingly affected. 
 
The Stock Route Network Management Bill 2016 was introduced to Queensland Parliament on 3 
November 2016. Despite it becoming more common for livestock to be moved by road and rail, 
stock routes continue to play an important role today, especially during times of drought (State of 
Queensland 2016a, 2016d). Stock routes are currently administered under several pieces of 
legislation and this new Bill is designed to amalgamate these disjointed pieces into one Act (State of 
Queensland 2016d). The current management strategy for the stock route system includes actions to 
dispose of (i.e. remove from the network and either sell or designate an alternative use of the land) 
redundant sections of the stock route (State of Queensland 2016a), and the Bill includes a clause to 
facilitate this (State of Queensland 2016d). While some of the stock route is highly degraded, much 
of it has high ecological value as remnant open woodland (Davidson et al. 2005; Lindenmayer et al. 
2010; Lentini et al. 2011a). It is hypothesised that stock routes act as habitat corridors and facilitate 
dispersal; however, this is yet to be tested (Lentini et al. 2011a). I recommend that practitioners and 
policymakers err on the side of caution and preserve the structural connectivity provided by the 
stock route until more information is available about whether a causal relationship exists between 
the low rates of robin declines in the study region and the high degree of structural connectivity. 
 
I found that habitat extent emerged as an important factor for robin occurrence (Chapter 3). Clearly, 
it is critical that no further remnant brigalow be cleared. Brigalow-dominated ecological 
communities are nationally listed as endangered; however, this protection only extends to remnant 
brigalow and brigalow regrowth greater than 15 years old (Commonwealth of Australia 2016). 
Small patches of brigalow regrowth less than 2 ha in size may also be cleared for grazing, 
regardless of their age (State of Queensland 2013). However, allowing patches of brigalow to 
regenerate could provide a cheap and feasible supplement to the existing woodlands. Robins readily 
inhabit brigalow regrowth of all ages (Bowen 2009), plus regrowth has high ecological value for the 
broader avian community (Bowen et al. 2009) and reptiles (Bruton et al. 2013). Brigalow readily 
resprouts on fallow land (Skerman 1953; Johnson 1964). I was unable to include patch width within 
my occupancy models due to its high correlation with woodland extent; however, I did observe that 
robins rarely occupied patches less than 75 m wide in the study area (Chapter 3). While many 
roadside verges appeared to be too narrow to support robins, landholders could take advantage of 
these verges by permitting narrow strips of regrowth to regenerate alongside these corridors so the 
total width was greater than 75 m. These regenerated strips may be especially effective when 
located where linear woodland strips intersect (Hall et al. 2016). These intersections contain more-
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diverse avifauna assemblages, perhaps because they are energetically cheaper to forage within or 
defend against conspecifics than an elongated patch (Lack 1988; Hall et al. 2016). 
 
7.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
My work throughout this thesis was based upon the earlier findings by Maron et al. (2012) that 
robins had relatively higher H:L ratios in less-wooded sites and a desire to understand what was 
driving that pattern. In the time since the earlier work by Maron and colleagues, patterns of robin 
condition had shifted so condition was no longer related to woodland extent (Chapter 5). This shift 
meant that I could not determine the cause of the earlier pattern of condition with my study design. 
This problem highlights an important issue – the potentially transient nature of condition patterns. 
Thus, the timing of follow-up studies needs careful consideration and is dependent on the research 
question. Future work aimed at examining the cause of condition patterns needs to be conducted 
very soon after measuring condition, if not at the time of measuring condition. However, studies 
aimed at detecting changes in condition or predicting the consequences of condition patterns can be 
conducted over longer temporal scales. 
 
While I found that prey density was not reduced in more-modified landscapes, this does not mean 
that birds in these landscapes are not being impacted by reduced food availability. There are several 
other ways that food availability could be impacted (Connor & McCoy 1979; Hinsley 2000). 
Substantial work has been invested in identifying how invertebrate populations respond to edge 
habitat (Helle & Muona 1985; Major et al. 2003; Ewers 2008). Given that more-fragmented 
landscapes contain more edge habitat (Forman & Godron 1986) and microclimate conditions are 
more desiccating within edge habitat than core habitat (Didham 1997; Laurance et al. 2011), prey 
availability could be lower at habitat edges. Although some prey taxa do show negative responses to 
edges (Laurance et al. 2011), generally, there is not strong support for this hypothesis (Didham 
1997; Didham et al. 1998). 
 
Other sources of food restrictions are less well studied and each of these needs further exploration. 
First, even if prey abundance per unit area remained constant across all degrees of woodland cover, 
small patches would contain less prey than large patches (Connor & McCoy 1979). If home ranges 
are restricted to single patches, this would impact the total prey available to the individual. Second, 
energetics could impact the cost of acquiring sufficient food (Hinsley 2000). This could be 
important in situations where individuals range across multiple habitat patches, or when patches are 
exceptionally long and narrow (Hinsley 2000; Hall et al. 2016). Third, as I suggested in Chapter 5, 
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increased conspecific density can compress home range size (Debus 2006), thereby reducing the 
foraging area available to the individual. Finally, competition from the broader avian community 
could influence the individual’s access to food (Barbaro et al. 2012); thus, competitor density could 
be an important factor to take into consideration. 
 
The use of physiological measures as predictive tools has immense potential in the field of 
conservation (Wikelski & Cooke 2006; Ellis et al. 2012; Maute et al. 2015). While I found some 
intriguing results in terms of how H:L ratios can and cannot be used to predict changes to 
occurrence in my study system, my work raises some important issues. Key questions worth 
exploring include: 1) how does the duration and intensity of the stressor affect the predictive 
capacity of H:L ratios; 2) over what timeframes can reasonable predictions about a population be 
made; and 3) can H:L ratios be used as predictive tools when mechanisms other than food 
restriction cause a stressor; for example, thermal stress resulting from climate change? 
 
7.5 CONCLUSION 
 
The persistence of woodland-dependent avifauna is under threat due to the loss, fragmentation, and 
degradation of habitat (Olsen et al. 2005; Vié et al. 2009). To effectively preserve these diverse and 
important communities, conservation decision-makers need greater understanding of the 
mechanisms through which landscape change is causing declines (McGarigal & Cushman 2002; 
Watson 2011). Although reduced food availability in more-modified landscapes is thought to be 
negatively impacting avian insectivores (Burke & Nol 1998; Zanette et al. 2000; Watson 2011), this 
hypothesis has not been comprehensively tested. In this thesis, I demonstrated that prey density was 
not reduced in less-wooded landscapes and was unrelated to avian condition. However, avian 
distribution appeared to be in a state of flux with less-wooded landscapes becoming less populated. 
These findings contribute to our understanding of the drivers of population change in highly-
modified agricultural landscapes. Additionally, I confirmed that patterns of stress indices show 
some potential for providing information about population threats and effectively signal changes 
that were underway in a population, but not yet evident through occurrence records. I suggested 
practical recommendations that could be implemented by land holders and policy makers to help 
conserve woodland biota in the Brigalow Belt South. My work provides a foundation for future 
empirical research to investigate alternative ways that food availability could be influencing 
insectivore populations in agricultural landscapes. 
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Plate 8. Sunset at Moonie, Queensland. 
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Table A.1. Details of the 250 articles included in the literature review (Chapter 2) by proximate process, geographic region, and taxon studied. 
 
Citation Proximate process Geographic region Taxon 
Aars et al. 1995 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Abbas et al. 2010 Gene flow Subtropical and temperate Fish 
Abbott & Curtis 2010 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Alda et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Alò & Turner 2005 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Amos et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Anderson et al. 2004 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Andreassen et al. 1998 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Angelone et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Aponte et al. 2003 Demography Tropical Reptile 
Arbeláez-Cortés et al. 2014 Gene flow Tropical Bird 
Arens et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Arroyo-Rodríguez et al. 2013 Demography Tropical Mammal 
Arruda et al. 2011 Gene flow Tropical Amphibian 
Assmann & Janssen 1999 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Atickem et al. 2013 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
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Ayllon et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Banaszek et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Bancroft & Turchin 2003 Resources and demography Temperate Invertebrate 
Banks et al. 2005a Demography and gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Banks & Lindenmayer 2014 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Banks et al. 2005b Demography Temperate Mammal 
Bartákova et al. 2013 Gene flow Tropical and subtropical Fish 
Bech et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Beebee 2007 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Bei et al. 2014 Gene flow Subtropical Bird 
Bender & Fahrig 2005 Demography Temperate Mammal 
BenDor et al. 2009 Demography Temperate Reptile 
Bennett et al. 2009 Demography Temperate Reptile 
Berens et al. 2014 Resources Temperate Bird 
Berkman et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Berry et al. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Bidlack & Cook 2001 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Blackburn et al. 2011 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Blair et al. 2013 Gene flow Subtropical Reptile 
Blanco-Fontao et al. 2013 Resources Temperate Bird 
Boff et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Boissin et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
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Bouza et al. 1999 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Bowers and Dooley Jr. 1999 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Bowne et al. 2006 Demography Temperate Reptile 
Braunisch et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Breyne et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Brisson et al. 2003 Demography Temperate Reptile 
Brückmann et al. 2011 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Bucher & Entling 2011 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Bull et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Burton et al. 2002 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Caplins et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Cerame et al. 2014 Gene flow Subtropical and temperate Bird 
Clark et al. 1999 Gene flow Subtropical Reptile 
Cooper et al. 2002 Demography Temperate Bird 
Coudrain et al. 2013 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Coulon et al. 2004 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Coulon et al. 2010 Gene flow Subtropical Bird 
Cronin 2007 Demography Temperate Invertebrate 
Croteau et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Cureton II et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Dawkins et al. 2010 Gene flow Subtropical Invertebrate 
DeHaan et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
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Dehais et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Delaney et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Reptile and bird 
Delattre et al. 2013 Demography Temperate Invertebrate 
DiLeo et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Dixo et al. 2009 Gene flow Tropical Amphibian 
Dixon et al. 2006 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Drees et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Dutta et al. 2013 Demography and gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Emel & Storfer 2015 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Engelhardt et al. 2008 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Epps et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Faulks et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Fickel et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Fietz et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Finger et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Finnegan et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Fitzpatrick et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Fowler et al. 2000 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Frankham et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Fuentes-Montemayor et al. 2013 Resources Temperate Mammal 
Fünfstück et al. 2014 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Gabrielsen et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
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Galbusera et al. 2004 Gene flow Tropical Bird 
Gavin et al. 1999 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Gerlach & Musolf 2000 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Gibbs 1998 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
González-Wangüemert & Vergara-Chen 2014 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Goodman et al. 2001 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Gortat et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Gula et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Guschanski et al. 2007 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Haag et al. 2010 Demography and gene flow Tropical and subtropical Mammal 
Haapakoski et al. 2013 Resources Temperate Mammal 
Habel et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Hale et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Hamer et al. 2006 Resources Temperate Bird 
Hames et al. 2001 Demography Temperate Bird 
Hänfling et al. 2004 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Hänfling & Weetman 2006 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Hapeman et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Harrisson et al. 2014 Demography and gene flow Temperate Bird 
Hels & Nachman 2002 Demography Temperate Amphibian 
Hill et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Hitchings & Beebee 1998 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
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Hoehn et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Hokit et al. 20110 Gene flow Subtropical Reptile 
Holland & Bennett 2011 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Horreo et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Hovel & Wahle 2010 Demography Temperate Invertebrate 
Ims & Andreassen 1999 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Iwai & Shoda-Kagaya 2012 Gene flow Subtropical Amphibian 
Janecka et al. 2014 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Johansson et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Johansson et al. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Johnson et al. 2004 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Jordan et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Kamler et al. 2007 Resources Temperate Mammal 
Kappes et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Kawakami et al. 2008 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Kawamura 2005 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Keller et al. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Keller & Largiadèr 2003 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Kenney et al. 2014 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Keyghobadi et al. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Kitanishi et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Klapwijk & Lewis 2011 Demography Temperate Invertebrate 
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Klapwijk & Lewis 2012 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Kluger et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Kossenko & Kaygorodova 2007 Resources Temperate Bird 
Kozfkay et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Kraaijeveld-Smit et la. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Kraaijeveld-Smit et al. 2002 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Kuehn et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Lancaster et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Landry & Lapointe 1999 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Lane-deGraaf et al. 2014 Demography and gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Laurence et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Lee et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Lee et al. 2010 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Li et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Liu et al. 2013 Gene flow Subtropical and temperate Invertebrate 
Ljungberg et al. 2013 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Luquet et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Machkour-M'Rabet et al. 2012 Gene flow Tropical Invertebrate 
Macreadie et al. 2012 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Mäki-Petäys et al. 2005 Demography and gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Mapelli et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Marsden et al. 2012 Demography and gene flow Tropical and subtropical Mammal 
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Marsh et al. 2004 Demography Temperate Amphibian 
Marshall et al. 2009 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Matthysen et al. 2001 Demography Temperate Bird 
Mattila et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Mergey et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Mikulíček & Pišút 2012 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Milko et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Miller et al. 2013 Gene flow Tropical Bird 
Millions & Swanson 2007 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Milton et al. 2009 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Monaghan et al. 2001 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Monaghan et al. 2002 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Morales et al. 2011 Gene flow Tropical Fish 
Morita & Yokota 2002 Demography Temperate Fish 
Mortelliti & Boitani 2008 Resources Temperate Mammal 
Mouret et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Nair et al. 2012 Gene flow Tropical Amphibian 
Neuwald 2010 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Ni et al. 2014 Resources Tropical Mammal 
Niedziałkowska et al. 2012 Demography and gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Nielsen et al. 1997 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Noël et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
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Citation Proximate process Geographic region Taxon 
Nunziata et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Ordóñez-Gómez et al. 2015 Resources Tropical Mammal 
Osborne & Williams 2001 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Paolucci et al. 2012 Demography Tropical Invertebrate 
Pavlacky Jr. et al. 2012 Demography Subtropical Bird 
Pavlova et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Peacock & Dochtermann 2012 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Pereoglou et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Pernetta et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Pittman et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Polic et al. 2014 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Provencher & Riechert 1994 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Quéméré et al. 2010 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Ramirez & Haakonsen 1999 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Rantalainen et al. 2004 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Reding et al. 2010 Gene flow Tropical Bird 
Reid et al. 2008 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Remón et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
Richmond et al. 2009 Gene flow Subtropical Reptile 
Roberts et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Roffler et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Ruell et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
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Citation Proximate process Geographic region Taxon 
Safner et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Sandlund et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Sato et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Sato & Harada 2008 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Sato et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Schiffer et al. 2007 Gene flow Tropical Invertebrate 
Schmuki et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Schrey et al. 2012 Gene flow Subtropical Reptile 
Schwalm et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Seppä & Laurila 1999 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Serieys et al. 2015 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Shanahan et al. 2011 Gene flow Subtropical Bird 
Shepherd & Whittington 2006 Resources Temperate Mammal 
Sielezniew & Rutkowski 2012 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Slack et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Smith & Batzli 2006 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Sommer 2003 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Souza et al. 2002 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Stephens et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Sterling et al. 2012 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Stevens & Hogg 2003 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Stoner et al. 2013 Demography Temperate Mammal 
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Citation Proximate process Geographic region Taxon 
Tawatao et al. 2011 Gene flow Tropical Invertebrate 
Taylor et al. 2011 Gene flow Tropical, subtropical and temperate Mammal 
Thomé et al. 2010 Gene flow Tropical and subtropical Amphibian 
Thomé et al. 2014 Gene flow Tropical and subtropical Amphibian 
Turner et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Uimaniemi et al. 2003 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
van Apeldoorn et al. 1994 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Van Houdt et al. 2005 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Vangestel et al. 2010 Resources Temperate Bird 
Vucetich et al. 2001 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Walker et al. 2008 Demography Temperate Mammal 
Wang et al. 2007 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Watanabe et al. 2008 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Watanabe & Omura 2007 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Weyer et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Reptile 
White et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Bird 
Whiteley et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Whiteley et al. 2006 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Williams et al. 2003 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Wilmer & Wilcox 2007 Gene flow Subtropical Invertebrate 
With et al. 2002 Resources Temperate Invertebrate 
Wozney et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
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Citation Proximate process Geographic region Taxon 
Wu et al. 2010 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Wynne et al. 2003 Gene flow Temperate Invertebrate 
Yamazaki et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Yamazaki et al. 2011 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Yannic et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
Yumnam et al. 2014 Gene flow Tropical Mammal 
Zaccara et al. 2014 Gene flow Temperate Fish 
Zamudio & Wieczorek 2007 Gene flow Temperate Amphibian 
Zavodna et al. 2005 Gene flow Tropical Invertebrate 
Zeigler et al. 2013 Demography Tropical Mammal 
Zhou et al. 2011 Gene flow Subtropical Invertebrate 
Zhu et al. 2011 Gene flow Subtropical Mammal 
Zuberogoitia et al. 2013 Gene flow Temperate Mammal 
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Table B.1. Unpublished heterophil:lymphocyte ratios collected by Maron et al. (2012) from 51 
eastern yellow robins near Meandarra and Moonie, Queensland, Australia. 
Individual H:L Ratio 
1 0.2326 
2 0.8741 
3 0.4275 
4 0.9574 
5 0.3459 
6 0.6939 
7 0.2563 
8 0.4552 
9 0.1121 
10 0.0896 
11 0.1034 
12 0.4843 
13 0.3228 
14 0.0716 
15 0.1630 
16 0.7241 
17 0.9200 
18 0.2938 
19 1.2927 
20 0.1099 
21 0.1674 
22 0.1928 
23 0.5519 
24 0.4854 
25 0.0586 
26 0.1813 
27 0.9278 
28 0.1054 
29 0.1626 
30 0.0757 
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Individual H:L Ratio 
31 0.1852 
32 0.4179 
33 0.4204 
34 0.2070 
35 0.1356 
36 0.2200 
37 0.3422 
38 0.1527 
39 0.5081 
40 0.1233 
41 0.6091 
42 0.2123 
43 0.1909 
44 0.1271 
45 0.1535 
46 0.1082 
47 0.1262 
48 0.1373 
49 0.8867 
50 0.6683 
51 0.1804 
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Table C.1. Results of model averaging testing the effectiveness of using H:L ratios to predict eastern yellow robin extirpations *. 
Model K LL AICc Δ ωi R2 
Null 1 -16.37 34.83 0.00 0.07 - 
No. shrubs 2 -15.65 35.54 0.71 0.05 -0.18 
Remnant woodland within 500 m 2 -15.65 35.55 0.72 0.05 -0.18 
Gilgai 2 -15.68 35.62 0.78 0.05 -0.16 
Northing 2 -15.88 36.01 1.17 0.04 -0.20 
No. patches 2 -16.07 36.39 1.56 0.03 -0.22 
Grass cover + no. shrubs 3 -15.18 36.88 2.05 0.03 -0.18 
Grass cover 2 -16.34 36.94 2.11 0.02 -0.21 
Gilgai + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -15.24 36.99 2.16 0.02 -0.20 
No. patches + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -15.29 37.08 2.25 0.02 -0.23 
H:L ratio 2 -16.42 37.09 2.25 0.02 -0.25 
No. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -15.33 37.16 2.33 0.02 -0.22 
Grass cover + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -15.34 37.19 2.36 0.02 -0.20 
Gilgai + northing 3 -15.39 37.29 2.46 0.02 -0.22 
No. patches + no. shrubs 3 -15.40 37.31 2.48 0.02 -0.24 
Northing + no. shrubs 3 -15.41 37.33 2.50 0.02 -0.24 
No. patches + northing 3 -15.42 37.34 2.51 0.02 -0.24 
Gilgai + no. patches 3 -15.51 37.54 2.71 0.02 -0.23 
Gilgai + grass cover 3 -15.52 37.56 2.72 0.02 -0.20 
200 
Model K LL AICc Δ ωi R2 
Gilgai + no. shrubs 3 -15.56 37.64 2.81 0.02 -0.23 
Northing + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -15.66 37.83 3.00 0.02 -0.25 
Remnant woodland within 500 m + H:L ratio 3 -15.68 37.87 3.04 0.02 -0.26 
Gilgai + H:L ratio 3 -15.71 37.93 3.10 0.01 -0.25 
No. shrubs + H:L ratio 3 -15.72 37.95 3.12 0.01 -0.27 
Grass cover + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -14.58 38.04 3.21 0.01 -0.19 
Gilgai + grass cover + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -14.66 38.18 3.35 0.01 -0.18 
Grass cover + northing 3 -15.92 38.35 3.51 0.01 -0.26 
Northing + H:L ratio 3 -15.94 38.39 3.56 0.01 -0.29 
Grass cover + no. patches 3 -16.10 38.70 3.87 0.01 -0.27 
Grass cover + no. patches + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -14.92 38.70 3.87 0.01 -0.22 
No. patches + H:L ratio 3 -16.13 38.77 3.93 0.01 -0.31 
* Abbreviations: number of parameters (K), maximised log likelihood (LL), delta AICc value (Δ), Akaike weight (ωi), and Nagelkerke R2 values (R2). 
Model averaging was based on the 95% confidence set of models. Only those models with a Δ < 4 are displayed. 
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Table C.2. Results of model averaging testing the relationship between remnant woodland extent within 500 m of each study site and eastern yellow 
robin occurrence *. 
Model K LL AICc Δ ωi R2 
Grass cover + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -19.93 46.49 0.00 0.13 0.24 
Grass cover + northing + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 5 -17.55 46.77 0.28 0.11 0.34 
Grass cover + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -18.85 46.78 0.29 0.11 0.27 
Grass cover + northing + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -19.03 47.13 0.64 0.09 0.29 
Gilgai + grass cover + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -19.60 48.29 1.79 0.05 0.24 
Remnant woodland within 500 m 2 -22.14 48.59 2.10 0.04 0.13 
Gilgai + grass cover + northing + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 6 -17.18 48.77 2.27 0.04 0.34 
Gilgai + grass cover + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 5 -18.60 48.87 2.38 0.04 0.27 
Grass cover + no. patches + remnant woodland within 500 m 4 -19.90 48.89 2.39 0.04 0.24 
Gilgai + grass cover + northing + remnant woodland within 500 m 5 -18.62 48.90 2.40 0.04 0.29 
Grass cover + no. patches + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 5 -18.83 49.33 2.84 0.03 0.27 
Grass cover + no. patches + northing + no. shrubs + remnant woodland within 500 m 6 -17.50 49.40 2.91 0.03 0.34 
Northing + remnant woodland within 500 m 3 -21.53 49.69 3.19 0.03 0.16 
Grass cover + no. patches + northing + remnant woodland within 500 m 5 -19.02 49.72 3.22 0.03 0.29 
* Abbreviations: number of parameters (K), maximised log likelihood (LL), delta AICc value (Δ), Akaike weight (ωi), and Nagelkerke R2 values (R2). 
Model averaging was based on the 95% confidence set of models. Only those models with a Δ < 4 are displayed.
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Table C.3. Results of model averaging testing the relationship between the broader landscape context (total woodland extent within 5 km of each study 
site) and eastern yellow robin occurrence *. 
Model K LL AICc Δ ωi R2 
Grass cover + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 6 -25.02 63.63 0.00 0.20 0.40 
Grass cover + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m 5 -26.46 64.03 0.40 0.16 0.35 
Grass cover + gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m 6 -25.75 65.08 1.44 0.10 0.37 
No. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 5 -27.01 65.14 1.50 0.09 0.34 
Grass cover + gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 7 -24.52 65.19 1.56 0.09 0.42 
Grass cover + total woodland within 500 m 4 -28.34 65.40 1.77 0.08 0.33 
Grass cover + total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 5 -27.29 65.70 2.07 0.07 0.37 
Gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 6 -26.37 66.32 2.68 0.05 0.37 
Total woodland within 500 m + total woodland within 5 km 4 -29.04 66.80 3.17 0.04 0.31 
Grass cover + gilgai + total woodland within 500 m 5 -28.11 67.32 3.69 0.03 0.34 
No. wilga + total woodland within 500 m 4 -29.30 67.33 3.69 0.03 0.29 
Total woodland within 500 m 3 -30.54 67.51 3.88 0.03 0.26 
* Abbreviations: number of parameters (K), maximised log likelihood (LL), delta AICc value (Δ), Akaike weight (ωi), and Nagelkerke R2 values (R2). 
Model averaging was based on the 95% confidence set of models. Only those models with a Δ < 4 are displayed. 
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Table C.4. Results of model averaging testing the relationship between the broader landscape context (accessible woodland extent within 5 km of each 
study site) and eastern yellow robin occurrence *. 
Model K LL AICc Δ ωi R2 
Grass cover + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 5 km 6 -24.84 63.27 0.00 0.23 0.41 
Grass cover + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m 5 -26.46 64.03 0.76 0.15 0.35 
No. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 5 km 5 -26.94 64.99 1.72 0.10 0.34 
Grass cover + gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 
5 km 
7 -24.46 65.07 1.80 0.09 0.42 
Grass cover + gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m 6 -25.75 65.08 1.81 0.09 0.37 
Grass cover + total woodland within 500 m 4 -28.34 65.40 2.13 0.08 0.33 
Grass cover + total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 5 km 5 -27.24 65.60 2.33 0.07 0.37 
Gilgai + no. wilga + total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 5 km 6 -26.46 66.51 3.24 0.04 0.36 
Total woodland within 500 m + accessible woodland within 5 km 4 -29.05 66.84 3.57 0.04 0.31 
* Abbreviations: number of parameters (K), maximised log likelihood (LL), delta AICc value (Δ), Akaike weight (ωi), and Nagelkerke R2 values (R2). 
Model averaging was based on the 95% confidence set of models. Only those models with a Δ < 4 are displayed. 
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Figure D.1. (a) Receiver operating characteristic curve and (b) calibration plot for a model of 
eastern yellow robin occupancy that includes total accessible woodland within a 5 km radius of 
each site. Dotted diagonal lines represent (a) the accuracy of the model predicted by chance alone, 
and (b) expected result from perfect model calibration. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals for 
each bin. The numbers above each bar indicate the number of samples within each bin. The area 
under the curve (AUC) was 0.71. 
 
